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Abstract

In cooperative networks, relays cooperate and form a distributed multi-antenna system

to provide spatial diversity. In order to achieve high bandwidth efficiency, distributed space-

time block codes (DSTBCs) are proposed and have been studied extensively. Among all

DSTBCs, this thesis focuses on the codes which are single-symbol maximum likelihood

(ML) decodable and can achieve the full diversity order.

This thesis presents four works on single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs. The first

work proposes the row-monomial distributed orthogonal space-time block codes (DOST-

BCs). We find an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomialDOSTBC and con-

struct the codes achieving this upper bound. In the second work, we first study the general

DOSTBCs and derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC. Secondly, we pro-

pose the row-monomial DOSTBCs with channel phase information(DOSTBCs-CPI) and

derive an upper bound of the data-rate of those codes. Furthermore, we find the actual

row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI which achieve the upper bound of the data-rate.

In the third and fourth works of this thesis, we focus on errorperformance analysis of

single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs. Specifically, we study thedistributed Alamouti’s

code in dissimilar cooperative networks. In the third work,we assume that the relays are

blind relays and we derive two very accurate approximate biterror rate (BER) expressions
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of the distributed Alamouti’s code. In the fourth work, we assume that the relays are CSI-

assisted relays. When those CSI-assisted relays adopt the amplifying coefficients that was

proposed in [33] and widely used in many previous publications, upper and lower bounds

of the BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code are derived. Very surprisingly, the lower

bound indicates that the code cannot achieve the full diversity order when the CSI-assisted

relays adopt the amplifying coefficients proposed in [33]. Therefore, we propose a new

threshold-based amplifying coefficient and it makes the code achieve the full diversity order

two. Moreover, three optimum and one suboptimum schemes aredeveloped to calculate

the threshold used in this new amplifying coefficient.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Cooperative Networks

Radio-wave propagation through wireless channels is a complicated phenomenon charac-

terized by various effects, such as multipath, fading, and shadowing. Due to the irregu-

larities of ground and typical wave propagation phenomena such as diffraction, scattering,

and reflection, when a signal is transmitted over wireless channels, it arrives at the receiver

along a number of distinct paths, a phenomenon referred to asmultipath. These paths

have distinct and time-varying amplitudes, phases, and direction of arrivals and they add

up constructively or destructively at the receiver. These variations are collectively referred

to asfading. Fading is one of the major impairments of wireless channelsand it is usually

seen as an obstacle to reliable data transmission. Considerable efforts have been devoted to

combat fading and guarantee the quality of service over wireless channels.

One effective method to mitigate fading is to implementdiversitytechniques in wire-

less communication systems. The fundamental idea of diversity techniques is to transmit

multiple independent replicas of the same information-bearing symbols to the receiver. By

1



doing so, the probability that all the replicas suffer severe fading simultaneously is reduced

considerably. There are several ways in which one implementdiversity techniques. For ex-

ample, one can employfrequency diversityby transmitting the same symbols on multiple

carriers [30] or employtime diversityby transmitting the same symbols at multiple time

slots [9].

More attentions are given tospatial diversity[17,18,57,62]. Spatial diversity is achieved

by transmitting the same information-bearing symbols by multiple antennas, which can be

deployed at the transmitter, or the receiver, or both ends. As an example, we consider

uncoded binary phase shift keying (PSK) signals over a single-input single output (SISO)

system and over a single-input multiple-output system (SIMO). For the SISO system, it is

well-known that the average symbol error rate (SER)Ps at the high average signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) range is approximated by [42]

Ps ≈
1
E

, (1.1)

whereE is the transmission power. In contrast, for a SIMO system which hasK receiv-

ing antennas and uses maximum ratio combining to detect the signals, the average SER

becomes

Ps ≈
1

EK , (1.2)

We observe that, by employing extra receiving antennas, theaverage SER decays with the

transmission power at a faster speed. Since the performancegain at the high SNR range

is dictated by the exponent of the transmission power in the average SER expression, the

exponent is called thediversity order.

In order to achieve spatial diversity in multiple antenna systems, the antennas need to be

spaced sufficiently far apart. Usually, a separation of a fewwavelengths is required between

two antennas in order to ensure that the symbols fade independently [42]. However, in

2



Figure 1.1. System model of a cooperative network.

some scenarios, such as in cellular, ad hoc, and sensor networks, there are strict size and

complexity limitations on the wireless terminals, and hence, it may not be practical to

implement multiple antennas and space them sufficiently farapart.

In order to cope with this difficulty,cooperative diversityhas been proposed recently

[49, 50]. Cooperative diversity exploits the broadcast nature and the inherent spatial di-

versity of wireless channels. The fundamental idea of cooperative diversity is that several

single-antenna terminals cooperate and achieve spatial diversity by forming a distributed

multi-antenna system. Specifically, a source, several relays, and a destination constitute

a cooperative network as shown in Fig. 1.1, where the relays help the source transmit

information-bearing symbols to the destination. The same information-bearing symbols

are transmitted along several independent channels, including the channel from the source

to the destination and the channels from the relays to the destination. As a result, the sys-

tem can exploit spatial diversity and achieve better performance. The wireless networks

exploiting cooperative diversity are usually calledcooperative networks.
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In order to coordinate the transmissions from different relays, Lanemanet al. proposed

repetition-based cooperative strategy[33]. In this strategy, the source broadcasted one

information bearing symbol at the first time slot. Then everyrelay was assigned one time

slot to transmit this symbol to the destination. Furthermore, depending on how the relays

processed the signals received from the source, two cooperative protocols, the amplify-

and-forward (AF) protocol and the decode-and-forward (DF)protocol, were proposed in

[33]. The authors analyzed the outage probabilities of bothprotocols in a cooperative

network using the repetition-based strategy [33]. The results showed that the repetition-

based strategy could achieve full diversity order in the number of cooperating terminals,

i.e. K + 1 diversity order could be achieved if there were one source and K relays. Due

to its simplicity and ability to achieve full diversity order, the repetition-based cooperative

strategy was used and studied in many literatures [2,6,21,24,34,45,59,60].

Recently, researchers conclude that the repetition-based cooperative network has very

poor bandwidth efficiency. This is because only one relay is allowed to transmit the signals

at each time slot. As a result, many works are devoted to improve the bandwidth efficiency

of the cooperative networks, including cooperative beamforming [20, 64], relay selection

scheme [4,66,69], and DSTBCs [35,41,63,68]. All those schemes let more than one relay

transmit the signals simultaneously to the destination, and hence, the bandwidth efficiency

is improved.

The principle of cooperative beamforming is to assign a proper weight coefficient to

every relay in order to make the signals from different relays add up constructively at the

destination. Some channel state information (CSI) of the channels from the relays to the

destination is needed at the relays in order to compute the weight coefficients. In fact,

cooperative beamforming can achieve the full diversity order only when full CSI is at the

relays [20, 64]. This is hard to achieve even in a slow fading environment. On the other

4



hand, relay selection scheme always selects the relay with the best channel condition to

transmit the signals [4,66,69]. Relay selection is accomplished at the destination, because

the destination is usually assumed to have full CSI. Thus, theselection result must be fed

back from the destination to the relays, which requires a much smaller amount of feedback

overhead than the cooperative beamforming. However, relayselection usually does not

have good performance at low SNR range, although it can achieve full diversity order.

1.1.2 Distributed Space-Time Block Codes

Unlike the cooperative beamforming and the relay selectionscheme, the DSTBCs do not

need any feedback overhead, which makes the DSTBCs more attractive especially in a fast

fading environment. Furthermore, the DSTBCs can considerably improve the bandwidth

efficiency without losing any diversity order. In [35,41,63], for example, the authors proved

that the DSTBCs had higher bandwidth efficiency than the repetition-based cooperative

strategy from the information theory aspect. After then, many works have been devoted

to the design of practical DSTBCs. In particular, special attentions have been given to the

codes which are single-symbol maximum likelihood (ML) decodable at the destination, be-

cause such codes have very low decoding complexity and they are very attractive for prac-

tical implementation. A code is called single-symbol ML decodable if the joint decoding

of all the information-bearing symbols can be decoupled into several scalar decoding prob-

lems, each of which contains only one information-bearing symbol. The most well-known

example is the Alamouti code [1], where the receiver can decode the information-bearing

symbolss1 ands2 individually. A precise definition of the single-symbol ML decodability

has been given in [31], where a code is single-symbol ML decodable if its ML decoding

metric can be written as a sum of multiple terms and every termdepends on at most one

information-bearing symbol.
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In the context of the DF protocol, it is usually assumed that acyclic redundancy check

(CRC) is performed at the relays [68]. The relays that correctlydecode the information-

bearing symbols form a decoding set and only the relays in this set can participate in the

transmissions to the destination. Since the relays in the decoding set have perfect copies of

the information-bearing symbols, the transmissions from the relays to the destination can

be seen as a classic co-located multiple-antenna system, and hence, existing space-time

block codes (STBCs) can be used without any modification. When there areK relays,

for example, one can choose an orthogonal space-time codeX with K rows and assign

each row to a specific relay. Once the relay can correctly decode the information-bearing

symbols, it transmits those symbols to the destination in the form of the pre-assigned row.

This ensures that the decoding at the destination is still single-symbol ML decodable and

full diversity order is maintained as well. Other STBCs, such as quasi-orthogonal STBCs

and linear dispersion codes can be used in a DF cooperative network as well by following

a similar manner.

Recently, many researchers have considered the construction of DSTBCs by address-

ing the distributed nature of the cooperative networks. In [46,53], for example, the authors

developed randomized DSTBCs, where each relay determines thecode in a random and

independent fashion. The randomized DSTBCs have the advantage that they could be used

in a cooperative network where no centralized control terminal exists and the number of

relays in the network were random. Furthermore, in [11, 36, 51], the authors considered

asynchronous cooperative networks. The proposed DSTBCs could achieve the full diver-

sity order even when the transmissions from the relays to thedestination were not symbol

aligned.

On the other hand, the AF protocol has a lower complexity thanthe DF protocol, since

the relays working in the AF mode only require amplifying thereceived signals from the
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source instead of decoding them. Due to the same reason, however, the relays cannot per-

form CRC when they are working in the AF mode. This makes the analysis and construc-

tion of the DSTBCs in the AF cooperative networks much harder than in the DF coopera-

tive networks. In [27], Jinget al. applied the linear dispersion codes in the AF cooperative

networks and studied the diversity order by deriving the average pairwise error probability

(PEP). It was shown that the diversity order of the codes wasK(1− log logE/ logE), where

K was the number of relays andE was the transmission power. The authors noticed that

the construction of the linear dispersion codes in the AF cooperative networks had differ-

ent criteria compared to that in the classic co-located multiple-antenna systems. Motivated

by this proposition, many researchers have tried to design the optimum linear dispersion

codes for the AF cooperative networks by minimizing the average PEP or outage probabil-

ity [13,37]. Recently, Mheidatet al. considered the non-coherent detection of the DSTBCs

in the AF cooperative networks in [39].

1.2 Motivation and Thesis Overview

Although extensive works have been accomplished to design DSTBCs for the AF coop-

erative networks, very little of them address the problem offinding orthogonal DSTBCs,

which are single-symbol ML decodable at the destination. In[25], Huaet al. investigated

the use of generalized orthogonal designs in cooperative networks. It is well-known that

the generalized orthogonal designs can achieve the single-symbol ML decodability and

full diversity [1, 56] in co-located multiple-antenna systems. However, when they were

directly used in cooperative networks, the orthogonality of the codes was lost, and hence,

the codes were not single-symbol ML decodable any more [25].Jinget al. used the exist-

ing orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal designs in cooperative networks [28]. But, the codes
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proposed in [28] were not single-symbol ML decodable neither. In [43, 54], the authors

constructed DSTBCs based on generalized coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs. Al-

though the proposed codes were single-symbol ML decodable,they could not achieve the

full diversity order in an arbitrary constellation. This has motivated us to design and anal-

ysis DSTBCs which are single-symbol ML decodable and can achieve full diversity order

in an arbitrary constellation.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we propose thedistributed orthogonal space-time block

codes(DOSTBCs), and we show that the DOSTBCs achieve the single-symbol ML de-

codability and the full diversity order in an arbitrary constellation. Then further analysis

is given to some special DOSTBCs, namely therow-monomial DOSTBCs, which generate

uncorrelated noises at the destination. Specifically, an upper bound of the data-rate of the

row-monomial DOSTBC is derived. The codes achieving this upper bound are systemati-

cally constructed as well.

However, we impose two limitations on the row-monomial DOSTBCs, in order to sim-

plify the analysis. The first one is that the associated matrices of the codes must be row-

monomialwhich ensure uncorrelated noises at the destination. The other is the assumption

that the relays do not have any CSI of the channels from the source to the relays, i.e. the

channels of the first hop. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we first abandon the row-monomial

limitation; but keep the CSI limitation. That is, we considerthe DOSTBCs where the

noises at the destination are possibly correlated and the relays do not have any CSI of the

first-hop channels. By deriving an upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC, we show

that the data-rate cannot be substantially improved from the row-monomial DOSTBCs by

removing the row-monomial limitation. Secondly, we removethe CSI limitation; but keep

the row-monomial limitation. Specifically, the relays knowthe channel phase information

(CPI) of the first-hop channels and use this information in thecode construction. Those
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codes are referred to asrow-monomial DOSTBCs with CPI(DOSTBCs-CPI). We derive an

upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI andalso find the actual

codes achieving this upper bound.

In Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, we focus on error performance analysis of single-

symbol ML decodable DSTBCs in dissimilar cooperative networks where wireless chan-

nels possibly have different variances. In order to make theanalysis possible, we consider

distributed Alamouti’s code which is used in a cooperative networks with two relays. In

Chapter 4, we assume that the relays areblind relays, i.e. the relays have no CSI. Under

this assumption, two closed-form approximate expressionsof the exact BER of the dis-

tributed Alamouti’s code are derived. Irrespective of the values of the channel variances,

we can always use one of the two proposed closed-form approximate BER expressions

and accurately evaluate the BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code. Furthermore, those

approximate BER expressions show that the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the full

diversity order two in a cooperative network with two blind relays.

In Chapter 5 of this thesis, we assume that the relays areCSI-assisted relays. That is,

the relays have full CSI of the first-hop channels. We first assume that the relays adopt the

amplifying coefficient proposed in [33]. A tight lower and anupper bounds of the average

BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code are derived. Then we show that the distributed

Alamouti’s code only achieves diversity order one when the relays use the amplifying co-

efficient proposed in [33]. Furthermore, in a general cooperative network with more than

two relays, we show that the DSTBCs proposed in [27] only achieve diversity order one

as well when the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33] is used at the relays. To resolve

this problem, we propose a new threshold-based amplifying coefficient for the distributed

Alamouti’s code. This new amplifying coefficient makes the code achieve the full diversity
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order two. Moreover, based on three different criteria, three optimum and one subopti-

mum schemes are developed in order to choose the value of the threshold used in the new

amplifying coefficient.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

The primary contributions of this thesis are briefly summarized as follows.

• For the first time, single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs are designed for AF cooper-

ative networks. Specifically, we design three different types of codes, row-monomial

DOSTBCs, DOSTBCs, and row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI. All those codes are single-

symbol ML decodable in AF cooperative networks and achieve full diversity order

in arbitrary constellations. Moreover, upper bounds of thedata-rates of the proposed

codes are found and the codes achieving the upper bounds are constructed. In partic-

ular, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI are very attractive for practical implemen-

tations, because they have very low decoding complexity andvery high bandwidth

efficiency even when the number of relays is large.

• Error performance of the distributed Alamouti’s code is analyzed when the relays are

blind relays. Two approximate BER expressions of the distributed Alamouti’s code

are derived. Irrespective of the values of channel variances, we can always use one

of those two approximate expressions in order to accuratelyevaluate the error perfor-

mance of the distributed Alamouti’s code. Those two approximate BER expressions

also show that the distributed Alamouti’s code indeed achieve full diversity order two

when the relays are blind relays.
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• When the relays are CSI-assisted relays, error performance ofthe distributed Alam-

outi’s code is analyzed as well. When the relays use conventional amplifying coef-

ficient, we derive very tight lower and upper bounds of the average BER. The lower

bound shows that the code only achieves diversity order one when conventional am-

plifying coefficient is used at the relays. Then we propose a new threshold-based

amplifying coefficient for the CSI-assisted relays. This newamplifying coefficient

makes the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve full diversity order two. Moreover,

we propose several schemes to optimize the value of the threshold used in the new

amplifying coefficient. All of those schemes can improve theperformance greatly.
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Chapter 2

Single-Symbol ML Decodable Distributed

STBCs for Cooperative Networks

In this chapter, distributed orthogonal space-time block codes (DOSTBCs), which achieve

single-symbol maximum likelihood decodability and full diversity order, are first consid-

ered. However, analysis and systematic construction of theDOSTBCs is very hard, since

the noise covariance matrix is not diagonal in general. Thus, some special DOSTBCs,

which have diagonal noise covariance matrices at the destination, are investigated. These

codes are referred to as the row-monomial DOSTBCs. An upper bound of the data-rate of

the row-monomial DOSTBC is derived and it is approximately twice as high as that of the

repetition-based cooperative strategy. Furthermore, systematic construction methods of the

row-monomial DOSTBCs achieving the upper-bound of the data-rate are developed.

2.1 Introduction

It is well-known that relay cooperation can improve the performance of a wireless network

considerably [33, 34, 49, 50]. A source, several relays, anda destination constitute a coop-

erative network, where the relays forward the signals from the source to the destination.
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Because the destination may receive different signals from several relays simultaneously,

some mechanism is needed to prevent or cancel the interference among these signals.

A simple solution is the so-calledrepetition-based cooperative strategy, which was

proposed in [33]. In this strategy, only one relay is allowedto transmit signals at every

time slot. Consequently, no interference exists at the destination, and hence, the decoding

process is single-symbol maximum likelihood (ML) decodable. Furthermore, it has been

shown that the repetition-based cooperative strategy could achieve the full diversity order

K, whereK is the number of relays. Due to its single-symbol ML decodability and full

diversity order, the repetition-based cooperative strategy was used and studied in many

papers [2,6,21,22,35,45]. However, the repetition-basedcooperative strategy has very poor

bandwidth efficiency. It is easy to see that the data-rate1 of the repetition-based cooperative

strategy is 1/K.

Recently, many researchers noticed that the use ofdistributed space-time block codes

(DSTBCs) could improve the bandwidth efficiency of cooperative networks [35, 41, 63]

and many practical DSTBCs were proposed [16,27,36,68]. However, none of those codes

were single-symbol ML decodable in general.2 In [25], Hua et al. investigated the use

of generalized orthogonal designs in cooperative networks. It is well-known that the gen-

eralized orthogonal designs can achieve the single-symbolML decodability and full di-

versity [1, 56]. However, when the generalized orthogonal designs were directly used in

1In this chapter, the data-rate of a cooperative strategy or adistributed space-time block code is defined as

the average number of symbols transmitted by the relays per time slot, i.e. its value is equal to the ratio of the

number of transmitted symbols to the number of time slots used by the relays to transmit all these symbols.
2The schemes proposed in [68] would be single-symbol ML decodable only if the space-time code it

used was single-symbol ML decodable. The fundamental difference between [68] and this chapter is that the

decode-and-forward protocol is considered in [68]; while,we consider the amplify-and-forward protocol in

this chapter.
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cooperative networks, the orthogonality of the codes was lost, and hence, the codes were

not single-symbol ML decodable any more [25]. Very recently, Jinget al. used existing or-

thogonal and quasi-orthogonal designs in cooperative networks [28]. The codes proposed

in [28] were not single-symbol ML decodable in general neither. To the best of our knowl-

edge, DSTBCs which simultaneously achieve the single-symbolML decodability and the

full diversity order have never been designed. This motivated our work.

In this chapter, we first consider thedistributed orthogonal space-time block codes

(DOSTBCs) in the amplify-and-forward cooperative networks.The DOSTBCs achieve the

single-symbol ML decodability and the full diversity order. However, analysis and system-

atic construction of the DOSTBCs is very hard due to the fact that the covariance matrix

of the noise at the destination is non-diagonal in general. Therefore, we restrict our in-

terests to a subset of the DOSTBCs, which result in a diagonal noise covariance matrix

at the destination. We refer to the codes in this subset as therow-monomial DOSTBCs

and derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC. Compared to

the repetition-based cooperative strategy, the row-monomial DOSTBCs achieve approxi-

mately twice higher data-rate, while having the same decoding complexity and diversity

order. Furthermore, systematic construction methods of the row-monomial DOSTBCs are

developed. We prove that the codes generated by the systematic construction methods

achieve the upper-bound of the data-rate when the numberK of relays and/or the number

N of information-bearing symbols are even.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2describes the cooperative

network considered in this chapter. In Section 2.3, we definethe DOSTBCs and show that

they achieve the single-symbol ML decodability and the fulldiversity order. In Section 2.4,

the row-monomial DOSTBCs are first defined and an upper bound of the data-rate of the

row-monomial DOSTBC is then derived. Section 2.5 presents the systematic construction
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methods of the row-monomial DOSTBCs. We present some numerical results in Section

2.6 and then conclude this chapter in Section 2.7.

Notations:Bold upper and lower letters denote matrices and row vectors,respectively.

Also, diag[x1, · · · ,xK] denotes theK×K diagonal matrix withx1, · · · ,xK on its main diago-

nal; 0k1×k2 thek1×k2 all-zero matrix;IT×T theT ×T identity matrix;[·]k thek-th entry of

a vector;[·]k1,k2 the(k1,k2)-th entry of a matrix;(·)∗ the complex conjugate;(·)H the Her-

mitian; (·)T the transpose. For two real numbersa andb, ⌈a⌉ denotes the ceiling function

of a; ⌊a⌋ the floor function ofa; mod(a,b) the modulo operation. For two setsS1 and

S2, S1−S2 denotes the set whose elements are inS1 but not inS2.

2.2 System Model

Consider a cooperative network with one source,K relays, and one destination. Every

terminal has only one antenna and is half-duplex. Denote thechannel from the source to

the k-th relay byhk and the channel from thek-th relay to the destination byfk. hk and

fk are spatially uncorrelated complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit

variance. We assume that the destination knows the instantaneous values of the channel

coefficientshk and fk by using training sequences; while the source and relays have no

knowledge of the instantaneous channel coefficients. Note that we assume that there is no

direct link between the source and destination terminals. The same assumption has been

made in many previous publications [16,27,36,68].

At the beginning, the source transmitsN complex-valued symbols overN consecutive

time slots.3 Let s = [s1, · · · ,sN] denote the symbol vector transmitted from the source,

3If the transmitted symbols are real-valued, it is easy to show that rate-one generalized real orthogonal

design proposed in [56] can be used in cooperative networks without any changes, while achieving the single-

symbol ML decodability and full diversity order [25]. Therefore, we focus on the complex-valued symbols
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where the power ofsn is Es. Assume the coherence time ofhk is larger thanN; then the

received signal vectoryk at thek-th relay isyk = hks+nk, wherenk = [nk,1, · · · ,nk,N] is the

additive noise at thek-th relay and it is uncorrelated complex Gaussian with zero mean and

identity covariance matrix. All the relays are working in the amplify-and-forward mode

and the amplifying coefficientρ is
√

Er/(1+Es) for every relay, whereEr is the transmis-

sion power at every relay. In many previous papers such as [27, 41], the same choice of

ρ =
√

Er/(1+Es) has been made. This amplifying coefficient ensures the average trans-

mission power of every relay isEr in the long term. Moreover, every relay uses the same

transmission powerEr . Optimum power allocation across the relays can certainly improve

the performance further, but it can only be achieved when therelays have knowledge of the

instantaneous channel coefficients.

In order to construct a distributed space-time block code, every relay multipliesyk and

y∗k with Ak andBk, respectively, and then sum up these two products. The dimension ofAk

andBk is N×T. Thus, the transmitted signal vectorxk from thek-th relay is

xk = ρ(ykAk + y∗kBk)

= ρhksAk +ρh∗ks∗Bk +ρnkAk +ρn∗
kBk. (2.1)

This construction method originates from the constructionof a space-time code for co-

located multiple-antenna systems, where the transmitted signal vector from thek-th antenna

is sAk + s∗Bk [61]. Since we consider the amplify-and-forward cooperative networks, the

relays do not have the estimate ofs. Therefore, they useyk and y∗k, which contain the

information ofs, to construct the transmitted signal vector.

Assume the coherence time offk is larger thanT; then the received signal vectoryD at

in this chapter.
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the destination is given by

yD =
K

∑
k=1

fkxk +nD

=
K

∑
k=1

(ρ fkhksAk +ρ fkh
∗
ks∗Bk)+

K

∑
k=1

(ρ fknkAk +ρ fkn∗
kBk)+nD, (2.2)

wherenD = [nD,1, · · · ,nD,T ] is the additive noise at the destination and is uncorrelatedcom-

plex Gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. We assume perfect synchro-

nization among the relays as in [16, 25, 27, 34–36, 68]. Synchronization is a critical issue

for the practical implementation of cooperative networks;but it is beyond the scope of this

chapter. Definew, X, andn as follows:

w = [ρ f1, · · · ,ρ fK] (2.3)

X = [h1sA1 +h∗1s∗B1; · · · ;hKsAK +h∗Ks∗BK] (2.4)

n =
K

∑
k=1

(ρ fknkAk +ρ fkn∗
kBk)+nD; (2.5)

then we can rewrite (2.2) in the following way

yD = wX +n. (2.6)

Because the matrixX containsN information-bearing symbols,s1, · · · ,sN, and it lasts for

T time slots, the data-rate ofX is equal toN/T.4 From (2.5), it is easy to see that the mean

of n is zero and the covariance matrixR of n is given by

R =
K

∑
k=1

(

|ρ fk|2
(

AH
k Ak +BH

k Bk
))

+ IT×T . (2.7)

4Considering theN time slots used by the source to transmit the symbol vectors, the overall data-rate

of the entire transmission scheme isN/(N + T). In this chapter, because we focus on the design ofX, we

will use the data-rateN/T of X as the metric to evaluate the bandwidth efficiency, as we havementioned in

Section 2.1.
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2.3 Distributed Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes

In this section, we will first define the DOSTBCs. Then, in order to evaluate the diversity

order of the DOSTBCs, some properties ofAk andBk are presented. Lastly, we show that

the DOSTBCs can achieve the full diversity order.

From (2.6), the ML estimatês of s is given by

ŝ = argmin
s∈C

(yD −wX)R−1(yD −wX)H

= argmin
s∈C

(

−2ℜ
(

wXR−1yH
D

)

+wXR−1XHwH)

, (2.8)

whereC is the set containing all the possible symbol vectors. Inspired by the definition of

the generalized orthogonal designs [56,61], we define the DOSTBCs in the following way.

Definition 2.1: A K ×T matrix X is called a distributed orthogonal space-time block

code (DOSTBC) in variabless1, · · · ,sN if the following two conditions are satisfied:

D2.1.1) The entries ofX are 0,±hksn, ±h∗ks∗n, or multiples of these indeterminates byj ,

wherej =
√
−1.

D2.1.2) The matrixX satisfies the following equality

XR−1XH = |s1|2D1 + · · ·+ |sN|2DN, (2.9)

whereDn = diag[|h1|2Dn,1, · · · , |hK|2Dn,K] andDn,k are non-zero fork = 1, · · · ,K.

Substituting (2.9) into (2.8), it is easy to show that the DOSTBCs are single-symbol

ML decodable. The first term in (2.8) can be written as−ℜ{∑N
n=1(αnsn + βns∗n)}, where

αn andβn are independent ofsn. By (2.9), the second term in (2.8) can be decomposed into

a sum of terms that only depend on|sn|2. Therefore, (2.8) does not contain the termssn1sn2,

sn1s
∗
n2

, s∗n1
sn2, or s∗n1

s∗n2
, n1 6= n2, which implies the single-symbol ML decodability [31,56].
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Furthermore, the DOSTBCs can also achieve the full diversity orderK. Before presenting

the proof, we first derive some fundamental properties onAk andBk, which will be used

throughout this chapter. For convenience, we define that a matrix is column-monomial

(row-monomial)if there is at most one non-zero entry on every column (row) ofit.

Lemma 2.1. If a DOSTBCX in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, its associated matricesAk and

Bk, 1≤ k≤ K, have the following properties:

1. Ak andBk cannot have non-zero entries at the same position.

2. Ak, Bk, andAk +Bk are column-monomial.

3. Ak1R−1AH
k2

= Bk1R−1BH
k2

= 0N×N, for 1≤ k1 6= k2 ≤ K.

4. AkR−1AH
k +B∗

kR−1BT
k = diag[D1,k, · · · ,DN,k], for 1≤ k≤ K.

Proof: The proof of the first two properties is similar to the proof ofProperty 3.2

in [55]. The proof of the fourth property is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 in [61].

The proof of the third property is given in the following. Whenk1 6= k2, according to (2.9),

[XR−1XH ]k1,k2 is given by

[XR−1XH ]k1,k2 = hk1h
∗
k2

sAk1R−1AH
k2

sH +h∗k1
h∗k2

s∗Bk1R−1AH
k2

sH

+hk1hk2sAk1R−1BH
k2

sT +h∗k1
hk2s∗Bk1R−1BH

k2
sT

= 0. (2.10)

Note thathk1 andhk2 can be any complex numbers. Thus, in order to make (2.10) holdfor

every possible value ofhk1 andhk2, the following equalities must hold

sAk1R−1AH
k2

sH = s∗Bk1R−1BH
k2

sT = 0 (2.11)

By using Lemma 1 of [38], we have the third property.
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The diversity order of the DOSTBCs is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Assume T≥ K, Er = crE, and Es = csE, where cr and cs are positive con-

stants. The DOSTBCs can achieve the full diversity order K.

Proof: See Appendix 2-A.

After evaluating the diversity order of the DOSTBCs, a naturalquestion is how to sys-

tematically construct the DOSTBCs. Unfortunately, systematic construction method has

not yet been found. We note that the major hindrance comes from the fact that the noise

covariance matrixR in (2.7) is not diagonal in general. In the next section, thus, we will

consider a subset of the DOSTBCs, whose codes result in a diagonal R.

2.4 Row-Monomial Distributed Orthogonal Space-Time Block

Codes

In this section, we first show that, ifAk andBk are row-monomial, the covariance matrix

R becomes diagonal. Then we define a subset of the DOSTBCs, whose associated matri-

cesAk andBk are row-monomial, and hence, we refer to the codes in this subset as the

row-monomial DOSTBCs. Lastly, an upper bound of the data-rateof the row-monomial

DOSTBC is derived.

As we stated in Section 2.3, the non-diagonality ofR makes the systematic construc-

tion of the DOSTBCs very hard. Thus, we restrict our interests to a special subset of the

DOSTBCs, whereR is diagonal. In the following, we show that the diagonality of R is

equivalent to the row-monomial condition ofAk andBk.

Theorem 2.1. The matrixR in (2.7) is a diagonal matrix if and only ifAk and Bk are

row-monomial.
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Proof: See Appendix 2-B.

Based on Theorem 2.1, we define the row-monomial DOSTBCs in the following way.

Definition 2.2: A K × T matrix X is called a row-monomial DOSTBC in variables

s1, · · · ,sN if it satisfies D2.1.1 and D2.1.2 in Definition 2.1 and its associated matricesAk

andBk, 1≤ k≤ K, are all row-monomial.

Obviously, the row-monomial DOSTBCs are single-symbol ML decodable and they

achieve the full diversity orderK, because they represent a subset of the DOSTBCs. For the

same reason, all the results in Section 2.3 are still valid for the row-monomial DOSTBCs.

In order to evaluate bandwidth efficiency, we drive an upper-bound of the data-rate of the

row-monomial DOSTBC. To this end, we present several conditions onAk andBk at first.

In this chapter, two matricesA andB are said to becolumn-disjoint, if A andB cannot

contain non-zero entries on the same column simultaneously, i.e. if a column inA contains

a non-zero entry at any row, then all the entries of the same column in B must be zero;

conversely, if a column inB contains a non-zero entry at any row, then all the entries of the

same column inA must be zero.

Lemma 2.3. If a row-monomial DOSTBCX in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, its associated

matricesAk andBk, 1≤ k≤ K, satisfy the following two conditions:

1) Ak1 andAk2 are column-disjoint for k1 6= k2.

2) Bk1 andBk2 are column-disjoint for k1 6= k2.

Proof: See Appendix 2-C.

Lemma 2.3 is crucial to find the upper bound of the data-rate ofthe row-monomial

DOSTBC. According to Definition 2.2, ifX is a row-monomial DOSTBC, there are two

types of non-zero entries in it: 1) the entries containing±hksn or the multiples of it byj ;

2) the entries containing±h∗ks∗n or the multiples of it byj . In the following, we will refer to
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the first type of entries as thenon-conjugateentries and refer to the second type of entries

as theconjugateentries. Lemma 2.3 implies that any column inX cannot contain more

than one non-conjugate entry or more than one conjugate entry. However, one column inX

can contain one non-conjugate entry and one conjugate entryat the same time. Therefore,

the columns inX can be partitioned into two types: 1) the columns containingone non-

conjugate entry or one conjugate entry; 2) the columns containing one non-conjugate entry

and one conjugate entry. In the following, we will refer to the first type of columns as the

Type-I columns and refer to the second type of columns as the Type-II columns. For the

Type-II columns, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. If a row-monomial DOSTBCX in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, the Type-II

columns inX have the following properties:

1. The total number of the Type-II columns inX is even.

2. In all the Type-II columns ofX, the total number of the entries containing sn or s∗n,

1≤ n≤ N, is even.

Proof: See Appendix 2-D.

Since the data-rate ofX is defined asN/T, improving the data-rate ofX is equivalent to

reducing the lengthT of X, whenN is fixed. Furthermore, we note that a Type-II column

contains two non-zero entries; while a Type-I column contains only one non-zero entry.

Therefore, if all the non-zero entries inX are contained in the Type-II columns, the data-

rate ofX achieves the maximum value. Unfortunately, in some circumstances, not all the

non-zero entries inX can be contained in the Type-II columns. In those circumstances,

in order to reduceT, we need to makeX contain as many non-zero entries in the Type-II

columns as possible. Based on this and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we derive an upper bound

of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC and the result is given in the following
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theorem.

Theorem 2.2. If a row-monomial DOSTBCX in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, its data-rate

RR satisfies the following inequality:

RR =
N
T

≤







































1
m, when N = 2l ,K = 2m

2l+1
2lm+2m, when N = 2l +1,K = 2m

1
m+1, when N = 2l ,K = 2m+1

min
( 2l+1

2lm+2m+l+1, 2l+1
2lm+2l+m+1

)

, when N = 2l +1,K = 2m+1

, (2.12)

where N≥ 1 and K≥ 1.

Proof: See Appendix 2-E.

Because the data-rate of the repetition-based cooperative strategy is just 1/K, the data-

rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC is approximately twice as high as that of the repetition-

based cooperative strategy according to (2.12). As we stated before, these are the data-rates

of the transmission from the relays to the destination. On the other hand, we can also

consider the overall data-rate of the cooperative network,i.e. the data-rate of the entire

transmission from the source to the destination. For example, whenN and K are both

even, it is not hard to see that the overall data-rate of the cooperative networks using the

row-monomial DOSTBCs is 2/(2+ K). On the other hand, the overall data-rate of the

repetition-based cooperative strategy is 1/(1+K), which is always smaller than 2/(2+K)

for non-negativeK. Thus, we can conclude that the row-monomial DOSTBCs always have

better bandwidth efficiency than the repetition-based cooperative strategy. Note that the

better bandwidth efficiency of the row-monomial DOSTBCs is achieved without losing the

single-symbol ML decodability or the full diversity order.

But we notice that the upper bounds of the data-rates of the row-monomial DOSTBCs

decrease whenK increases. For a large cooperative network, the row-monomial DOSTBCs
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will not have good bandwidth efficiency. Therefore, although the row-monomial DOST-

BCs are designed for a cooperative network with an arbitraryK, it may be preferable to

implement them only for a cooperative network with a smallK. WhenK is large, we may

improve the bandwidth efficiency by relaxing the constraintof single-symbol ML decod-

ability.

2.5 Systematic Construction of the Row-Monomial DOST-

BCs Achieving the Upper Bound of the Data-Rate

In this section, we present the systematic construction methods of the row-monomial DOST-

BCs. For givenN andK, we useX(N,K) to denote the code generated by the systematic

construction method. There are four different cases depending on the values ofN andK.

2.5.1 N = 2l and K = 2m

For convenience, we will useAk(:, t1 : t2) to denote the submatrix consisting of thet1-th,

t1 +1-th, · · · , t2-th columns ofAk. Similarly, Bk(:, t1 : t2) denotes the submatrix consisting

of thet1-th, t1 +1-th, · · · , t2-th columns ofBk. Furthermore, defineGs as follows:

Gs =







0 1

1 0






. (2.13)

Based onGs, two matricesGA andGB with dimensionN×N are defined:

GA = diag[1,−1,1,−1, · · · ,1,−1] (2.14)

GB = diag[Gs, · · · ,Gs] . (2.15)

The proposed systematic construction method of the row-monomial DOSTBCs achieving

the upper bound of (2.12) is as follows:
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Construction I:

Initialization: Set p = 1. SetAk = Bk = 0N×∞, 1≤ k ≤ K, where∞ means that the

length of the matrices is not decided yet.

Step 1:SetA2p−1(:,(p−1)N+1 : pN) = GA andB2p(:,(p−1)N+1 : pN) = GB.

Step 2:Setp = p+1. If p≤ m, go toStep 1; otherwise, go toStep 3.

Step 3:Discard the all-zero columns at the tail ofAK−1 andBK. Set the length ofAk

andBk, 1≤ k≤ K, equal to that ofAK−1 andBK.

Step 4:CalculateX(N,K) through (2.4) by using the matricesAk andBk obtained in

Steps 1–3, and end the construction.

The following lemma shows that Construction I generates the row-monomial DOST-

BCs achieving the upper bound of (2.12) for any evenN andK.

Lemma 2.5. For any even N= 2l and K = 2m, the codes generated by Construction I

achieve the data-rate1/m.

Proof: In Construction I, the length ofAk and Bk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, is decided by the

length ofAK−1 andBK. BecauseAK−1(:,(m−1)N+1 : mN) andBK(:,(m−1)N+1 : mN)

are set to beGA andGB, respectively, whenp = m, the length ofAK−1 andBK is mN.

Consequently, the length ofAk andBk, 1≤ k≤ K is mN. By (2.4), the length ofX(N,K) is

T and it is the same as that ofAk andBk. Therefore, the value ofT is mN, and hence, the

data-rate ofX(N,K) is 1/m.

For example, whenN = 4 andK = 4, the code constructed by Construction I is given

by

X(4,4) =





















h1s1 −h1s2 h1s3 −h1s4 0 0 0 0

h∗2s∗2 h∗2s∗1 h∗2s∗4 h2s∗3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 h3s1 −h3s2 h3s3 −h3s4

0 0 0 0 h∗4s∗2 h∗4s∗1 h∗4s∗4 h4s∗3





















, (2.16)
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and it achieves the upper bound of the data-rate 1/2.

2.5.2 N = 2l +1 and K = 2m

This case is equivalent to the case thatN = 2l andK = 2m if sN is not considered. Based on

this, the proposed systematic construction method of the row-monomial DOSTBCs achiev-

ing the upper bound of (2.12) is as follows:

Construction II:

Step 1: NeglectsN and construct aK × 2lm matrix X1 in variabless1, · · · ,sN−1 by

Construction I.

Step 2:Form aK×K diagonal matrixX2 = diag[h1sN, · · · ,hKsN].

Step 3:Let X(N,K) = [X1,X2] and end the construction.

Because the length ofX1 andX2 is 2lm andK, respectively, the length ofX(N,K) is

2lm+K. Thus, the data-rate ofX(N,K) is (2l +1)/(2lm+K), which is exactly the same

as the upper-bound of (2.12).

For example, whenN = 5 andK = 4, the code constructed by Construction II is given

by

X1 =





















h1s1 −h1s2 h1s3 −h1s4 0 0 0 0

h∗2s∗2 h∗2s∗1 h∗2s∗4 h2s∗3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 h3s1 −h3s2 h3s3 −h3s4

0 0 0 0 h∗4s∗2 h∗4s∗1 h∗4s∗4 h4s∗3





















, (2.17)

X2 =





















h1s5 0 0 0

0 h2s5 0 0

0 0 h3s5 0

0 0 0 h4s5





















, (2.18)

andX(5,4) = [X1,X2]. The codeX(5,4) achieves the upper bound of the data-rate 5/12.
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2.5.3 N = 2l and K = 2m+1

This case is equivalent to the case thatN = 2l andK = 2m if the K-th relay is not con-

sidered. Based on this, the proposed systematic construction method of the row-monomial

DOSTBCs achieving the upper bound of (2.12) is as follows:

Construction III:

Step 1:Neglect theK-th relay and construct a 2m×2lm matrix X1 by Construction I.

Step 2:Form a vectorx2 = [hKs1, · · · ,hKsN]

Step 3:Build a block diagonal matrixX(N,K) = diag[X1,x2] and end the construction.

Because the length ofX1 andx2 is 2lm andN, respectively, the length ofX(N,K) is

2lm+ N. Thus, the data-rate ofX(N,K) is 1/(1+ m), which is exactly the same as the

upper-bound of (2.12).

For example, whenN = 4 andK = 5, the code constructed by Construction III is given

by

X1 =





















h1s1 −h1s2 h1s3 −h1s4 0 0 0 0

h∗2s∗2 h∗2s∗1 h∗2s∗4 h2s∗3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 h3s1 −h3s2 h3s3 −h3s4

0 0 0 0 h∗4s∗2 h∗4s∗1 h∗4s∗4 h4s∗3





















, (2.19)

x2 =

[

h5s1 h5s2 h5s3 h5s4

]

, (2.20)

andX(4,5) = diag[X1,x2]. The codeX(4,5) achieves the upper bound of the data-rate 1/3.

2.5.4 N = 2l +1 and K = 2m+1

For this case, the proposed systematic construction methodof the row-monomial DOST-

BCs is as follows:

Construction IV:
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Part I:

Initialization: Setp = 0 andS = {s1, · · · ,sN}.

Step 1: Neglects1+ mod(p,N) and construct a 2× 2l matrix X(p) in variablesS −

{s1+ mod(p,N)} by Construction I.

Step 2:Setp = p+1. If p < m, go toStep 1; otherwise, go toStep 3.

Step 3:Let X1 =
[

diag[X(0), · · · ,X(m−1)];01×2lm

]

and proceed to Part II.

Part II:

Initialization: Setp = 0, S (K) = S , andc = 1. Construct aK ×∞ matrix X2 with all

zero entries, where∞ means that the length ofX2 is not decided yet.

Step 1:Set[X2]2p+1,c equal toh∗2p+1s∗1+ mod(p,N).

Step 2:If S (K) = φ , setc = c+1 and go toStep 4.

Step 3: Choose the element with the largest subscript fromS (K) and denote it by

smax. Let [X2]K,c equal tohKsmax and setc = c+ 1. Let [X2]2p+1,c and [X2]K,c equal to

h∗2p+1s∗max and−hKs1+ mod(p,N), respectively. SetS (K) = S (K) −{smax,s1+ mod(p,N)}

andc = c+1.

Step 4:Setp = p+1. If p < m, go toStep 1; otherwise, setp = 0 and proceed toStep

5.

Step 5:Let [X2]2p+2,c equal toh2p+2s1+ mod(p,N).

Step 6:If S (K) = φ , setc = c+1 and go toStep 8.

Step 7: Choose the element with the largest subscript fromS (K) and denote it by

smax. Let [X2]K,c equal toh∗Ks∗max and setc = c+ 1. Let [X2]2p+2,c and [X2]K,c equal to

−h2p+2smax andh∗Ks∗1+ mod(p,N), respectively. SetS (K) = S (K) −{smax,s1+ mod(p,N)}

andc = c+1.

Step 8:Setp = p+1. If p < m, go toStep 5; otherwise, discard the all-zero columns

at the tail ofX2, build X(N,K) = [X1,X2], and end the construction.
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For any oddN≤ 9 andK ≤ 9, we have confirmed that the codes generated by Construc-

tion IV achieve the upper bound of (2.12) indeed. For example, whenN = 5 andK = 5,

the matricesX1 andX2 constructed by Construction IV are given by

X1 =





























h1s2 −h1s3 h1s4 −h1s5 0 0 0 0

h∗2s∗3 h∗2s∗2 h∗2s∗5 h2s∗4 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 h3s1 −h3s3 h3s4 −h3s5

0 0 0 0 h∗4s∗3 h∗4s∗1 h∗4s∗5 h4s∗4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





























(2.21)

and

X2 =



























h∗1s∗1 h∗1s∗5 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 h2s1 −h2s3 0

0 0 h∗3s∗2 h∗3s∗4 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 h4s2

h5s5 −h5s1 h5s4 −h5s2 h∗3s∗3 h∗5s∗1 0



























, (2.22)

respectively, where the solid lines illustrate the construction steps. Therefore,X(5,5) =

[X1,X2] achieves the upper bound of the data-rate 1/3. In general, however, it is hard to

prove that Construction IV can generate the row-monomial DOSTBCs achieving the upper

bound of (2.12) for any oddN andK.

2.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed codeX(4,4), the repetition-

based cooperative strategy, the distributed linear dispersion codes in [27], and the quasi-

orthogonal DSTBCs in [28]. We assume that wireless channels are uncorrelated Rayleigh

fading channels. By computer simulation, we plot the averagebit error rate (BER) against
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of the row-monomial DOSTBCs, the repetition-based cooperative

strategy, the distributed linear dispersion codes in [27],and the quasi-orthogonal distributed

space-time block codes in [28],N = 4, K = 4.

the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit, where the average SNR per bit is equal to the

ratio of Er to the logarithm of the size of the modulation scheme. Optimum power alloca-

tion proposed in [27] is adopted, i.e.Es = KEr . Furthermore, a proper modulation scheme

is chose for every code in order to make them achieve the same bandwidth efficiency. For

example, since the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC is 1/2 whenN = 4 andK = 4,

16-QAM is chosen to make the code achieve bandwidth efficiency 2 bps/Hz.

The comparison results are given in Fig. 2.1. It can be seen that the performance of

the row-monomial DOSTBCs is much better than that of the repetition-based cooperative

strategy in the whole SNR range. The performance gain of the row-monomial DOSTBCs
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is more impressive when the bandwidth efficiency is 2 bps/Hz.Furthermore, because the

BER curves of the row-monomial DOSTBCs are parallel with those of the repetition-based

cooperative strategy, the row-monomial DOSTBCs indeed achieve the full diversity order

K. On the other hand, the performance of the row-monomial DOSTBCs is not as good

as that of the distributed linear dispersion codes in [27] and the quasi-orthogonal DSTBCs

in [28]. However, the row-monomial DOSTBCs have much less decoding complexity,

because they are single-symbol ML decodable.

2.7 Conclusion

We have first studied the DOSTBCs and showed that the DOSTBCs are single-symbol

ML decodable and have the full diversity orderK. Further investigation has been given to

the row-monomial DOSTBCs and an upper bound of the data-rate ofthe row-monomial

DOSTBC has been derived. Compared to the repetition-based cooperative strategy, the

row-monomial DOSTBCs achieve approximately twice higher data-rate without losing the

single-symbol ML decodability or the full diversity order.Furthermore, systematic con-

struction methods of the row-monomial DOSTBCs have been developed. WhenN and/or

K are even, we have proven that the codes generated by the systematic construction meth-

ods always achieve the upper-bound of the data-rate. WhenN andK are both odd, the proof

has not been found; but we have confirmed that the codes generated by the systematic con-

struction method achieve the upper-bound of the data-rate for N andK up to 9.

2.8 Appendix 2-A: Proof of Lemma 2.2

In this proof, for a matrixH, we useλmax(H) to denote its largest eigenvalue;d(H) its

spectral radius;|H| the matrix containing the absolute value of the entries inH. As in [71],
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we use
.
= and

.
≥ to denote the asymptotic exponential equality and inequality, respectively.

The proof starts by defining̃w andX̃ as follows:

w̃ = [ρ f1|h1|, · · · ,ρ fK|hK|] (2.A-1)

X̃ = [sejφ1A1 + s∗e− jφ1B1; · · · ;sejφK AK + s∗e− jφK BK], (2.A-2)

whereφk is the phase ofhk. Consequently, we haveyD = w̃X̃ + n from (2.6). Whenw̃ is

given, the mutual information betweenyD andX̃ is given by

I(X̃;yD|w̃) = log
(

1+ w̃X̃R−1X̃Hw̃H)

≥ log

(

1+
1

λmax(R)
w̃X̃X̃Hw̃H

)

. (2.A-3)

In general,R is not a diagonal matrix and we can writeR = RD + RO, whereRD and

RO contain the main diagonal and the off-diagonal entries ofR, respectively. From [26],

the following inequalities hold

λmax(RO) ≤ d(RO) ≤ d(|RO|) ≤ max
1≤k≤K

K

∑
i=1

|[RO]i,k| < max
1≤k≤K

[RD]k,k = λmax(RD). (2.A-4)

The fourth inequality is because∑K
i=1,i 6=k |[R]i,k| < [R]k,k, which can be seen from (2.7) and

the first two properties in Lemma 2.1. Furthermore, we have [26]

λmax(R) ≤ λmax(RD)+λmax(RO) < 2λmax(RD) ≤ 2(1+
K

∑
k=1

|ρ fk|2), (2.A-5)

where the last inequality is from (2.7) and the first two properties in Lemma 2.1.

In [14], it has been shown that 1+∑K
k=1 |ρ fk|2 is independent ofE, i.e. 1+∑K

k=1 |ρ fk|2 .
=

E0. Thus, we have

I(X̃;yD|w̃)
.
≥ log

(

1+ w̃X̃X̃Hw̃H)

(2.A-6)

.
= log

(

1+csEw̃w̃H)

, (2.A-7)

where the last step is becauseT ≥ K and X̃ is full rank. In [14], it has been shown that

the average outage probability of (2.A-7) decays withE as fast as 1/EK. Therefore, the

average outage probability of the cooperative networks using the DOSTBCs decays withE

as fast as 1/EK, i.e. the full diversity orderK is achieved.
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2.9 Appendix 2-B: Proof of Theorem 2.1

The sufficient part is easy to verify. We only prove the necessary part here, i.e. ifR is

a diagonal matrix,Ak and Bk are row-monomial. This is done by contradiction. IfR

is a diagonal matrix, the off-diagonal entries[R]t1,t2, 1≤ t1 6= t2 ≤ T, are equal to zero.

According to (2.7), we have

[R]t1,t2 =
K

∑
k=1

[

|ρ fk|2
(

N

∑
n=1

[Ak]
∗
n,t1[Ak]n,t2 +

N

∑
n=1

[Bk]
∗
n,t1[Bk]n,t2

)]

= 0. (2.B-1)

In order to make the equality hold for every possiblefk, the following equality must hold

N

∑
n=1

[Ak]
∗
n,t1[Ak]n,t2 +

N

∑
n=1

[Bk]
∗
n,t1[Bk]n,t2 = 0, 1≤ k≤ K. (2.B-2)

Let us assume that then
′
-th, 1≤ n

′ ≤ N, row of Ak contains two non-zero entries:[Ak]n′ ,t1

and[Ak]n′ ,t2, 1≤ t1 6= t2 ≤ T. BecauseAk is column-monomial according to Lemma 2.1,

[Ak]n,t1 = [Ak]n,t2 = 0, 1≤ n 6= n
′ ≤ N, and hence,

N

∑
n=1

[Ak]
∗
n,t1[Ak]n,t2 = [Ak]

∗
n′ ,t1

[Ak]n′ ,t2 6= 0. (2.B-3)

On the other hand, becauseAk andBk cannot have non-zero entries at the same place

according to Lemma 2.1, we have[Bk]n′ ,t1 = [Bk]n′ ,t2 = 0. Furthermore, becauseAk +

Bk is column-monomial,[Bk]n,t1 = [Bk]n,t2 = 0, 1≤ n 6= n
′ ≤ N. Therefore,[Bk]n,t1 =

[Bk]n,t2 = 0, 1≤ n≤ N, and consequently,∑N
n=1[Bk]

∗
n,t1[Bk]n,t2 = 0. It follows from (2.B-2)

and∑N
n=1[Bk]

∗
n,t1[Bk]n,t2 = 0 that

N

∑
n=1

[Ak]
∗
n,t1[Ak]n,t2 = 0. (2.B-4)

Because (2.B-3) and (2.B-4) contradict with each other, we can conclude that any row of

Ak cannot contain two non-zero entries. Furthermore, in the same way, it can be easily

shown that any row ofAk cannot contain more than two non-zero entries, and hence,Ak

is row-monomial. Similarly, we can show thatBk is row-monomial, which completes the

proof of the necessary part.
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2.10 Appendix 2-C: Proof of Lemma 2.3

The proof is by contradiction. We assume that thet
′
-th column ofAk1 andAk2, 1≤ k1 6=

k2 ≤ K, contains a non-zero entry[Ak1]n1,t
′ and a non-zero entry[Ak2]n2,t

′ , respectively.

By Definition 2.2,Ak1 andAk2 are both row-monomial, we have[Ak1]n1,t = [Ak2]n2,t = 0,

1≤ t 6= t
′ ≤ T, and hence,

T

∑
t=1

[Ak1]n1,t [R
−1]t,t [Ak2]

∗
n2,t = [Ak1]n1,t

′ [R−1]t ′ ,t ′ [Ak2]
∗
n2,t

′ 6= 0. (2.C-1)

On the other hand, by the third property in Lemma 2.1 and the fact that R is diagonal,

[Ak1R−1AH
k2

]n1,n2 is given by

[Ak1R−1AH
k2

]n1,n2 =
T

∑
t=1

[Ak1]n1,t [R
−1]t,t [Ak2]

∗
n2,t = 0. (2.C-2)

Because (2.C-1) and (2.C-2) contradict with each other, we conclude thatAk1 and Ak2,

1 ≤ k1 6= k2 ≤ K, cannot contain non-zero entries on the same column simultaneously.

Therefore,Ak1 andAk2 are column-disjoint whenk1 6= k2. Similarly, we can show thatBk1

andBk2 are column-disjoint whenk1 6= k2.

2.11 Appendix 2-D: Proof of Lemma 2.4

If no Type-II column exists inX, it is trivial that the number of the Type-II columns inX

is even. If there is one Type-II column inX, without loss of generality, we assume that the

t1-th column inX is a Type-II column and it containshk1sn1 andh∗k2
s∗n2

on thek1-th andk2-th

row, respectively. Consequently,[XR−1XH ]k1,k2 will contain the termhk1sn1hk2sn2[R
−1]t1,t1.

On the other hand, becauseX is a row-monomial DOSTBC,[XR−1XH ]k1,k2 should be null

by the definition. Thus, in order to cancel the termhk1sn1hk2sn2[R
−1]t1,t1, there must be

another Type-II column, for example thet2-th column,t1 6= t2, which contains−hk1sn2 and
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h∗k2
s∗n1

on thek1-th andk2-th row, respectively.5 Therefore, the Type-II columns inX always

appear in pairs, and hence, the total number of the Type-II columns inX is even.

For convenience, we will refer to any entry inX that containssn or s∗n as thesn-entry. If

nosn-entry exists in the Type-II columns ofX, it is trivial that the total number ofsn-entries

in the Type-II columns ofX is even. If there is onesn-entry in a Type-II column ofX,

we assume it containssn without loss of generality. From the proof of the first property

in Lemma 2.4, we can see that there must be ansn-entry in another Type-II column and it

containss∗n. Therefore, in the Type-II columns ofX, thesn-entries always appear in pairs,

and hence, the total number of thesn-entries in the Type-II columns ofX is even.

2.12 Appendix 2-E: Proof of Theorem 2.2

For convenience, we will refer to any entry inX that containssn or s∗n as thesn-entry. Let

U denote the total number of non-zero entries inX; Vn the total number ofsn-entries inX;

Wk the total number of non-zero entries in thek-th row of X. Obviously,U = ∑N
n=1Vn =

∑K
k=1Wk. According to the fourth property in Lemma 2.1, at least one[Ak]n,t or one[Bk]n,t

is non-zero, 1≤ n ≤ N and 1≤ k ≤ K. Thus, every row ofX has at least onesn-entry,

1≤ n≤ N. On the other hand, by the row-monomial condition ofAk andBk, every row of

X has at most twosn-entries, where one containssn and the other containss∗n. Therefore,

every row ofX contains at leastN and at most 2N non-zero entries, i.e.N ≤ Wk ≤ 2N,

1≤ k≤ K. For the same reason, we haveK ≤Vn ≤ 2K, 1≤ n≤ N. Consequently, we have

NK ≤U ≤ 2NK.

5The t2-th column will produce a term−hk1sn1hk2sn2[R
−1]t2,t2. Because thet1-th andt2-th columns have

non-zero entries only on thek1-th andk2-th rows, we have[R−1]t1,t1 = [R−1]t2,t2 = 1/(1+ |ρ fk1|2 + |ρ fk2|2)

from (2.7). Aa a result,hk1sn1hk2sn2[R
−1]t1,t1 is cancelled by−hk1sn1hk2sn2[R

−1]t2,t2, and [XR−1XH ]k1,k2

becomes null.
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Case I: N= 2l and K = 2m. WhenN = 2l andK = 2m, U ≥ NK = 4lm. Because a

pair of Type-II columns contains four non-zero entries, at least⌈4lm/4⌉ pairs of Type-II

columns are needed to transmit all the non-zero entries. Since T is the total number of

columns inX, we have the following inequality

T ≥ 2

⌈

4lm
4

⌉

= 2lm, (2.E-1)

and hence,

RR ≤ 1
m

. (2.E-2)

Case II: N= 2l + 1 and K = 2m. When N = 2l + 1 andK = 2m, without loss of

generality, we assumeW1, · · · ,Ww are even andW1+w, · · · ,W2m are odd, where 1≤ w≤ 2m.

We first haveU ≥ NK = 4lm+ 2m. Furthermore, becauseWk is even for 1≤ k ≤ w,

Wk ≥ N + 1 = 2l + 2. Consequently,U ≥ 4lm+ 2m+ w. On the other hand, because the

Type-II columns always appear in pairs, thek-th row of X, w+1≤ k ≤ 2m, must contain

at least one Type-I column; otherwise,Wk will be even, which violates our assumption.

Therefore, there are at least 2m−w Type-I columns inX and they contain 2m−w non-zero

entries. Because a pair of Type-II columns contains four non-zero entries, the rest non-zero

entries need at least⌈(4lm+2m+w− (2m−w))/4⌉ pairs of Type-II columns to transmit.

Therefore, we have the following inequality

T ≥ 2m−w+2

⌈

4lm+2m+w− (2m−w)

4

⌉

(2.E-3)

≥ 2m−w+
4lm+2m+w− (2m−w)

2
(2.E-4)

= 2lm+2m, (2.E-5)

and hence,

RR ≤ 2l +1
2lm+2m

. (2.E-6)
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Case III: N = 2l and K = 2m+ 1. When N = 2l and K = 2m+ 1, without loss of

generality, we assumeV1, · · · ,Vv are even andVv+1, · · · ,V2l are odd, where 1≤ v≤ 2l . We

first haveU ≥NK = 4lm+2l . Furthermore, becauseVn is even for 1≤ n≤ v, Vn ≥K +1=

2m+2. Consequently,U ≥ 4lm+2l + v. On the other hand, because the total number of

sn-entries in the Type-II columns ofX is even, at least onesn-entry,v+1≤ n≤ 2l , is in a

Type-I column; otherwise,Vn will be even, which violates our assumption. Thus, there are

at least 2l −v Type-I columns inX and they contain 2l −v non-zero entries. Because a pair

of Type-II columns contains four non-zero entries, the restnon-zero entries need at least

⌈(4lm+2l +v− (2l −v))/4⌉ pairs of Type-II columns to transmit. Therefore, we have the

following inequality

T ≥ 2l −v+2

⌈

4lm+2l +v− (2l −v)
4

⌉

(2.E-7)

≥ 2l −v+
4lm+2l +v− (2l −v)

2
(2.E-8)

= 2lm+2l , (2.E-9)

and hence,

RR ≤ 1
m+1

. (2.E-10)

Case IV: N= 2l + 1 and K = 2m+ 1. When N = 2l + 1 andK = 2m+ 1, we can

assume thatW1, · · · ,Ww are even andW1+w, · · · ,W2m+1 are odd, where 1≤ w≤ 2m+1. By

following the proof of Case II, we have

T ≥ 2m+1−w+2

⌈

4lm+2l +2m+1+w− (2m+1−w)

4

⌉

(2.E-11)

≥ 2m+1−w+
4lm+2l +2m+1+w− (2m+1−w)

2
(2.E-12)

= 2lm+2m+ l +1. (2.E-13)
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On the other hand, we can assumeV1, · · · ,Vv are even andVv+1, · · · ,V2l+1 are odd, where

1≤ v≤ 2l +1. By following the proof of Case III, we have

T ≥ 2l +1−v+2

⌈

4lm+2l +2m+1+v− (2l +1−v)
4

⌉

(2.E-14)

≥ 2l +1−v+
4lm+2l +2m+1+v− (2l +1−v)

2
(2.E-15)

= 2lm+2l +m+1. (2.E-16)

From (2.E-13) and (2.E-16), it is immediate that

T ≥ max(2lm+2m+ l +1,2lm+2l +m+1), (2.E-17)

and

RR ≤ min

(

2l +1
2lm+2m+ l +1

,
2l +1

2lm+2l +m+1

)

. (2.E-18)
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Chapter 3

The Impact of Noise Correlation and Channel

Phase Information on the Data-Rate of

Single-Symbol ML Decodable Distributed

STBCs

In Chapter 2, we proposed the row-monomial distributed orthogonal space-time block

codes (DOSTBCs) and showed that the row-monomial DOSTBCs achieved approximately

twice higher bandwidth efficiency than the repetition-based cooperative strategy. However,

we imposed two limitations on the row-monomial DOSTBCs. The first one was that the

associated matrices of the codes must be row-monomial. The other was the assumption

that the relays did not have any channel state information (CSI) of the channels from the

source to the relays, although this CSI could be readily obtained at the relays without any

additional pilot signals or any feedback overhead. In this chapter, we first remove the row-

monomial limitation; but keep the CSI limitation. In this case, we derive an upper bound of

the data-rate of the DOSTBC. Secondly, we abandon the CSI limitation; but keep the row-

monomial limitation. Specifically, we propose the row-monomial DOSTBCs with channel
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phase information (DOSTBCs-CPI) and derive an upper bound of the data-rate of those

codes. The row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have higher data-rates than the DOSTBCs and

the row-monomial DOSTBCs. Furthermore, we find the actual row-monomial DOSTBCs-

CPI which achieve the upper bound of the data-rate.

3.1 Introduction

In a cooperative network, the relays cooperate to help the source transmit the information-

bearing symbols to the destination. The relay cooperation improves the performance of

the network considerably [33, 34, 49, 50]. The cooperative strategy of the relays is cru-

cial and it decides the performance of a cooperative network. A simple cooperative strat-

egy is therepetition-based cooperative strategywhich was proposed in [33] and studied

in [2, 6, 21, 22, 45]. This cooperative strategy achieves thefull diversity order in the num-

berK of relays.1 Furthermore, the maximum likelihood (ML) decoding at the destination

is single-symbol ML decodable.2 However, the repetition-based cooperative strategy has

poor bandwidth efficiency, since its data-rate3 is just 1/K. Many works have been devoted

to improve the bandwidth efficiency of the cooperative networks, such as the cooperative

1We say a cooperative strategy achieves the full diversity order when its average bit error rate (BER) or

outage capacity decays with the transmission power in an order of K [35]. Furthermore, unless otherwise

indicated, saying one code or one scheme achieves the full diversity order in this chapter means it achieves

the full diversity in an arbitrary signal constellation.
2A code or a scheme is single-symbol ML decodable if the joint decoding of all the information-

bearing symbols can be decoupled into several scalar decoding problems, each of which contains only one

information-bearing symbol.
3In this chapter, the data-rate of a cooperative strategy or adistributed space-time block code is equal to

the ratio of the number of transmitted information-bearingsymbols to the number of time slots used by the

relays to transmit all these symbols.
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beamforming [35,64] and the relay selection [66,69,70]. More attentions have been given

to thedistributed space-time block codes(DSTBCs) [35,41,63]. Furthermore, many prac-

tical codes have been proposed in [10,16,27,32,36,40,68].Although all those codes could

improve the bandwidth efficiency, they were not single-symbol ML decodable in general,

and hence, they had much higher decoding complexities than the repetition-based cooper-

ative strategy.

Very few works have tried to propose the DSTBCs achieving the single-symbol ML

decodability and the full diversity order. In [25], Huaet al. used the existing orthogonal de-

signs in cooperative networks; but they found that most codes were not single-symbol ML

decodable any more. In [43], Rajanet al. used the orthogonal designs, generalized coordi-

nate interleaved orthogonal designs, and clifford unitaryweight single-symbol decodable

codes in cooperative networks. They claimed that those codes achieved the single-symbol

ML decodability when the noise covariance matrix at the destination was a scaled identity

matrix. Furthermore, the authors proposed a class of DSTBCs based on the clifford uni-

tary weight single-symbol decodable codes. However, thosecodes were single-symbol ML

decodable only when there were four relays and they could notachieve the full diversity

order in an arbitrary signal constellation. In [28], Jinget al. applied the orthogonal and

quasi-orthogonal designs in cooperative networks and theyanalyzed the diversity order of

the codes. The authors of [28] claimed that the codes achieved the single-symbol ML de-

codability as long as the noises at the destination were uncorrelated. However, we noticed

that the rate-3/4 code given in [28] was actually not single-symbol ML decodable, although

it generated uncorrelated noises at the destination. Actually in this chapter, we will show

that, when the noises are uncorrelated, the codes have to satisfy another constraint in order

to be single-symbol ML decodable.

Only very recently, the DSTBCs achieving the single-symbol MLdecodability have
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been studied. In Chapter 2, we considered a cooperative network working in the amplify-

and-forward mode, where every relay amplified the received signals from the source and

then forwarded them to the destination. We proposed the distributed orthogonal space-time

block codes (DOSTBCs), and we showed that the DOSTBCs achieved the single-symbol

ML decodability and the full diversity order. Moreover, we systematically studied some

special DOSTBCs, namely the row-monomial DOSTBCs, which generated uncorrelated

noises at the destination. Specifically, an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial

DOSTBC was derived. This upper bound suggested that the row-monomial DOSTBCs

had approximately twice higher bandwidth efficiency than the repetition-based cooperative

strategy. In Chapter 2, however, we imposed two limitations on the row-monomial DOST-

BCs, in order to simplify the analysis. The first one was that theassociated matrices of the

codes must be row-monomial, which ensured uncorrelated noises at the destination. The

other was the assumption that the relays did not have any channel state information (CSI)

of the channels from the source to the relays, i.e. the channels of the first-hop. Actually,

since we assumed the destination had the CSI of the channels from the source to the relays

and the channels from the relays to the destination in Chapter2, the CSI of the first-hop

channels could be easily obtained at the relays without requiring additional pilot signals or

any feedback overhead.4 But, it is still unknown what impact those two limitations have on

the data-rate of the codes. This has motivated our work.

In this chapter, we first abandon the row-monomial limitation; but keep the CSI limita-

tion. That is, we consider the DOSTBCs where the noises at the destination are possibly

4In order to make the destination have the CSI of the channels from the source to the relays and the

channels from the relays to the destination, the source needs to broadcast pilot signals to the relays and the

relays need to forward these pilot signals to the destination. If the relays are equipped with channel estimation

devices, they can estimate the channels from the source to themselves based on the pilot signals broadcasted

by the source. This does not require any additional pilot signals or any feedback overhead.
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correlated and the relays do not have any CSI of the first-hop channels. By deriving an

upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC, we show that the data-rate cannot be sub-

stantially improved from the row-monomial DOSTBCs by removing the row-monomial

limitation. Like the row-monomial DOSTBCs, the DOSTBCs may not have good band-

width efficiency in a cooperative network with many relays, because the upper bound of

the data-rate of the DOSTBC decreases with the numberK of relays. Secondly, we remove

the CSI limitation; but keep the row-monomial limitation. Specifically, the relays know

the channel phase information (CPI) of the first-hop channelsand use this information in

the code construction. Those codes are referred to as therow-monomial DOSTBCs with

CPI (DOSTBCs-CPI). We derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial

DOSTBC-CPI and also find the actual codes achieving this upper bound. The upper bound

of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is higher than those of the DOSTBCs

and the row-monomial DOSTBCs. Thus, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have better

bandwidth efficiency than the DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs. Furthermore,

the upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPIis independent of the

numberK of relays, which ensures the codes have good bandwidth efficiency even when

there are many relays.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we remove the row-

monomial limitation; but the relays do not have any CSI. Specifically, we study the DOST-

BCs and derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC. In Section 3.3, the relays

exploit the CPI to construct the codes; but the row-monomial limitation is maintained.

Specifically, we first define the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI and then derive an upper

bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI. We present some numerical

results in Section 3.4 and conclude this chapter in Section 3.5.

Notations:Bold upper and lower letters denote matrices and row vectors,respectively.
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Also, diag[x1, · · · ,xK] denotes theK×K diagonal matrix withx1, · · · ,xK on its main diago-

nal;0k1×k2 thek1×k2 all-zero matrix;IT×T theT×T identity matrix; det(·) the determinant

of a matrix; [·]k thek-th entry of a vector;[·]k1,k2 the (k1,k2)-th entry of a matrix;(·)∗ the

complex conjugate;(·)H the Hermitian;(·)T the transpose. LetX = [x1; · · · ;xK] denote the

matrix with xk as itsk-th row, 1≤ k ≤ K. For a real numbera, ⌈a⌉ denotes the ceiling

function ofa.

3.2 Distributed Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes

In this section, we study the DOSTBCs. Specifically, we abandonthe row-monomial limi-

tation, which was adopted in the construction of the row-monomial DOSTBCs in Chapter

2. Thus, the DOSTBCs possibly generate correlated noises at the destination. However,

we still keep the CSI limitation, i.e. the relays do not have any CSI. The system model of

the DOSTBCs is presented first. Then we derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the

DOSTBC.

3.2.1 System Model of the DOSTBCs

Consider a cooperative network with one source,K relays, and one destination. Every

terminal has only one antenna and is half-duplex. Denote thechannel from the source to

thek-th relay byhk and the channel from thek-th relay to the destination byfk, wherehk

and fk are spatially uncorrelated complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and

unit variance. We assume that the destination has full CSI, i.e. it knows the instantaneous

values ofhk and fk by using pilot signals. We also assume that there is no directlink

between the source and destination. The same assumption hasbeen made in many previous

publications [27,28,36,68]
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At the beginning, the source transmitsN complex-valued information-bearing symbols

over N consecutive time slots. If the information-bearing symbols are real-valued, the

construction of the single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs has been solved in [25]. For this

special case, Huaet al. showed that the rate-one real orthogonal design proposed by[56]

could be used in the cooperative networks without any changes. Furthermore, the codes

achieved the full diversity order. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on the complex-

valued symbols, which is more general than the work in [25]. Let s = [s1, · · · ,sN] denote

the information-bearing symbol vector transmitted from the source, where the power ofsn

is Es. Assume the coherence time ofhk is larger thanN; then the received signal vector

yk at thek-th relay isyk = hks + nk, wherenk = [nk,1, · · · ,nk,N] is the additive noise at the

k-th relay and it is uncorrelated complex Gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance

matrix. All the relays are working in the amplify-and-forward mode and the amplifying

coefficientρ is
√

Er/(1+Es) for every relay, whereEr is the transmission power at every

relay. We setρ =
√

Er/(1+Es) as in many previous publications including [27,28,41,43].

This ensures the average transmission power of every relay is Er in the long term. Based

on the received signal vectoryk, the k-th relay produces a transmitted signal vector and

forwards it to the destination.

In this section, we assume that thek-th relay has no CSI of the first-hop channels. This

can be true when the relays do not have any channel estimationdevices due to strict power

and/or size constraints. Note that, even when the relays cannot estimate the channels, the

destination is still able to obtain the full CSI. This is because the destination usually dose

not have any power or size limitation, and hence, it can be equipped with sophisticated

channel estimation devices. Furthermore, although the relays cannot estimate the channels,

they can forward the pilot signals from the source to the destination, and they can transmit

their own pilot signals to the destination. Based on those pilot signals, the destination is
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able to obtain the full CSI, which has been discussed in [25,66].

Thek-th relay produces the transmitted signal vectorxD
k as follows:

xD
k = ρ(ykAk + y∗kBk)

= ρhksAk +ρh∗ks∗Bk +ρnkAk +ρn∗
kBk. (3.1)

The matricesAk andBk are called the associated matrices. They have the dimensionof

N×T and their properties will be discussed in detail later. Assume the coherence time

of fk is larger thanT. Furthermore, perfect synchronization among the relays isassumed

as in [16, 27, 68], and [25, 28, 43]. Although synchronization is a critical issue for the

practical implementation of cooperative networks, it is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The received signal vector at the destination is given by

yD =
K

∑
k=1

fkxD
k +nd

=
K

∑
k=1

(ρ fkhksAk +ρ fkh
∗
ks∗Bk)+

K

∑
k=1

(ρ fknkAk +ρ fkn∗
kBk)+nd, (3.2)

wherend = [nd,1, · · · ,nd,T ] is the additive noise at the destination and it is uncorrelated

complex Gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. DefinewD, XD, andnD

as follows:

wD = [ρ f1, · · · ,ρ fK] (3.3)

XD = [h1sA1 +h∗1s∗B1; · · · ;hKsAK +h∗Ks∗BK] (3.4)

nD =
K

∑
k=1

(ρ fknkAk +ρ fkn∗
kBk)+nd; (3.5)

then we can rewrite (3.2) in the following way

yD = wDXD +nD. (3.6)

Furthermore, from (3.5), it is easy to see that the mean ofnD is zero and the covariance
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matrix R of nD is given by

R =
K

∑
k=1

(

|ρ fk|2
(

AH
k Ak +BH

k Bk
))

+ I. (3.7)

3.2.2 Upper Bound of the Data-Rate of the DOSTBC

The definition of the DOSTBCs was proposed in Chapter 2 and it is asfollows:

Definition 3.1:A K ×T code matrixXD is called a DOSTBC in variabless1, · · · ,sN if

the following two conditions are satisfied:

D3.1.1) The entries ofXD are 0,±hksn, ±h∗ks∗n, or multiples of these indeterminates byj ,

wherej =
√
−1.

D3.1.2) The matrixXD satisfies the following equality

XDR−1XH
D = |s1|2D1 + · · ·+ |sN|2DN, (3.8)

whereDn = diag[|h1|2Dn,1, · · · , |hK|2Dn,K] andDn,1, · · · ,Dn,K are non-zero.

Note that Definition 3.1 actually defines a subset of all the single-symbol ML decodable

DSTBCs. This is because condition D3.1.1 constrains that the entries ofXD can only be

0, ±hksn, ±h∗ks∗n, or multiples of these indeterminates byj . The upper bound derived in

Theorem 3.2 only applies to the codes in this subset. One can relax condition D3.1.1 and

define more general single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs. For example, one can use the

generalized coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs and clifford unitary weight codes in

cooperative networks.

In Chapter 2, it has been shown that the DOSTBCs are single-symbol ML decodable

and achieve the full diversity orderK. However, the data-rate of the DOSTBC has not been
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analyzed in Chapter 2. In the following, we derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the

DOSTBC. To this end, one may think of redefiningwD andXD as follows

wD = [ρ f1|h1|, · · · ,ρ fK|hK|] (3.9)

XD = [sÃ1 + s∗B̃1; · · · ;sÃK + s∗B̃K], (3.10)

whereÃk = ejθkAk andB̃k = e− jθkBk. ThenXD can be seen as the generalized orthogonal

designs, and hence, the results in [61] may be directly used.Actually, this method will

make the analysis more complicated. Note that the new associated matrices̃Ak and B̃k

have a fundamental difference with the associated matricesof the generalized orthogonal

design in [61]. That is,̃Ak and B̃k containθk, which is a random variable. Due to this

reason, it is very hard to find the properties ofÃk andB̃k by using the results in [61], and

hence, it is very complicated to derive an upper bound by using (3.9) and (3.10). Instead

of this approach, in this chapter, we definewD andXD as in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively,

and derive an upper bound of the data-rate by analyzing the properties ofAk andBk. Some

fundamental properties ofAk andBk are given in the following lemma at first.

Lemma 3.1. If a DOSTBCXD in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, its associated matricesAk,

Bk, and Ak + Bk are column-monomial. Furthermore, the orthogonal condition (3.8) on

XD holds if and only if

Ak1R−1AH
k2

= 0, k1 6= k2 (3.11)

Bk1R−1BH
k2

= 0, k1 6= k2 (3.12)

Ak1R−1BH
k2

+B∗
k2

R−1AT
k1

= 0, (3.13)

Bk1R−1AH
k2

+A∗
k2

R−1BT
k1

= 0, (3.14)

AkR−1AH
k +B∗

kR−1BT
k = diag[D1,k, · · · ,DN,k]. (3.15)

Proof: See Appendix 3-A.
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Lemma 3.1 gives us some fundamental properties ofAk andBk. However, due to the

existence ofR−1, we cannot obtain an upper bound by using the conditions (3.11)–(3.15)

directly. Therefore, we simplify those conditions in the following theorem by eliminating

R−1.

Theorem 3.1. If a DOSTBCXD in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, we have

XDXH
D = |s1|2E1 + · · ·+ |sN|2EN, (3.16)

whereEn = diag[|h1|2En,1, · · · , |hK|2En,K] and En,1, · · · ,En,K are strictly positive. Equiva-

lently, the associated matricesAk andBk satisfy the following conditions

Ak1AH
k2

= 0, k1 6= k2 (3.17)

Bk1BH
k2

= 0, k1 6= k2 (3.18)

Ak1BH
k2

+B∗
k2

AT
k1

= 0 (3.19)

Bk1AH
k2

+A∗
k2

BT
k1

= 0 (3.20)

AkAH
k +B∗

kBT
k = diag[E1,k, · · · ,EN,k]. (3.21)

Proof: See Appendix 3-B.

After comparing Theorem 3.1 and the definition of the generalized orthogonal design

in [61], it seems that the DOSTBCs represent subset of the generalized orthogonal design.

However, note that there is a fundamental difference between the DOSTBCs and the gener-

alized orthogonal design. That is, the code matrixXD of a DOSTBC contains the channel

coefficientshk. Actually, this fundamental difference explains whyÃk and B̃k in (3.10)

containθk. Furthermore, this fundamental difference induces the conditions (3.17) and

(3.18). Those two conditions help derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC

in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. If a DOSTBCXD in variables s1, · · · ,sN exists, its data-rateRD satisfies the

following inequality:

RD =
N
T

≤ N

⌈NK
2 ⌉

. (3.22)

Proof: See Appendix 3-C.

Theorem 3.2 suggests that the DOSTBCs have approximately twice higher bandwidth

efficiency than the repetition-based cooperative strategy. It is worthy of mentioning that the

DOSTBCs have the same decoding complexity and diversity orderas the repetition-based

cooperative strategy. For comparison, we restate the upperbound of the data-rateRR of

the row-monomial DOSTBC here

RR =
N
T

≤







































1
m, when N = 2l ,K = 2m

2l+1
2lm+2m, when N = 2l +1,K = 2m

1
m+1, when N = 2l ,K = 2m+1

min
( 2l+1

2lm+2m+l+1, 2l+1
2lm+2l+m+1

)

when N = 2l +1,K = 2m+1

. (3.23)

WhenN andK are even, the upper bounds of (3.22) and (3.23) both equal to 2/K. Thus, for

this case, the data-rate cannot be improved from the row-monomial DOSTBCs by removing

the row-monomial limitation. Furthermore, we can construct the DOSTBCs achieving the

upper bound 2/K by using the systematic construction method proposed in Chapter 2.

WhenK is even andN is odd, the upper bound (3.22) is equal to 2/K as well. Thus, the

highest data-rate the codes can achieve is 2/K and the delay of such codes isNK/2. On

the other hand, if we reduce the value ofN by 1, the upper bound becomes(N−1)/⌈(N−

1)K/2⌉, which is equal to 2/K. The highest data-rate of the codes is still 2/K, but the

delay of the codes is reduced to(N−1)K/2, which is smaller thanNK/2. Furthermore,

after reducingN by 1, the value ofN− 1 is even and we can construct the actual codes

achieving the upper bound 2/K by using the systematic construction method proposed in

Chapter 2. Therefore, whenK is even andN is odd, we should always reduceN by 1
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first and then we can construct the actual DOSTBCs achieving theupper bound (3.22).

However, whenK is odd, we cannot find any DOSTBCs achieving the upper bound (3.22).

Like the row-monomial DOSTBCs, the DOSTBCs may have poor bandwidth effi-

ciency, when there are many relays. This is because the upperbound (3.22) decreases

with the numberK of relays. This problem can be solved very well when the relays can

exploit the CPI to construct the codes, which will be shown in the next section.

3.3 Row-Monomial Distributed Orthogonal Space-Time Block

Codes with Channel Phase Information

In this section, we investigate the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI.Specifically, we remove

the CSI limitation and assume the relays use the CPI to construct the codes. But, we still

keep the row-monomial limitation, in order to facilitate the analysis. The system model of

the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI is described first. Then we derivean upper bound of the

data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI and construct the actual codes achieving this

upper bound.

3.3.1 System Model of the Row-Monomial DOSTBCs-CPI

The system model of the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI is similar to that of the DOSTBCs,

which was given in Subsection 3.2.1. The information-bearing symbol vector is given by

s = [s1, · · · ,sN] and the received signal vector at thek-th relay isyk = hks + nk. We still

choose the amplify coefficient asρ =
√

Er/(1+Es). In this section, however, we assume

that there is no strict power or size constraint on the relaysand the relays can obtain partial

CSI of the first-hop channels by the equipped channel estimation devices. Specifically, we

assume thek-th relay has the CPI of the first-hop channels, i.e. it knows the phaseθk of
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the channel coefficienthk. Note that this assumption does not imply more pilot signals

compared to the assumption that relays have no CSI of the first-hop channels. Actually,

in order to make the destination have full CSI, the relays always need to forward the pilot

signals from the source to the relays. Furthermore, the relays always need to transmit their

own pilot signals to the destination. Therefore, the same number of pilot signals is needed

in all circumstances. Furthermore, the assumption that therelays have the CPI of the first-

hop channels does not imply any feedback overhead, because the relays do not need to have

any CSI of the channels from themselves to the destination.

Based on the CPI, thek-th relay first obtainsyC
k by yC

k = e− jθkyk and then builds the

transmitted signal vectorxC
k as

xC
k = ρ(yC

k Ak + yC∗
k Bk)

= ρ|hk|sAk +ρ|hk|s∗Bk +ρe− jθknkAk +ρejθkn∗
kBk. (3.24)

Consequently, the received signal vector at the destinationis given by

yC = wCXC +nC, (3.25)

where

wC = [ρ f1|h1|, · · · ,ρ fK|hK|] (3.26)

XC = [sA1 + s∗B1; · · · ;sAK + s∗BK] (3.27)

nC =
K

∑
k=1

(ρ fke
− jθknkAk +ρ fke

jθkn∗
kBk)+nd. (3.28)

From (3.28), it is easy to see that the mean ofnC is zero and the covariance matrixR of nC

is still given by (3.7).
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3.3.2 Upper Bound of the Data-Rate of the Row-Monomial DOSTBC-

CPI

We define the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI in the following way.

Definition 3.2: A K ×T code matrixXC is called a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI in

variabless1, · · · ,sN if the following three conditions are satisfied:

D3.2.1) The entries ofXC are 0,±sn, ±s∗n, or multiples of these indeterminates byj .

D3.2.2) The matrixXC satisfies the following equality

XCR−1XH
C = |s1|2F1 + · · ·+ |sN|2FN, (3.29)

whereFn = diag[Fn,1, · · · ,Fn,K] andFn,1, · · · ,Fn,K are non-zero.

D3.2.3) The associated matricesAk andBk, 1≤ k≤ K, are all row-monomial.

It should be noted that Definition 3.2 actually defines a subset of all the single-symbol

ML decodable DSTBCs and the upper bound derived in Theorem 3.5 only applies to the

codes in this subset. One can define more general single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs

by following the approach in [31]. For example, in [43,54], the authors proposed more gen-

eral single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs based on the generalized coordinate interleaved

orthogonal designs.5

5In [54], Sreedharet al. found a rate-one code and it had a higher data-rate than the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI. However, this code was only forK = 4. For other values ofK, the authors did not find any

codes that had higher data-rates than the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI. Actually, the authors of [54] did not

attempt to derive the upper bound of the data-rate of the single-symbol ML decodable DSTBCs. Furthermore,

the rate-one code in [54] could achieve the full diversity order only in a specially designed constellation.
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Condition D3.2.2 in Definition 3.2 ensures that the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI are

single-symbol ML decodable. The following Lemma shows thatthe row-monomial DOSTBCs-

CPI achieve the full diversity order.

Lemma 3.2. Assume T≥ K, Er = crE, and Es = csE, where cr and cs are positive con-

stants. The row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI can achieve the full diversity order K.

Proof: See Appendix 3-D.

Furthermore, we can show that a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPIXC satisfies the follow-

ing equality

XCXH
C = |s1|2G1 + · · ·+ |sN|2GN, (3.30)

whereGn = diag[Gn,1, · · · ,Gn,K] andGn,1, · · · ,Gn,K are strictly positive. The proof is based

on evaluating[R]t1,t2 and it follows exactly the same way as the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and

Theorem 3.1. Note that the code matrixXC of a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI does not

contain any channel coefficients. By comparing (3.30) and thedefinition of the generalized

orthogonal design, we notice that a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI must be a generalized

orthogonal design. All the analyses of the generalized orthogonal design in [61] are valid

for the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI. In particular, whenK = 2, the data-rate of the row-

monomial DOSTBC-CPI can be as large as one using the Alamouti code proposed in [1];

whenK > 2, the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is upper-bounded by 4/5,

which is the upper bound of the data-rate of the generalized orthogonal design [61].

Actually, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have some unique properties which the

generalized orthogonal design does not have. Those unique properties help find a tighter

upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI. Tothis end, we first have

the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. AssumeXC is a DSTBC in variables s1, · · · ,sN, i.e. every row ofXC con-

tains the information-bearing symbols s1, · · · ,sN. Moreover, assume that the noise co-

variance matrixR of XC is diagonal. Let W denote the number of distinct main di-

agonal entries inR−1. After proper column permutations, we can partitionR−1 into

R−1 = diag[R1,R2, · · · ,RW] such that the main diagonal entries ofRw are all equal to

Rw and Ri 6= Rj for i 6= j. By the same column permutations, we can partitionXC into W

sub-matrices and letXCw denote the non-zero rows in the w-th sub-matrix.6 Assume that

XCw contains Nw different information-bearing symbols and they are sw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
.7 ThenXC

is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI if and only if every sub-matrixXCw is a row-monomial

DOSTBC-CPI in variables sw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
.

Proof: See Appendix 3-E.

Theorem 3.3 means that, when a DSTBCXC generates uncorrelated noises at the desti-

nation, the code is single-symbol ML decodable as long as it can be partitioned into several

single-symbol ML decodable codes. We can use this theorem toshow that the rate-3/4

code in [28] is not single-symbol ML decodable. The rate-3/4 code generates uncorrelated

noises at the destination; but the main diagonal entries ofR are all different. If we partition

the rate-3/4 code in the way presented in Theorem 3.3, we will see that every sub-matrix

XCw is actually a column vector. Thus,XCw cannot be a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI, and

hence, it is not single-symbol ML decodable. By Theorem 3.3, the rate-3/4 code cannot be

a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI either and it is not single-symbol MLdecodable.

6As an example, ifXC =













s1 −s2 0 0

s∗2 s∗1 0 0

0 0 s1 s2













, we haveW = 2, R1 = diag[1+ |ρ f1|2 + |ρ f2|2,1+

|ρ f1|2 + |ρ f2|2], R2 = diag[1+ |ρ f3|2,1+ |ρ f3|2], XC1 =







s1 −s2

s∗2 s∗1






, andXC2 = [s1 s2].

7Note thatsw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
are all from the sets = [s1, · · · ,sN].
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Theorem 3.3 is crucial to derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial

DOSTBC-CPI. This is because it enables us to analyze the data-rate of every individual

sub-matrixXCw instead ofXC itself. WhenXCw has one or two rows, its data-rate can be as

large as one by using the Alamouti code. WhenXCw has more than two rows, the following

theorem shows that the data-rate ofXCw is exactly 1/2.

Theorem 3.4. AssumeXC is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI and its noise covariance ma-

trix is R. Let W denote the number of distinct main diagonal entries inR−1. After proper

column permutations, we can partitionR−1 into R−1 = diag[R1,R2, · · · ,RW] such that the

main diagonal entries ofRw are all equal to Rw and Ri 6= Rj for i 6= j. By the same column

permutations, we can partitionXC into W sub-matrices and letXCw denote the non-zero

rows in the w-th sub-matrix. Assume the dimension ofXCw is Kw×Tw. Then the data-rate

of XCw is exactly1/2 when Kw > 2.

Proof: See Appendix 3-F.

Based on Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we derive an upper bound of the data-rate of the row-

monomial DOSTBC-CPI in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5.When K> 2, the data-rateRC of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI satisfies

the following inequality

RC =
N
T

≤ 1
2
. (3.31)

Proof: See Appendix 3-G.

We notice that the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is independent of the

numberK of relays. Thus, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have good bandwidth ef-

ficiency even in a cooperative network with many relays. Furthermore, compared to the

row-monomial DOSTBCs and the DOSTBCs, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI improve

the bandwidth efficiency considerably, especially when thecooperative network has a large
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number of relays. This improvement is mainly because the relays exploit the CPI to con-

struct the codes. As we have seen, because the code matrixXD of a DOSTBC contains

the channel coefficienthk, the conditions (3.11) and (3.12) are induced. From (3.11) and

(3.12), we obtain (3.17) and (3.18), and those two conditions severely constrain the data-

rate of the DOSTBC. On the other hand, by exploiting the CPI, the code matrixXC of a

row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI does not have any channel coefficients. As a result, when

k1 6= k2, it follows from (3.29) that[XCR−1XH
C ]k1,k2 is given by

[XCR−1XH
C ]k1,k2 = s(Ak1R−1AH

k2
+B∗

k2
R−1BT

k1
)sH

+sAk1R−1BH
k2

sT + s∗Bk1R−1AH
k2

sH

= 0. (3.32)

By Lemma 1 of [38], we have the summationAk1R−1AH
k2

+ B∗
k2

R−1BT
k1

= 0 instead of

(3.11) and (3.12). Thus, the conditions (3.11), (3.12), (3.17), and (3.18) do not apply to

the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI and the data-rate is greatly improved. Furthermore,

recall that exploiting the CPI at the relays does not increasethe pilot signals or require any

feedback overhead. Compared to the DOSTBCs, the only extra costof the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI is that the relays should be equipped with some channel estimation devices

to estimateθk.

Interestingly, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI achieving the upper bound 1/2 are

easy to construct and they are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6.The rate-halving codes developed in [56] can be used as the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI achieving the upper bound1/2 of the data-rate.

Proof: See Appendix 3-H.8

8In [54], the authors also proved that the rate-halving codesachieved the single-symbol ML decodability

when they were used in cooperative networks. However, the authors of [54] did not show that the upper
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As an example, whenN = 4 andK = 4, the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI achieving

the upper bound 1/2 is given as follows:

XC =





















s1 −s2 −s3 −s4 s∗1 −s∗2 −s∗3 −s∗4

s2 s1 s4 −s3 s∗2 s∗1 s∗4 −s∗3

s3 −s4 s1 s2 s∗3 −s∗4 s∗1 s∗2

s4 s3 −s2 s1 s∗4 s∗3 −s∗2 s∗1





















. (3.33)

As future work, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI may be extended inthe following

two ways. First, it will be very interesting to consider a more general case, where the noises

at the destination are possibly correlated. Intuitively, such codes should have even higher

data-rate than the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI. But, we conjecture that the improvement

of the data-rate is just marginal. This is because, by comparing the DOSTBCs and the row-

monomial DOSTBCs, we notice that removing the row-monomial limitation just slightly

improves the data-rate. Secondly, we can assume that the relays have the full CSI, including

not only the channel phaseθk but also the channel magnitude|hk|, of the first-hop channels

and use this information in the code construction. We noticethat the use of the channel

magnitude|hk| only affects the structure of the noise covariance matrixR; but it cannot

change the structure of the code matrixXC. Therefore, we conjecture that the data-rate

cannot be improved by assuming the relays have the full CSI of the first-hop channels.

3.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the

DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI. In our simulation, we define the aver-

age signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit as the ratio ofEr to the logarithm of the size of

bound of the data-rate was 1/2.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of the upper bounds of the data-rates of the DOSTBC, row-

monomial DOSTBC, row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI, and repetition-based cooperative

strategy,N = 2, 3.

the modulation scheme. We adopt the power allocation proposed in [27], i.e. Es = KEr .

Moreover, We assume that wireless channels are uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels.

In Fig. 3.1, we compare the upper bounds of the data-rates of the row-monomial DOSTBC,

DOSTBC, row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI, and the repetition-based cooperative strategy.

The row-monomial DOSTBCs, DOSTBCs, and row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI all achieve

better data-rates than the repetition-based cooperative strategy. Note that those DSTBCs

have the same diversity order and decoding complexity as therepetition-based cooperative

strategy. Among those DSTBCs, the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is themost attractive,

because its data-rate does not decrease withK.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of the rate-3/4 code from [28], the DOSTBCs, the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI, and the repetition-based cooperative strategy,N = 4, K = 4.

In Fig. 3.2, we letN = 4 andK = 4. For this case, we see that the average BER per-

formance of the DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI is much better than that

of the repetition-based cooperative strategy, especiallywhen the bandwidth efficiency is 2

bps/Hz. The DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have almostthe same per-

formance. This is because, whenN = 4 andK = 4, the DOSTBCs and the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI have the same data-rate 1/2, and hence, they use the same modulation

schemes. Fig. 3.2 also demonstrates that the performance ofthe DOSTBCs and the row-

monomial DOSTBCs-CPI is slightly worse than that of the rate-3/4 code proposed in [28].

But, note that the rate-3/4 code is not single-symbol ML decodable, and hence, its decoding
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of the DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI,N = 8,

K = 6.

complexity is much higher than that of the DOSTBCs and the row-monomial DOSTBCs-

CPI.

In Fig. 3.3, we setN = 8 andK = 6. Because the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI

use more CSI than the DOSTBCs, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have a better per-

formance for this case. Specifically, the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is

1/2 for this case. Thus, the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI use QPSK and16-QAM to

achieve the bandwidth efficiency 1 bps/Hz and 2 bps/Hz, respectively. On the other hand,

the data-rate of the DOSTBC becomes 1/3 for this case. Thus, the DOSTBCs use 8-PSK

and 64-QAM to achieve the bandwidth efficiency 1 bps/Hz and 2 bps/Hz, respectively. Be-

cause the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI use modulation schemes with smaller sizes, they
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have a better performance than the DOSTBCs.

3.5 Conclusion

In the first part of this chapter, we consider the DOSTBCs, wherethe noises at the destina-

tion are possibly correlated and the relays have no CSI of the first-hop channels. An upper

bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC is derived. WhenN andK are even, the DOSTBCs

and the row-monomial DOSTBCs have the same data-rate. Thus, wecan construct the

DOSTBCs achieving the upper bound by using the systematic construction method pro-

posed in Chapter 2. WhenK is even andN is odd, we should always reduce the value

of N by 1 first. This does not affect the data-rate of the codes, butreduces the delay of

the codes. Then we can construct the DOSTBCs achieving the upper bound by using the

systematic construction method proposed in Chapter 2. WhenK is odd, however, we have

not found any DOSTBCs achieving the upper bound. Like the row-monomial DOSTBCs,

the DOSTBCs may not have good bandwidth efficiency in a cooperative network with

many relays, because the upper-bound of the data-rate of theDOSTBC decreases with the

numberK of the relays. In the second part of this chapter, we propose the row-monomial

DOSTBCs-CPI, where the noises at the destination are always uncorrelated and the re-

lays exploit the CPI of the first-hop channels to construct thecodes. We derive an upper

bound of the data-rate of those codes and find the actual codesachieving this upper bound.

The upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPIsuggests that the

row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI have better bandwidth efficiency than the DOSTBCs and

the row-monomial DOSTBCs. Moreover, the upper bound of the data-rate of the row-

monomial DOSTBC-CPI is independent of the numberK of the relays, and hence, the

codes have good bandwidth efficiency even in a cooperative network with many relays.
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3.6 Appendix 3-A: Proof of Lemma 3.1

We first prove thatAk is column-monomial by contradiction. We assume that thet-th

column ofAk has two non-zero entries:[Ak]n1,t and [Ak]n2,t , n1 6= n2. Then [XD]k,t will

be a linear combination ofhksn1 andhksn2, which violates the definition of the DOSTBCs

in Definition 3.1. Therefore, any column ofAk cannot contain two non-zero entries. In

the same way, it can be easily shown that any column ofAk cannot contain more than two

non-zero entries, and hence,Ak is column-monomial. Similarly, we can show thatBk and

Ak +Bk are column-monomial.

It is not hard to show (3.11)–(3.15) by following the proof ofLemma 1 in Chapter 2

and the proof of Proposition 1 in [61]. For example, we show the proof of (3.11) and (3.12)

in the following, because they are very important to derive the upper bound of the data-rate

of the DOSTBC. Whenk1 6= k2, it follows from (3.8) that[XDR−1XH
D ]k1,k2 is given by

[XDR−1XH
D ]k1,k2 = hk1h

∗
k2

sAk1R−1AH
k2

sH +h∗k1
h∗k2

s∗Bk1R−1AH
k2

sH

+hk1hk2sAk1R−1BH
k2

sT +h∗k1
hk2s∗Bk1R−1BH

k2
sT

= 0. (3.A-1)

Note thathk1 andhk2 can be any complex numbers. Thus, in order to make (3.A-1) hold for

every possible value ofhk1 andhk2, the following equalities must hold

sAk1R−1AH
k2

sH = 0 (3.A-2)

s∗Bk1R−1BT
k2

sH = 0. (3.A-3)

By using Lemma 1 of [38], we obtain (3.11) and (3.12).
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3.7 Appendix 3-B: Proof of Theorem 3.1

By following the proof of Lemma 3.1, it can be easily shown that(3.16) is equivalent to

the conditions (3.17)–(3.21). On the other hand, if a DOSTBCXD exists, (3.8) holds by

Definition 3.1, and hence, (3.11)–(3.15) hold by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, in order to prove

Theorem 3.1, we only need to show that, if (3.11)–(3.15) hold, (3.17)–(3.21) hold andEn,k

is strictly positive.

We start our proof by evaluating[R]t1,t2 and[R−1]t1,t2. According to (3.7), whent1 6= t2,

[R]t1,t2 can be either null or a sum of several terms containing|ρ fk|2; whent1 = t2 = t, [R]t,t

is a sum of a constant 1, which is from the identity matrix, andseveral terms containing

|ρ fk|2. Therefore, we can rewrite[R]t,t as [R]t,t = R̄t,t + 1, whereR̄t,t accounts for all

the terms containing|ρ fk|2. [R−1]t1,t2 is given by[R−1]t1,t2 = Ct2,t1/det(R), whereCt2,t1

is the matrix cofactor of[R]t2,t1. Whent1 = t2 = t, by the definition of matrix cofactor,

Ct,t contains a constant 1 generated by the product∏T
i=1,i 6=t [R]i,i = ∏T

i=1,i 6=t(R̄i,i +1). This

product generates only one constant, and hence, the constant 1 is the only constant term

in Ct,t . Thus,Ct,t can be rewritten asCt,t = C̄t,t + 1 and there is no constant term in̄Ct,t .

Consequently,[R−1]t,t can be rewritten as[R−1]t,t = C̄t,t/det(R)+1/det(R). Whent1 6= t2,

Ct2,t1 does not contain any constant term, and hence,[R−1]t1,t2 does not contain the term

1/det(R).9 Therefore, we can extract the term 1/det(R) from every main diagonal entry of

R−1 and rewriteR−1 in the following way

R−1 =
1

det(R)
C̄ +

1
det(R)

IT×T . (3.B-1)

Then we show that (3.17) holds if (3.11) holds. If (3.11) holds, we have

Ak1R−1AH
k2

=
1

det(R)
Ak1C̄AH

k2
+

1
det(R)

Ak1AH
k2

= 0N×N. (3.B-2)

9Ct2,t1 may be zero; but it does not change the conclusion that[R−1]t1,t2 does not contain the term 1/det(R).
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Note thatR−1 andC̄ are random matrices. In order to make (3.B-2) hold for every possible

R−1 andC̄, both terms in (3.B-2) must be equal to zero. Therefore, (3.17) holds. Similarly,

we can show that (3.18)–(3.20) hold if (3.12)–(3.14) hold. Now, we show that (3.21) holds

if (3.15) holds. If (3.15) holds, we have

AkR−1AH
k +B∗

kR−1BT
k =

1
det(R)

(

AkC̄AH
k +B∗

kC̄BT
k

)

+
1

det(R)

(

AkAH
k +B∗

kBT
k

)

= diag[D1,k, · · · ,DN,k]. (3.B-3)

For the same reason as in (3.B-2), the off-diagonal entries ofAkAH
k + B∗

kBT
k must be zero,

and hence, (3.21) holds.

Lastly, we show thatEn,k is strictly positive if (3.15) holds. From (3.15) and (3.21), we

have

Dn,k =
T

∑
t=1

T

∑
i=1

[R−1]i,t([Ak]n,i[Ak]
∗
n,t +[Bk]

∗
n,i[Bk]n,t) (3.B-4)

En,k =
T

∑
t=1

(|[Ak]n,t |2 + |[Bk]n,t |2). (3.B-5)

SinceDn,k is non-zero, at least one[Ak]n,t or one[Bk]n,t is non-zero. Therefore,En,k =

∑T
t=1(|[Ak]n,t |2 + |[Bk]n,t |2) is strictly positive, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

3.8 Appendix 3-C: Proof of Theorem 3.2

Let A = [A1, · · · ,AK]T andB = [B1, · · · ,BK]T ; then the dimension ofA andB is NK×T.

From (3.17), every row ofAk1 is orthogonal with every row ofAk2 whenk1 6= k2.10 Fur-

thermore, becauseAk is column-monomial by Lemma 3.1, every row ofAk is orthogonal

with every other row ofAk. Therefore, any two different rows inA are orthogonal with

each other, and hence, rank(A) = ∑K
k=1 rank(Ak). Similarly, any two different rows inB are

orthogonal with each other, and hence, rank(B) = ∑K
k=1 rank(Bk).

10A row vectorx is said to be orthogonal with another row vectory if xyH is equal to zero.
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On the other hand, from (3.21), we have

rank(Ak)+ rank(Bk) ≥ rank(diag[E1,k, · · · ,EN,k]) = N, (3.C-1)

where the inequality is from the rank inequality 3) in [61], and hence,

K

∑
k=1

rank(Ak)+
K

∑
k=1

rank(Bk) ≥ NK. (3.C-2)

Because rank(A) and rank(B) are integers, we have

rank(A) =
K

∑
k=1

rank(Ak) ≥
⌈

NK
2

⌉

(3.C-3)

or

rank(B) =
K

∑
k=1

rank(Bk) ≥
⌈

NK
2

⌉

. (3.C-4)

If (3.C-3) is true,T ≥ rank(A) ≥ ⌈(NK)/2⌉ and (3.22) holds. If (3.C-4) is true, the same

conclusion can be made.

3.9 Appendix 3-D: Proof of Lemma 3.2

As in [71], we use
.
= and

.
≥ to denote the asymptotic exponential equality and inequality,

respectively.

WhenwC is given, it follows from (3.25) that the mutual informationbetweenyC and

XC is given by

I(XC;yC|wC) = log(1+wCXCR−1XH
C wH

C )

≥ log

(

1+
1

λmax(R)
wCXCXH

C wH
C

)

, (3.D-1)

whereλmax(R) is the largest eigenvalue ofR. The inequality in because R is always a

diagonal matrix when the code is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI. BecauseXC is a row-

monomial DOSTBC-CPI,R is a diagonal matrix andλmax(R) is equal to the largest main
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diagonal entry ofR. The main diagonal entries ofR can be obtained from (3.7)

[R]t,t =
K

∑
k=1

|ρ fk|2
(

N

∑
n=1

|[Ak]n,t |2 + |[Bk]n,t |2
)

+1 (3.D-2)

By Lemma 3.1, the associated matricesAk, Bk, andAk +Bk are column-monomial. There-

fore, we have

[R]t,t ≤
K

∑
k=1

|ρ fk|2 +1, (3.D-3)

and

λmax(R) = max
t=1,··· ,T

[R]t,t ≤
K

∑
k=1

|ρ fk|2 +1. (3.D-4)

In [14], it has been shown that∑K
k=1 |ρ fk|2 +1 is independent ofE, i.e. ∑K

k=1 |ρ fk|2 +

1
.
= E0. Thus, we have

I(XC;yC|wC)
.
≥ log

(

1+wCXCXH
C wH

C

)

(3.D-5)

.
= log

(

1+csEwCwH
C

)

. (3.D-6)

The last step is because of the assumptionT ≥ K and the fact thatXC is full rank by

(3.29) and (3.30). In [14], it has been shown that the averageoutage probability of (3.D-6)

decays withE as fast as 1/EK. Therefore, the average outage probability of the cooperative

networks using the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI decays withE as fast as 1/EK, i.e. the

full diversity orderK is achieved.

3.10 Appendix 3-E: Proof of Theorem 3.3

The sufficient part is easy to verify. Thus, we focus on the necessary part, i.e. ifXC is a row-

monomial DOSTBC-CPI, all the sub-matricesXCw are also row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI.

Assume that the dimension ofRw is Tw×Tw.

Firstly, we show thatXCwRwXH
Cw is a diagonal matrix. BecauseXC1, · · · ,XCW contain

all the non-zero entries inXC, it follows from (3.29) that, whenk1 6= k2, [XCR−1XH
C ]k1,k2 is
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given by

[XCR−1XH
C ]k1,k2 =

W

∑
w=1

Tw

∑
t=1

[XCw]k1,t [XCw]∗k2,tRw = 0. (3.E-1)

If all the terms in this summation are zero, it is trivial to show that∑Tw
t=1[XCw]k1,t [XCw]∗k2,t

Rw =

0 for 1≤ w≤W, which meansXCwRwXH
Cw is a diagonal matrix.

If there is one term[XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

Rw1 6= 0, some other terms must cancel this term

in order to make (3.E-1) hold. Actually, the non-zero term[XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

Rw1 must be

cancelled by exactly one other term. This can be shown by contradiction. We assume that

[XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

Rw1 is cancelled by two other terms together, i.e.

[XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1Rw1 +[XCw2]k1,t2[XCw2]

∗
k2,t2Rw2 +[XCw3]k1,t3[XCw3]

∗
k2,t3Rw3 = 0.

(3.E-2)

In order to make this equality hold, one of the following three equalities must hold: 1)

[XCw2]k1,t2 = ±[XCw1]k1,t1; 2) [XCw3]k1,t3 = ±[XCw1]k1,t1; 3) ±[XCw2]k1,t2 = ±[XCw3]k1,t3 =

[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

. However, those three equalities all contradict with our assumption that the co-

variance matrixR is diagonal. For example, we assume[XCw1]k1,t1 = sw1
n , 1≤ n≤ Nw1, and

the equality[XCw2]k1,t2 =±[XCw1]k1,t1 holds. Thus,[XCw2]k1,t2 =±sw1
n andsw1

n is transmitted

in the k1-th row of XC for at least twice. This makes the noise covariance matrixR non-

diagonal, which contradicts with our assumption. If we assume [XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

Rw1

is cancelled by more than two other terms, the same contradiction can be seen similarly.

Thus, [XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1

Rw1 is cancelled by exactly one other term in the summation

(3.E-1) and we have

[XCw1]k1,t1[XCw1]
∗
k2,t1Rw1 +[XCw2]k1,t2[XCw2]

∗
k2,t2Rw2 = 0. (3.E-3)

Furthermore, becauseRi 6= Rj wheni 6= j, (3.E-3) also implies thatRw1 = Rw2 andw1 = w2.

This means that, if one term in the summation (3.E-1) is non-zero, it must be cancelled

by exactly one other term, which is from the same sub-matrixXCw. Therefore, we have
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∑Tw
t=1[XCw]k1,t [XCw]∗k2,t

Rw = 0, whenk1 6= k2, andXCwRwXH
Cw is a diagonal matrix.

Secondly, we show that the information-bearing symbolssw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
are contained in

every row ofXCw. Because every main diagonal entry ofRw is the same andXCw only

contains non-zero rows, it follows from (3.7) thatXCw actually does not contain any zero

entries. Then we assume that[XCw]k1,t1 = sw
n , 1≤ n ≤ Nw. Because every entry inXCw

is non-zero, we can find another non-zero entry[XCw]k2,t1, k1 6= k2, from the t1-th col-

umn of XCw. Thus, [XCwRwXH
Cw]k1,k2 must contain the term[XCw]k1,t1[XCw]∗k2,t1

Rw. Be-

cause[XCwRwXH
Cw]k1,k2 = 0, [XCw]k1,t1[XCw]∗k2,t1

Rw must be cancelled by another term and

we assume it is[XCw]k1,t2[XCw]∗k2,t2
Rw, t1 6= t2. In order to make[XCw]k1,t1[XCw]∗k2,t1

Rw +

[XCw]k1,t2[XCw]∗k2,t2
Rw = 0, we must have[XCw]k1,t2 =±[XCw]k1,t1 or [XCw]∗k2,t2

=±[XCw]k1,t1.

Due to the row-monomial condition,[XCw]k1,t2 cannot be±[XCw]k1,t1, and hence, we have

[XCw]k2,t2 = ±[XCw]∗k1,t1
= ±sw∗

n . This means that thek2-th row contains the information-

bearing symbolsw
n as well. Taking a similar approach, we can show that the information-

bearing symbolssw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
are contained in every row ofXCw.

BecauseXCwRwXH
Cw is a diagonal matrix and every row ofXCw contains all the information-

bearing symbolssw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
, XCwRwXH

Cw can be written as

XCwRwXH
Cw = |sw

1 |2M1 + · · ·+ |sw
Nw
|2MNw, (3.E-4)

whereMn are diagonal and all the main diagonal entries are non-zero.Note that, if the

relays only transmitXCw to the destination,Rw is actually the inverse of the noise covari-

ance matrix at the destination. This is becauseXCw andRw are obtained after the same

column permutations. Therefore, (3.E-4) is equivalent to (3.29). Furthermore, sinceXCw

is a sub-matrix ofXC, it automatically satisfies condition D3.1.1 and the row-monomial

condition. Thus, we conclude thatXCw satisfies Definition 3.2 and it is a row-monomial

DOSTBC-CPI.
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3.11 Appendix 3-F: Proof of Theorem 3.4

From Theorem 3.3, every sub-matrixXCw is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI in variables

sw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
. Furthermore, by (3.30), every sub-matrixXCw is also a generalized orthogonal

design. For convenience, we refer to any entry containingsw
nw

as thesw
nw

-entry. Similarly,

any entry containingsw∗
nw

is referred to as thesw∗
nw

-entry.

By the row-monomial condition, any row inXCw cannot contain more than onesw
nw

-

entry or sw∗
nw

-entry. Therefore, the data-rate ofXCw is lower-bounded by 1/2, which is

achieved when every row contains exactly onesw
nw

-entry and onesw∗
nw

-entry for 1≤ nw ≤Nw.

Then we show that the data-rate cannot be strictly larger than 1/2 by contradiction.

Without loss of generality, we assume the first row ofXCw is [sw
1 , · · · ,sw

Nw
,sw∗

1 , · · · ,sw∗
N′

w
],

whereN
′
w < Nw. Hence, the data-rate ofXCw is Nw/(Nw +N

′
w) and it is strictly larger than

1/2. Furthermore, because every entry inXCw is non-zero, every row inXCw contains ex-

actlyNw+N
′
w non-zero entries. Becausesw∗

N′
w+1

, · · · ,sw∗
Nw

are not transmitted by the first row,

the second row cannot have anysw
nw

-entries,N
′
w+1≤ nw ≤ Nw. This can be shown by con-

tradiction. For example, if the second row hassw
N′

w+1
on the first column, the inner product

of the first and second rows must have the termsw
1 sw∗

N′
w+1

. BecauseXCw is a generalized

orthogonal design, the inner product of any two rows must be zero. In order to cancel the

term sw
1 sw∗

N′
w+1

, the first row must have answ∗
N′

w+1
-entry, which contradicts our assumption.

Thus, the second row cannot contain anysw
nw

-entries,N
′
w+1≤ nw ≤Nw. On the other hand,

because the second row must contain exactlyNw + N
′
w non-zero entries, it must have the

sw
nw

-entries for 1≤ nw ≤ N
′
w and thesw∗

nw
-entries for 1≤ nw ≤ Nw.

SinceKw > 2, we can do further investigation on the third row ofXCw. The third

row is decided by the first and the second row jointly. Because the first row does not have

sw∗
N′

w+1
, · · · ,sw∗

Nw
, the third rows cannot have anysw

nw
-entries,N

′
w+1≤ nw ≤Nw. Furthermore,

because the second row does not have anysw
nw

-entries,N
′
w + 1 ≤ nw ≤ Nw, the third row
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cannot have anysw∗
nw

-entries,N
′
w + 1 ≤ nw ≤ Nw. Hence, the third row can only have the

sw
nw

-entries and thesw∗
nw

-entries for 1≤ nw ≤ N
′
w. There are at most 2N

′
w non-zero entries in

the third row and it contradicts with the fact that every row in XCw contains exactlyNw+N
′
w

non-zero entries. This means that the data-rate ofXCw cannot be strictly larger than 1/2.

Because it has been shown that the data-rate ofXCw is lower-bounded by 1/2, we conclude

that the data-rate ofXCw is exactly 1/2 whenKw > 2.

3.12 Appendix 3-G: Proof of Theorem 3.5

Like in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we still partitionXC into XC1, · · · ,XCW, and we assume

the dimension ofXCw is Kw × Tw. BecauseXCw does not contain any zero entries, the

total number of non-zero entries inXCw is KwTw. For convenience, we refer to any entry

containingsn as thesn-entry. Similarly, any entry containings∗n is referred to as thes∗n-entry.

We first consider the case thatK = 3. BecauseK = 3, there is only one sub-matrix in

XC1, · · · ,XCW that contains three rows. Without loss of generality, we canassume thatXC1

is such sub-matrix, i.e.K1 = 3. Then we partitionXC into XC = [XC1,X
′
C]. Note that every

column inX
′
C can contain at most two non-zero entries; otherwise, this column should be

included inXC1. By Theorem 3.4,XC1 is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI and its data-rate

is exactly 1/2. Furthermore, we assumeXC1 is in variabless1, · · · ,sN1, 1≤ N1 ≤ N. By

the proof of Theorem 3.4, every row ofXC1 contains exactly onesn-entry and ones∗n-entry,

1 ≤ n ≤ N1. Therefore, there is nosn-entry or s∗n-entry in X
′
C; otherwise, there will be

more than onesn-entries ors∗n-entries in a row ofXC, which will make the noise covariance

matrix R non-diagonal. Thus, the matrixX
′
C is actually a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI in

variablessN1+1, · · · ,sN. Furthermore, because every column inX
′
C has at most two non-

zero entries, it is easy to show that its data-rate cannot be larger than 1/2 by following the
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proof of Theorem 2 in Chapter 2.11 Because the data-rate ofXC1 is exactly 1/2 and the

data-rate ofX
′
C is less than 1/2, the data-rate ofXC = [XC1,X

′
C] must be upper-bounded by

1/2 whenK = 3.

Secondly, we consider the case thatK > 3. We assume the sub-matricesXC1, · · · ,XCW′

contain one or two rows and the sub-matricesXC(W′
+1), · · · ,XCW contain three or more

rows, i.e.Kw ≤ 2 for 1≤ w≤W
′
andKw ≥ 3 for W

′
+1≤ w≤W. Thus, the data-rate of

XCw is exactly 1/2 for W
′
+1≤ w≤W. This means, if an information-bearing symbolsn

appears in a row ofXCw ,W
′ ≤ w≤W, it appears exactly twice. On the other hand, (3.30)

implies that every row ofXC must have the information-bearing symbolsn for at least once,

1≤ n≤ N. Therefore, the following inequality holds

W
′

∑
w=1

KwTw +
W

∑
w=W′

+1

KwTw

2
≥ NK. (3.G-1)

On the other hand, there are totallyTw columns inXCw. Thus, the total numberT of

columns inXC is given by

T =
W

∑
w=1

Tw. (3.G-2)

By (3.G-1) and (3.G-2), it is easy to obtain 2N ≤ T under the assumption thatK > 3 and

Kw ≤ 2 for 1≤ w ≤ W
′
, and hence, the data-rate ofXC is upper-bounded by 1/2 when

K > 3.

11Note thatX
′
C is a row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI inN−N1 different variables. Furthermore, it only has

three rows and every column inX
′
C has at most two non-zero entries. Therefore, whenN−N1 is even, we can

follow Case III in the proof of Theorem 2 in Chapter 2 and show that the data-rate ofX
′
C cannot be larger than

1/2. WhenN−N1 is odd, the same conclusion can be made by following Case IV inthe proof of Theorem 2

in Chapter 2.
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3.13 Appendix 3-H: Proof of Theorem 3.6

For convenience, we refer to any entry containingsn as thesn-entry. Similarly, any entry

containings∗n is referred to as thes∗n-entry.

It is well-known that a rate-halving code is given byXC = [XO,X∗
O], whereXO is a rate-

one real orthogonal design [56]. By the properties of rate-one real orthogonal design, the

entries ofXO can only be±sn and the entries ofX∗
O can only be±s∗n. Therefore, the entries

of XC can only be±sn and±s∗n. That is, the rate-halving codes satisfy condition D3.2.1 in

Definition 3.2.

Then we show thatAk andBk are row-monomial. Due to the fact that the data-rate of

XO is one, there is exactly onesn-entry in every row ofXO. BecauseX∗
O containss∗n-entries

only, there is exactly onesn-entry in every row ofXC. It follows from (3.27) thatAk is

row-monomial; otherwise, there will be more than onesn-entries in thek-th row of XC.

Similarly, Bk is row-monomial.

Lastly, we show that rate-halving codes satisfy condition D3.2.2 in Definition 3.2. Be-

cause there are no zero entries inXO, no zero entries exist inXC. Thus, it follows from

(3.27) that there is at least one non-zero entry in every column ofAk +Bk; otherwise, there

will be a zero entry in thek-th row of XC. On the other hand, becauseXO does not have

any linear combinations ofsn, XC does not have any linear combinations ofsn. As a result,

there is at most one non-zero entry in every column ofAk +Bk by (3.27). Therefore, there

is exactly one non-zero entry in every column ofAk +Bk. It follows from (3.7) that all the

main diagonal entries ofR equal to∑K
k=1 |ρ fk|2 +1. Furthermore, because we have shown

thatAk andBk are row-monomial,R is a diagonal matrix based on Theorem 2.1 in Chapter

2. Then we can rewrite (3.29) as follows:

XCR−1XH
C =

1

∑K
k=1 |ρ fk|2 +1

[XO,X∗
O]







XH
O

XT
O






(3.H-1)
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=
2

∑K
k=1 |ρ fk|2 +1

(

|s1|2 + · · ·+ |sN|2
)

IK×K, (3.H-2)

where the last equality is because the rate-halving codes are single-symbol ML decodable

in co-located MIMO systems [56]. Therefore, rate-halving codes satisfy condition D3.2.2.
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Chapter 4

Approximate BER Expressions of Distributed

Alamouti’s Code in Dissimilar Cooperative

Networks with Blind Relays

This chapter focuses on error performance analysis of distributed Alamouti’s code. Re-

cently, many works have been devoted to the performance analysis of this code. In order to

simplify the analysis, however, they either assumed the channels in the cooperative network

had the same variances or only considered asymptotic error performance at high signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). In this chapter, we study a general dissimilar cooperative network, where

the channels have different variances. Two closed-form andaccurate approximate bit error

rate (BER) expressions are proposed in order to evaluate the error performance of the dis-

tributed Alamouti’s code. We also investigate how the values of channel variances affect the

accuracies of the proposed approximate BER expressions. Analytical and numerical results

demonstrate that our closed-form approximate BER expressions are very close to the exact

BER over the whole SNR range. Furthermore, we show that the distributed Alamouti’s

code achieves the full diversity order in dissimilar cooperative networks.
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4.1 Introduction

In a cooperative network, several single-antenna relays help the source transmit signals to

the destination by forming a distributed multiple-antennasystem [33,49,50]. Specifically,

in an amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative network, each relay multiplies the received

signal with an amplifying coefficient and then forwards it tothe destination. In order to

coordinate the transmissions from the relays, arepetition-based cooperative strategywas

proposed in [33] and it achieved the full diversity order in AF cooperative networks. Fur-

thermore, the error performance of this cooperative strategy was studied in [2, 22, 23, 45].

However, the repetition-based cooperative strategy has very poor bandwidth efficiency, be-

cause it allows only one relay to forward signals at each timeslot. In order to improve the

bandwidth efficiency,distributed space-time block codes(DSTBCs) were proposed and

extensively studied in Chapter 2 and [25,35,41].

Many works have been devoted to the error performance and diversity order analysis of

DSTBCs in AF cooperative networks. Jinget al. considered a cooperative network with

blind relays, i.e. the relays did not have any channel state information (CSI) and set the

amplifying coefficients as constants. Furthermore, it was assumed thatall the channels

in the cooperative network had the same variance. Under thisassumption, the authors

used linear dispersion codes in the cooperative network andthey showed that the codes

could achieve the full diversity order. In a cooperative network with blind relays, Anghel

et al. [3] considereddistributed Alamouti’s codewhich was single-symbol decodable and

achieved the full rate one; but they only found an asymptoticBER expression of this code.

Furthermore, in [5], the authors also considered an Alamouti’s-coded cooperative network

with blind relays and they presented a BER expression of the code at high SNR range. At

low and moderate SNR range, however, the BER expressions in [3,5] were not accurate.

Very recently, Juet al. found the exact BER expression of the distributed Alamouti’s
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code [29] in an AF cooperative network with blind relays. However, the authors of [29]

assumed that the first-hop channels, i.e. the channels from the source to the relays, had the

same variance and the second-hop channels, i.e. the channels from the relays to the desti-

nation, also had the same variance. In practice, it is more important to consider adissimilar

cooperative network, where all the channels possibly have different variances. Unfortu-

nately, it is very hard to extend the results in [29] to a dissimilar cooperative network. To

the best of our knowledge, the error performance of the distributed Alamouti’s code has

not been analyzed in dissimilar cooperative networks with blind relays. This has motivated

our work.

In this chapter, we study the BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code in a dissimilar AF

cooperative network with blind relays. We propose two closed-form approximate expres-

sions of the exact BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code. Thefirst approximate BER is

very close to the exact BER except when the variances of the second-hop channels are very

small. On the other hand, the second approximate BER expression is very accurate except

when the variances of the second-hop channels are very large. Therefore, irrespective of the

values of the channel variances, we can always use one of the two proposed closed-form

approximate BER expressions and accurately evaluate the BER of the distributed Alam-

outi’s code. Furthermore, based on the approximate BER expressions, we show that the

distributed Alamouti’s code achieves the full diversity order two in a dissimilar AF coop-

erative network with two blind relays.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2describes the cooperative

network studied in this chapter. In Section 4.3, two closed-form approximate BER expres-

sions are derived for the distributed Alamouti’s code in a dissimilar cooperative network

with blind relays. Then we analyze the diversity order of thecode. Section 4.4 presents

some numerical results and Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
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Notations:We useA =: B to denoteB, by definition, equalsA. For a random variable

X, E[X] and Var[X] denote its mean and variance, respectively.X ∼ C N (0,ΩX) meansX

is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variablewith zero mean and variance

ΩX. For two random variablesX andY, C (X,Y) and Cov(X,Y) denote their correlation

coefficient and covariance, respectively.

4.2 System Model

We consider an AF cooperative network with one source, two relays, and one destina-

tion. Every terminal has only one antenna and is half-duplex. Let hk and fk denote the

channel from the source to thek-th relay and the channel from thek-th relay to the des-

tination, respectively. The channel coefficienthk is modelled ashk = h̄k

√

d
−βs,k
s,k , where

h̄k ∼ C N (0,1), βs,k is the path loss exponent for this channel, andds,k is the normalized

distance from the source to thek-th relay. The value ofds,k is decided byds,k = d̄s,k/D,

whered̄s,k is the actual distance from the source to thek-th relay andD is the reference

distance determined from measurements.1 Similarly, we model the channel coefficientfk

as fk = f̄k

√

d
−βk,d
k,d , wheredk,d is the normalized distance from thek-th relay to the desti-

nation,βk,d is the path loss exponent for this channel, andf̄k ∼ C N (0,1). The value of

dk,d is decided bydk,d = d̄k,d/D, whered̄k,d is the actual distance from thek-th relay to

the destination. Thus, the variancesΩhk andΩ fk of hk and fk equal toΩhk = d
−βs,k
s,k and

Ω fk = d
−βk,d
k,d , respectively.

At the first and second time slots, the source transmits two information-bearing symbols

x1 and x2 to the relays, respectively. The transmission power at the source isEs. The

received signalyk,t of thek-th relay at thet-th time slot is given byyk,t =
√

Eshkxt + nk,t ,

1This chapter does not consider the measurement of the reference distances. This topic has been exten-

sively studied in [44] for a variety of radio propagation environments.
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wherenk,t is the additive white Gaussian noise andnk,t ∼ C N (0,σ2
n). In this chapter, we

assume all the relays are blind relays as in [3,23,27,29], i.e. the relays have no CSI at all.

Therefore, the amplifying coefficientρk at thek-th relay is given by

ρk =

√

Erk

EsΩhk +σ2
n
, k = 1,2, (4.1)

whereErk is the transmission power from thek-th relay. This amplifying coefficientρk

ensures that the average power of the transmitted signal from thek-th relay isErk in the

long term.

At the third and fourth time slots, the two relays use the distributed Alamouti’s code

to transmit the signals to the destination. Specifically, atthe third time slot, the first re-

lay transmitsρ1y1,1 and the second relay transmits−ρ2y∗2,2 to the destination. Thus, the

received signal at the destination isy1 = ρ1 f1y1,1−ρ2 f2y∗2,2 +n1, wheren1 is the additive

white Gaussian noise andn1 ∼C N (0,σ2
n). At the fourth time slot, the first relay transmits

ρ1y1,2 and the second relay transmitsρ2y∗2,1 to the destination. Consequently, the received

signal at the destination isy2 = ρ1 f1y1,2 + ρ2 f2y∗2,1 + n2, wheren2 is the additive white

Gaussian noise andn2 ∼ C N (0,σ2
n). Due to the orthogonal structure of the distributed

Alamouti’s code, it is easy to obtain the maximum likelihood(ML) estimate ˆx1 of x1 [29]

and it is given by ˆx1 = ρ1 f ∗1h∗1y1 +ρ2 f2h∗2y∗2. Thus, the instantaneous SNRγ of x̂1 is given

by

γ =
Es(ρ2

1 | f1h1|2 +ρ2
2| f2h2|2)

σ2
n(ρ2

1 | f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2 +1)

. (4.2)

Similarly, we can obtain the ML estimate ˆx2 of x2 and its instantaneous SNR is equal

to γ as well. Furthermore, ifM-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used as the

modulation scheme and Gray mapping is used, the conditionalBER Pb(γ), conditioned on
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instantaneous channel coefficients, of ˆx1 or x̂2 is given by [8]2

Pb(γ) =
1

log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1

Pb, j(γ) (4.3)

andPb, j(γ) is given by

Pb, j(γ) =
2√
M

(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

{

(−1)⌊2 j−1i/M⌋
(

2 j−1−
⌊

2 j−1i√
M

+
1
2

⌋)

× Q

[

(2i +1)

√

3γ
M−1

]}

, (4.4)

where⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function andQ(·) denotes theQ-function defined in [52].. The

exact average BERPb of x̂1 or x̂2 can be obtained by averagingPb(γ) over γ, i.e. Pb =

E [Pb(γ)].

4.3 BER and Diversity Order Analysis of the Distributed

Alamouti’s Code

In this section, we consider a dissimilar cooperative network where the variancesΩhk and

Ω fk of the channels are possibly different. We derive two approximate BER expressions

of the distributed Alamouti’s code and show that the code achieves the full diversity order

two.

In order to derive the exact BERPb of x̂1 or x̂2, one needs the moment generating

function (MGF) of γ; but it is very hard to obtain. Due to this reason, we try to find

approximate BER expressions instead.

2If other modulation schemes are used, the conditional BER can be obtained by using [8] as well. More-

over, conditional SER can be obtained by using [42] and [52].
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4.3.1 First approximate BER expression

We rewrite the instantaneous SNRγ in (4.2) as

γ =
Es

σ2
n

(

min(|h1|2, |h2|2)(ρ2
1 | f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2)
ρ2

1| f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2 +1

+
(max(|h1|2, |h2|2)−min(|h1|2, |h2|2))ρp| fp|2

ρ2
1| f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2 +1

)

(4.5)

=:
Es

σ2
n

(

γapp1
1 + γapp1

2

)

, (4.6)

where p = argmaxk=1,2 |hk|2. In order to derive an approximate BER expression, it is

desirable to find the MGFs ofγapp1
1 and γapp1

2 . To this end, we develop the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Assume X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 are exponential random variables with means a1,

a2, b1, and b2, respectively. The MGFM1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) of the functionmin(X1,X2)(Y1+

Y2)/(Y1 +Y2 +1) is given as follows:

M1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) = H

(

s,
a1a2

a1 +a2
,b1,b2

)

, (4.7)

where the function H(w,x,y,z) is given by

H(w,x,y,z) =
1

(1−wx)2(y−z)

[

(1−wx)(y−z)−wxe
1

y(1−wx) Ei

(

1
y(1−wx)

)

+wxe
1

z(1−wx) Ei

(

1
z(1−wx)

)]

, (4.8)

and Ei(·) is the exponential integral function [19]. Let p= argmaxk=1,2Xk and then the

MGF M2 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2) of the function(max(X1,X2) −min(X1,X2))Yp/(Y1 +Y2 +1) is

given by

M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2)

=
a1

(a1 +a2)2

[

a1 +a2
1sM

(

b2

b1
,−a1s,

1
b1

)

+a2 +a2
2sM

(

b2

b1
,−a2s,

1
b1

)]
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+
a2

(a1 +a2)2

[

a1 +a2
1sM

(

b1

b2
,−a1s,

1
b2

)

+a2 +a2
2sM

(

b1

b2
,−a2s,

1
b2

)]

, (4.9)

where the function M(x,y,z) is given by

M(x,y,z) =
1

(x−y−1)2(y+1)

[

(y+1)(y+1−x)+e
z
x Ei

(z
x

)

x(y+1)

+e
z

1+yEi

(

z
1+y

)

(xz− (x+z)(y+1))

]

.(4.10)

Proof: See Appendix 4-A.

The MGFsMγapp1
1

(s) andMγapp1
2

(s) of γapp1
1 andγapp1

2 in (4.6) can be easily obtained by

using (4.7) and (4.9), respectively, and they are given by

Mγapp1
1

(s) = M1

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh1,Ωh2,ρ
2
1Ω f1,ρ

2
2Ω f2

)

, (4.11)

Mγapp1
2

(s) = M2

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh1,Ωh2,ρ
2
1Ω f1,ρ

2
2Ω f2

)

. (4.12)

Althoughγapp1
1 andγapp1

2 are dependent with each other, we ignore such dependency in this

chapter and approximate the MGFMγ(s) of γ in the following way

Mγ(s) ≈ M
app1(s) = Mγapp1

1
(s)Mγapp1

2
(s). (4.13)

Based on (4.13), an approximate BER expression is derived in the following theorem. We

will discuss how the approximation in (4.13), i.e. ignoringthe dependency betweenγapp1
1

andγapp1
2 , affects the accuracy of the proposed approximate BER expression in detail later.

Theorem 4.1. When M-QAM is used as the modulation scheme, the exact BER Pb can be

approximated by

Pb ≈ Papp1
b =

1
log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1

Papp1
b, j , (4.14)

where Papp1
b, j is given by

Papp1
b, j =

2√
M

(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

{

(−1)⌊2 j−1i/M⌋
(

2 j−1−
⌊

2 j−1i√
M

+
1
2

⌋)
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×
[

1
12

M
app1

(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

+
1
4
M

app1
(

−2(2i +1)2

M−1

)]}

. (4.15)

Proof: It is well-known thatQ-function can be very accurately approximated by [7]

Q(x) ≈ 1
12

e−
1
2x2

+
1
4

e−
2
3x2

. (4.16)

By using (4.16), all theQ-functions in (4.4) can be replaced by exponential functions.

Then, by usingM app1(s) in (4.13), we can easily obtain (4.14) and (4.15).

Note that our proposed approximate BERPapp1
b in (4.14) is given in closed-form. Fur-

thermore, numeric results demonstrate thatPapp1
b is very close toPb except when the vari-

ancesΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small. In order to show the reason, we rewrite the instan-

taneous SNRγ of (4.2) as follows:

γ =
Es

σ2
n

(

γapp1
1(a)

γapp1
1(b)

+ γapp1
2(a)

γapp1
2(b)

)

, (4.17)

where

γapp1
1(a)

= min(|h1|2, |h2|2), (4.18)

γapp1
1(b)

=
ρ2

1| f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2

ρ2
1| f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2 +1
, (4.19)

γapp1
2(a)

= max(|h1|2, |h2|2)−min(|h1|2, |h2|2), (4.20)

γapp1
2(b)

=
ρ2

p| fp|2

ρ2
1| f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2 +1
, (4.21)

and p = argmaxk=1,2 |hk|2. When we derivePapp1
b , the dependency betweenγapp1

1 and

γapp1
2 in (4.6) is neglected. Thus,Papp1

b may not be accurate when such dependency is

strong. In order to investigate the dependency betweenγapp1
1 and γapp1

2 , we first notice

that γapp1
1(a)

is independent of bothγapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

. Moreover,γapp1
2(a)

is independent of both

γapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

as well. Secondly, the dependency betweenγapp1
1(a)

andγapp1
2(a)

is actually very

weak, because their correlation coefficientC (γapp1
1(a)

,γapp1
2(a)

) is equal to zero as shown in the

following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2. The correlation coefficientC (γapp1
1(a)

,γapp1
2(a)

) of γapp1
1(a)

andγapp1
2(a)

is zero.

Proof: See Appendix 4-B.

As a result, the dependency betweenγapp1
1 andγapp1

2 is mainly decided by that between

γapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

. We use the correlation coefficientC (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) to evaluate the depen-

dency betweenγapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

. The exact closed-form expression ofC (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) is very

hard to obtain. However, the following lemma shows thatC (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) is actually very

close to zero except when the variancesΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small.

Lemma 4.3.WhenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small, the correlation coefficientC (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

)

of γapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

can be approximated by

C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) ≈ Ωh1

Ωh1 +Ωh2

√

√

√

√

ρ4
1Ω2

f1

ρ4
1Ω2

f1
+ρ4

2Ω2
f2

+
Ωh2

Ωh1 +Ωh2

√

√

√

√

ρ4
2Ω2

f2

ρ4
1Ω2

f1
+ρ4

2Ω2
f2

.(4.22)

For all other cases,C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) can be approximated by zero.

Proof: See Appendix 4-C.

By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we see that the dependency betweenγapp1
1 andγapp1

2 is strong

only whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small. This can be seen from Fig. 4.4 as well. As

a result, for this special case,Papp1
b cannot approximatePb very accurately. For all other

cases,Papp1
b can always provide an accurate approximation ofPb.

4.3.2 Second approximate BER expression

In order to find an accurate approximation ofPb for the case thatΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very

small, a second approximate BER expression is derived in the following. We separate the

instantaneous SNRγ in (4.2) into two terms in a different way as follows:

γ =
Es

σ2
n

(

ρ2
1| f1h1|2

ρ2
1| f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2 +1
+

ρ2
2| f2h2|2

ρ2
1| f1|2 +ρ2

2| f2|2 +1

)

(4.23)
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=:
Es

σ2
n

(

γapp2
1 + γapp2

2

)

. (4.24)

In order to find an approximate BER expression, it is desirableto obtain the MGFs ofγapp2
1

andγapp2
2 . Thus, we show the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Assume X, Y1, and Y2 are exponential random variables with means a, b1,

and b2, respectively. The MGFM3(s;a,b1,b2) of the function XY1/(Y1 +Y2 + 1) is given

as follows:

M3(s;a,b1,b2) = 1+asM

(

b2

b1
,−as,

1
b1

)

, (4.25)

where the function M(x,y,z) is given by (4.10).

Proof: See Appendix 4-D.

Based on Lemma 4.4, one can easily find the MGFsMγapp2
1

(s) andMγapp2
2

(s) of γapp2
1

andγapp2
2 in (4.24). They are given as follows:

Mγapp2
1

(s) = M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh1,ρ
2
1Ω f1,ρ

2
2Ω f2

)

, (4.26)

Mγapp2
2

(s) = M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh2,ρ
2
2Ω f2,ρ

2
1Ω f1

)

. (4.27)

In this chapter, we ignore the dependency betweenγapp2
1 andγapp2

2 and find an approxima-

tion of the MGFMγ(s) of γ as follows:

Mγ(s) ≈ M
app2(s) = Mγapp2

1
(s)Mγapp2

2
(s). (4.28)

The approximate MGFM app2(s) enables us to find an approximate BER expression as

in the following theorem. Certainly, the dependency betweenγapp2
1 andγapp2

2 affects the

accuracy of the proposed approximate BER expression and thiswill be discussed in detail

later.
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Theorem 4.2. When M-QAM is used as the modulation scheme, the exact BER Pb can be

approximated by

Pb ≈ Papp2
b =

1
log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1

Papp2
b, j , (4.29)

where Papp2
b, j is given by

Papp2
b, j =

2√
M

(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

{

(−1)⌊2 j−1i/M⌋
(

2 j−1−
⌊

2 j−1i√
M

+
1
2

⌋)

×
[

1
12

M
app2

(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

+
1
4
M

app2
(

−2(2i +1)2

M−1

)]}

. (4.30)

Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1 except that we use

M app2(s) instead ofM app1(s) in order to obtain a new approximate BER expression.

As our first approximate BER expression, the second approximate BERPapp2
b in (4.29)

is also given in closed form. Moreover, numerical results demonstrate thatPapp2
b is an

accurate approximation ofPb except whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very large, which can be

explained as follows. We rewrite the instantaneous SNRγ of (4.2) in the following way

γ =
Es

σ2
n

(

γapp2
1(a)

|h1|2 + γapp2
2(a)

|h2|2
)

, (4.31)

where

γapp2
1(a)

=
ρ2

1| f1|2
ρ2

1| f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2 +1

, (4.32)

γapp2
2(a)

=
ρ2

2| f2|2
ρ2

1| f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2 +1

. (4.33)

SincePapp2
b is obtained by ignoring the dependency betweenγapp2

1 andγapp2
2 , it may have

poor accuracy when such dependency is strong. In fact, the dependency betweenγapp2
1

and γapp2
2 is purely decided by that betweenγapp2

1(a)
and γapp2

2(a)
, because|h1|2 and |h2|2 are

independent. The dependency betweenγapp2
1(a)

andγapp2
2(a)

can be evaluated by their correla-

tion coefficientC (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

). Although it is very hard to find the exact expression of
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C (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

) in closed-form, the following lemma shows thatC (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

) is actually

very small except whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very large.

Lemma 4.5.WhenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very large, the correlation coefficientC (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

)

of γapp2
1(a)

andγapp2
2(a)

can be approximated by−1. For the other cases,C (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

) can be

approximated by zero.

Proof: WhenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very large, the values ofρ2
1| f1|2 andρ2

2| f2|2 are

much larger than one with a very high probability, and hence,γapp2
k(a)

≈ ρ2
k | fk|2/(ρ2

1 | f1|2 +

ρ2
2| f2|2), k = 1,2. Therefore,γapp2

1(a)
≈ 1− γapp2

2(a)
which impliesC (γapp2

1(a)
,γapp2

2(a)
) ≈−1.

WhenΩ f1 is large andΩ f2 is small, the denominator ofγapp2
1(a)

is dominantly decided

by ρ2
1| f1|2, and hence,γapp2

1(a)
≈ 1, which is a constant. Therefore,C (γapp2

1(a)
,γapp2

2(a)
) can be

approximated by zero for this case. Similarly, whenΩ f1 is small andΩ f2 is large, and

when bothΩ f1 andΩ f2 are small, it can be shown thatC (γapp2
1(a)

,γapp2
2(a)

) is very close to zero.

Lemma 4.5 implies that the dependency betweenγapp2
1 andγapp2

2 is strong only when

Ω f1 andΩ f2 are both very large. This can be seen in Fig. 4.4 as well. Consequently,Papp2
b

is not very accurate for this special case. For the other cases, however,Papp2
b is always an

accurate approximation ofPb. Recall that the first approximate BERPapp1
b is very close to

Pb except whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small. Therefore, depending on the values of

Ω f1 andΩ f2, one can always use eitherPapp1
b or Papp2

b in order to accurately approximate

Pb. Specifically, whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small, one should choosePapp2
b ; while,

whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very large, one should usePapp1
b . For the other cases, bothPapp1

b

andPapp2
b can be used, because both of them are very close toPb. The accuracy ofPapp1

b

andPapp2
b will be confirmed by our simulation results in Section 4.4.
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4.3.3 Diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’s code in dissimilar

cooperative networks

The approximate BER expressionsPapp1
b andPapp2

b also enable us to find the diversity order

of the distributed Alamouti’s code in a dissimilar cooperative network with blind relays.

In the following lemma, by usingPapp1
b , we show that the code achieves the full diversity

order.

Lemma 4.6. In a cooperative network with two blind relays, the exact BER Pb of the dis-

tributed Alamouti’s code behaves like(ln(E)/E)2 when the transmission power E is suf-

ficiently large. That is, the distributed Alamouti’s code achieves the full diversity order

two.

Proof: For simplicity, we assumeEs = Er1 = Er2 = E andσ2
n = 1. Note that this

assumption does not change the diversity order. WhenE goes to infinity, we have

lim
E→∞

M
app1

(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

= C

(

ln(E)

E

)2

+O

(

1
E3

)

, (4.34)

whereC is a constant. Therefore, whenE is large,M app1
(

−3(2i +1)2/(2(M−1))
)

be-

haves like(ln(E)/E)2. The same conclusion also applies toM app1(−2(2i +1)2/(M−1)).

Thus, whenE is large, the approximate BERPapp1
b behaves like(ln(E)/E)2. SincePapp1

b

accurately approximatesPb, Pb behaves like(ln(E)/E)2 as well whenE is large. Therefore,

the distributed Alamouti’s code achieves the full diversity order two.3

In [27], Jinget al. has shown that the pairwise error probability of the distributed linear

dispersion codes behaves like(ln(E)/E)K in a cooperative network withK relays. Since

distributed Alamouti’s code is a special distributed linear dispersion code, it is not surpris-

ing that its error performance behaves like(ln(E)/E)2. Moreover, whenE is sufficiently

3We can show that the distributed Alamouti’s code achieves the full diversity order by usingPapp2
b as well.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.6.
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large, ln(E) is much smaller thanE, and hence,(ln(E)/E)2 ≈ 1/E2. Therefore, we believe

that the distributed Alamouti’s code can achieve the full diversity order two at high SNR

range. Note that the result in [27] was based on the assumption that the variances ofall the

channels wereidentical. Our work is more general than [27] in the sense that we consider a

dissimilar cooperative network where the variances of the channels are possibly different.

4.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the proposed approximate BER expressions with the exact BER

obtained by simulation. We useM-QAM as the modulation scheme. The source and the

two relays have the same transmission powers, i.e.Es = Er1 = Er2 = E. Thus, the average

SNR per bit is equal toE/(σ2
n log2M). We assume that the source, the relays, and the

destination are located in a straight line. Furthermore, welet the reference distance equal

to the distance from the source to the destination, and hence, ds,k = 1−dk,d, k= 1,2. We set

the path loss exponents asβs,k = βk,d = 4, k = 1,2, in order to model the wireless channels

in an urban area. As a result, the channel variancesΩhk andΩ fk are purely decided by the

locations of the relays, i.e.Ωhk = d−4
s,k andΩ fk = d−4

k,d.

In Fig. 4.1, we compare the first approximate BER expressionPapp1
b with the exact BER

Pb. In order to test the accuracy ofPapp1
b , we consider three channel settings by placing the

two relays at three different locations. Fig. 4.1 shows thatPapp1
b is very accurate in all

channel settings. Furthermore, unlike the BER expressions in [3,5], which is accurate only

at high SNR range,Papp1
b is accurate over the whole SNR range. In Fig. 4.2, the second

approximate BER expressionPapp2
b is compared withPb under three different channel set-

tings. We see thatPapp2
b also provides an accurate approximation ofPb over the whole SNR

range.
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the exact BERPb and the first approximate BERPapp1
b , 8-QAM.

Channel Setting 1(a):ds,1 = 0.7, ds,2 = 0.8; Channel Setting 1(b):ds,1 = 0.6, ds,2 = 0.7;

Channel Setting 1(c):ds,1 = 0.5, ds,2 = 0.6.

In Fig. 4.3, we show how the channel variances affect the accuracies ofPapp1
b andPapp2

b .

We fix the distance between the two relays and move the two relays between the source and

the destination in order to change the values ofΩhk andΩ fk. It can be seen thatPapp1
b is

very accurate when the two relays are close to the destination; while it loses accuracy when

the relays move toward the source. This can be explained by Lemma 4.3 and can be seen

from Fig. 4.4. When the relays get closer to the source, the value ofdk,d becomes larger,

and hence, the value ofΩ fk becomes smaller. As a result, the dependency betweenγapp1
1(b)

andγapp1
2(b)

gets strong, which makesPapp1
b lose its accuracy.

On the other hand, the second approximate BERPapp2
b is very accurate when the relays
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of the exact BERPb and the second approximate BERPapp2
b ,

16-QAM. Channel Setting 2(a):ds,1 = 0.3, ds,2 = 0.4; Channel Setting 2(b):ds,1 = 0.2,

ds,2 = 0.3; Channel Setting 2(c):ds,1 = 0.1, ds,2 = 0.2.

are close to the source; while it becomes less accurate when the relays move toward the

destination. This is because, when the relays are closer to the destination, the value ofdk,d

gets smaller and the value ofΩ fk gets larger. By Lemma 4.5 and Fig. 4.4., the dependency

betweenγapp2
1(a)

andγapp2
2(a)

grows stronger, and hence,Papp2
b becomes less accurate. Therefore,

Fig. 4.3 demonstrates that, when the relays are close to the destination, we should usePapp1
b

to approximate the error performance of the distributed Alamouti’s code and, when the

relays are close to the source,Papp2
b should be used.

From Fig. 4.3, it seems that, when the relays are located in the center between the source

and the destination, neitherPapp1
b or Papp2

b can approximatePb well enough. For example, in
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of the exact BERPb, the first approximate BERPapp1
b , and the

second approximate BERPapp2
b . Channel Setting 3(a):E/(σ2

n log2M) = 10 dB, ds,2 −

ds,1 = 0.05, 4-QAM; Channel Setting 3(b):E/(σ2
n log2M) = 20 dB,ds,2 = ds,1, 8-QAM.

Fig. 4.3, it seems that bothPapp1
b andPapp2

b are not close toPb whends,1 = 0.4, ds,2 = 0.45,

and the average SNR per bit is 10 dB. In order to clarify this point, we provide Figs. 4.5

and 4.6. By those two figures, we see thatPapp1
b and Papp2

b still approximatePb with a

good accuracy at low and medium SNR range when the two relays are placed in the center

between the source and the destination. For example, Fig. 4.5 demonstrates that, when

ds,1 = 0.4 andds,1 = 0.45, the difference betweenPapp2
b andPb is about 0.6 dB when the

average SNR per bit is at 10 dB. Although the difference between the exact BER and our

approximate BER expressions slightly increases with the average SNR per bit, the largest

difference is approximately 1 dB at practical average SNR and BER range. Therefore, our
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Figure 4.4. Absolute value of the correlation coefficient between γapp1
1 (γapp2

1 ) and

γapp1
2 (γapp2

2 ). Channel Setting 4(a):E/(σ2
n log2M) = 10 dB, ds,2− ds,1 = 0.05; Channel

Setting 4(b):E/(σ2
n log2M) = 20 dB,ds,2 = ds,1.

approximate BER expressions still approximate the exact BER with an acceptable accuracy

even when the relays are located in the center between the source and the destination.

4.5 Conclusion

The error performance of the distributed Alamouti’s code isstudied in this chapter. We

consider a general dissimilar cooperative network, where the channel variances may have

different values. Two closed-form approximate BER expressions are derived in order to

evaluate the error performance of the distributed Alamouti’s code. The first approximate
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the exact BERPb, the first approximate BERPapp1
b , and the

second approximate BERPapp2
b , 4-QAM. Channel Setting 5(a):ds,1 = 0.4, ds,2 = 0.45;

Channel Setting 5(b):ds,1 = 0.45,ds,2 = 0.5.

BER expression is very close to the exact BER except when the variances of the second-hop

channels are very small. On the other hand, the second approximate BER expression is very

accurate except when the variances of the second-hop channels are very large. Therefore,

irrespective of the values of the channel variances, we can always choose one of the two

proposed approximate BER expressions and accurately evaluate the error performance of

the distributed Alamouti’s code. Based on the approximate BERexpressions, we also show

that the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the full diversity order two in a dissimilar

cooperative network with two blind relays.
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of the exact BERPb, the first approximate BERPapp1
b , and the

second approximate BERPapp2
b , 8-QAM. Channel Setting 6(a):ds,1 = 0.45, ds,2 = 0.45;

Channel Setting 6(b):ds,1 = 0.5, ds,2 = 0.5.

4.6 Appendix 4-A: Proof of Lemma 4.1

We first show the derivation ofM1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2). Let Z1 = min(X1,X2) andT1 = (Y1 +

Y2)/(Y1 +Y2 +1). It is not hard to find the probability density functions (PDFs) fZ1(z) and

fT1(t) of Z1 andT1

fZ1(z) =

(

1
a1

+
1
a2

)

e
−

(

1
a1

+ 1
a2

)

z
, (4.A-1)

fT1(t) =
e

t
b2(t−1) −e

t
b1(t−1)

(t −1)2(b2−b1)
, 0≤ t ≤ 1. (4.A-2)
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Furthermore, the following integration can be derived by [19, pp. 338, 3.353.5] and [19, pp.

337, 3.352.4]

∫ 1

0

e
t

z(t−1) −e
t

y(t−1)

(z−y)(t −1)2(1−wxt)
dt

t
1−t =u
=

∫ ∞

0

e−
u
z −e−

u
y

zy
u+1

(1−wx)u+1
du (4.A-3)

=
∫ ∞

0

e−
u
z −e−

u
y

zy
u

(1−wx)u+1
du

+
∫ ∞

0

e−
u
z −e−

u
y

zy
1

(1−wx)u+1
du (4.A-4)

= H(w,x,y,z). (4.A-5)

Based on (4.A-5),M1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) can be obtained as follows:

M1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
esztfZ1(z) fT1(t)dzdt (4.A-6)

=
∫ 1

0

fT1(t)
1−st a1a2

a1+a2

dt (4.A-7)

= H

(

s,
a1a2

a1 +a2
,b1,b2

)

. (4.A-8)

Secondly, we show the derivation ofM2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2). Let Z2 = max(X1,X2)−

min(X1,X2) andT2 = Yp/(Y1 +Y2 +1). The PDFfZ2(z) of Z2 can be derived from [58]

fZ2(z) =
e
− z

a1

a1 +a2
+

e
− z

a2

a1 +a2
. (4.A-9)

We assumep = 2, and hence,T2 = Y2/(Y1 +Y2 +1). It is not hard to find the conditional

cumulative distribution function (CDF)FT2|p=2(t) of T2

FT2|p=2(t) =















1− e
− t

b2(1−t)

b1t
b2(1−t)+1

, 0≤ t ≤ 1

1, t ≥ 1

. (4.A-10)

Furthermore, we find the following integration

∫ 1

0

e−z t
(1−t)

xt
(1−t) +1

1
(1−yt)2dt

t
1−t =w
=

∫ ∞

0

e−zw

(xw+1)((1+y)w+1)2dw (4.A-11)
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=
∫ ∞

0
e−zw

(

x2

(xw+1)(x−y−1)2 −
y+1

(x−y−1)((1+y)w+1)2

− (y+1)x
((y+1)w+1)(x−y−1)2

)

dw (4.A-12)

= M (x,y,z) , (4.A-13)

where the last step is done by using [19, pp. 337, 3.352.4 and 3.353.3].

Let fT2|p=2(t) denote the conditional PDF ofT2, then the conditional MGFM2(s;a1,a2,

b1,b2|p = 2) is given by

M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2|p = 2)

=
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
esztfZ2(z) fT2|p=2(t)dzdt (4.A-14)

=
1

a1 +a2

(

∫ 1

0

a1

1−a1st
dFT2|p=2(t)+

∫ 1

0

a2

1−a2st
dFT2|p=2(t)

)

(4.A-15)

=
1

a1 +a2

[

a1 +a2
1sM

(

b1

b2
,−a1s,

1
b2

)

+a2 +a2
2sM

(

b1

b2
,−a2s,

1
b2

)]

,(4.A-16)

where the last equality by using integration by parts and (4.A-13). Similarly, whenp = 1,

the conditional MGFM2(s; a1,a2,b1,b2|p = 1) is given by

M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2|p = 1)

=
1

a1 +a2

[

a1 +a2
1sM

(

b2

b1
,−a1s,

1
b1

)

+a2 +a2
2sM

(

b2

b1
,−a2s,

1
b1

)]

.(4.A-17)

Based on (4.A-16) and (4.A-17),M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) can be obtained by law of total prob-

ability

M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) = Pr(p = 1)M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2|p = 1)

+Pr(p = 2)M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2|p = 2), (4.A-18)

and hence, it is given by (4.9).
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4.7 Appendix 4-B: Proof of Lemma 4.2

Let Y1 andY2 denote min(|h1|2, |h2|2) and max(|h1|2, |h2|2), respectively. Thus,γapp1
1(a)

= Y1

andγapp1
2(a)

= Y2−Y1. Furthermore, by order statistics, it is not hard to show that E[Y1Y2] =

Ωh1Ωh2, E[Y1] = Ωh1Ωh2/(Ωh1 + Ωh2), E[Y2] = (Ω2
h1

+ Ωh1Ωh2 + Ω2
h2

)/(Ωh1 + Ωh2), and

E[Y2
1 ] = 2Ω2

h1
Ω2

h2
/(Ωh1 +Ωh2)

2. By definition,C (γapp1
1(a)

,γapp1
2(a)

) is given by

C (γapp1
1(a)

,γapp1
2(a)

) = C (Y1,Y2−Y1) (4.B-1)

=
Cov(Y1,Y2−Y1)

√

Var[Y1]Var[Y2−Y1]
. (4.B-2)

The covariance Cov(Y1,Y2−Y1) can be obtained as follows:

Cov(Y1,Y2−Y1) = E [Y1(Y2−Y1)]−E [Y1]E [Y2−Y1] (4.B-3)

= E [Y1Y2]−E
[

Y2
1

]

−E [Y1]E [Y2]+E
2 [Y1] (4.B-4)

= 0. (4.B-5)

Therefore,C (γapp1
1(a)

,γapp1
2(a)

) is zero.

4.8 Appendix 4-C: Proof of Lemma 4.3

Let Z1 = ρ2
1| f1|2 andZ2 = ρ2

2| f2|2. Thus,γapp1
1(b)

= (Z1 + Z2)/(Z1 + Z2 + 1) and γapp1
2(b)

=

Zp/(Z1 + Z2 + 1) wherep = argmaxk=1,2 |hk|2. WhenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small,

the values ofZ1 andZ2 are much smaller than one with a very high probability, and hence,

γapp1
1(b)

≈ Z1 +Z2 andγapp1
2(b)

≈ Zp. Thus, for this case,C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) can approximated by

C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) ≈ C (Z1 +Z2,Zp) (4.C-1)

=
Ωh1

Ωh1 +Ωh2

C (Z1 +Z2,Z1)+
Ωh2

Ωh1 +Ωh2

C (Z1 +Z2,Z2).(4.C-2)
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BecauseZ1 andZ2 are exponential random variables, it is not hard to show that

C (Z1 +Z2,Z1) =

√

√

√

√

ρ4
1Ω2

f1

ρ4
1Ω2

f1
+ρ4

2Ω2
f2

(4.C-3)

C (Z1 +Z2,Z2) =

√

√

√

√

ρ4
2Ω2

f2

ρ4
1Ω2

f1
+ρ4

2Ω2
f2

. (4.C-4)

Therefore,C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) is approximated by (4.22) whenΩ f1 andΩ f2 are both very small.

WhenΩ f1 is large andΩ f2 is small, the value ofZ1 is much larger than one with a

very high probability, and hence, the denominatorZ1 + Z2 + 1 of γapp1
1(b)

is very close to

Z1 + Z2. Thus,γapp1
1(b)

can be approximated by one, which is a constant. This impliesthat

C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) is very close to zero. Similarly, whenΩ f1 is small andΩ f2 is large, and

when bothΩ f1 andΩ f2 are large,C (γapp1
1(b)

,γapp1
2(b)

) is very close to zero as well.

4.9 Appendix 4-D: Proof of Lemma 4.4

Let T = Y1/(Y1 +Y2 +1) and the CDFFT(t) of T can be obtained by (4.A-10). LetfT(t)

denote the PDF ofT, thenM3(s;a,b1,b2) is given by

M3(s;a,b1,b2) =
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
esxt1

a
e−

x
a fT(t)dxdt (4.D-1)

=
∫ 1

0

1
1−ast

dFT(t) (4.D-2)

=
FT(t)

1−ast
|1t=0 −

∫ 1

0
FT(t)d

1
1−ast

(4.D-3)

= 1+asM

(

b2

b1
,−as,

1
b1

)

, (4.D-4)

where the last step is done by using (4.A-13).
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Chapter 5

BER and Diversity Order Analysis of

Distributed Alamouti’s Code in Dissimilar

Cooperative Networks with CSI-Assisted Relays

This chapter focuses on the average bit error rate (BER) and diversity order analysis of the

distributed Alamouti’s code in dissimilar cooperative networks with channel state informa-

tion (CSI)-assisted relays. We first assume that the relays adopt the amplifying coefficient

proposed in [33]. Lower and upper bound of the average BER of the distributed Alam-

outi’s code are derived. Those two bounds can tightly bound the exact average BER. We

then show that the distributed Alamouti’s code only achieves diversity order one when the

relays use the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33]. Furthermore, in a general cooper-

ative network with more than two relays, we show that the distributed space-time block

codes proposed in [27] only achieve diversity order one as well when the amplifying coef-

ficient proposed in [33] is used at the relays. To resolve thisproblem, we propose a new

threshold-based amplifying coefficient for the distributed Alamouti’s code based on the

work in [23]. This new amplifying coefficient makes the code achieve the full diversity
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order two. Moreover, based on three different criteria, three optimum and one subopti-

mum schemes are developed in order to choose the value of the threshold used in the new

amplifying coefficient.

5.1 Introduction

In a cooperative network, several single-antenna relay terminals help the source transmit

signals to the destination by forming a distributed multiple-antenna system [23, 27, 33, 64,

66]. Specifically, in an amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative network, each relay multi-

plies the received signal with an amplifying coefficient andthen forwards it to the destina-

tion. In order to coordinate the transmissions from the relays,distributed space-time block

codes(DSTBCs) have been proposed and extensively studied in Chapter2 and [27, 35].

Many works have analyzed the error performance and diversity order of the DSTBCs in

AF cooperative networks. For example, Jinget al. showed that the DSTBCs could achieve

the full diversity order in the number of relays [27]. In [29], Ju et al. found the exact

average BER expression of the distributed Alamouti’s code; but the expression was not

given in closed-form. In Chapter 4, we derived two closed-form approximate average BER

expressions of the distributed Alamouti’s code.

However, the authors of [27, 29, 67] all assumed that the relays in the cooperative net-

work did not have any channel side information (CSI) of the first-hop channels, i.e. the

channels from the source to the relays. Those relays were called theblind relays. As a

result, the amplifying coefficients of the relays were fixed numbers and the amplifiers at

the relays might go into saturation when the instantaneous gains of the first-hop channels

were large [3]. In practical systems, it is preferable to implement theCSI-assisted relays

which know the instantaneous channel gains of the first-hop channels. In fact, this CSI
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can be easily obtained at the relays without any feedback overhead. Lanemanet al. have

proposed an amplifying coefficient for the CSI-assisted relays [33] and it can successfully

avoid saturations of the amplifiers [3]. Due to this reason, this amplifying coefficient has

been used in many previous publications [2, 45, 48]. It is practically very important to

analyze the distributed Alamouti’s code in cooperative networks with CSI-assisted relays.

Unfortunately, it is very hard extend the results in [27,29,67] to such networks. To the best

of our knowledge, the error performance and the diversity order of the distributed Alam-

outi’s code have never been studied in cooperative networkswith CSI-assisted relays. This

has motivated our work.

In this chapter, we first consider adissimilarcooperative network, where all the chan-

nels possibly have different variances, and we assume that the CSI-assisted relays in the

network adopt the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33]. We derive lower and upper

bounds of the average BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code.Irrespective of the values

of the channel variances, the proposed bounds can tightly bound the average BER. Very

surprisingly, we find that, when the relays use the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33],

the distributed Alamouti’s code only achieves diversity order one. Furthermore, in gen-

eral cooperative networks with more than two relays, we showthat the DSTBCs proposed

in [27] can only achieve diversity order one as well when the relays use the amplifying co-

efficient proposed in [33]. To address this problem, we then propose a new threshold-based

amplifying coefficient for the distributed Alamouti’s codebased on the work in [23]. This

new amplifying coefficient makes the code achieve the full diversity order two. Moreover,

it also avoids saturations of the amplifiers at the relays. Based on three different criteria,

we develop three optimum and one suboptimum schemes in orderto choose the value of

the threshold used in the new amplifying coefficient.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2describes the cooperative
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network studied in this chapter. In Section 5.3, it is assumed that the relays adopt the

amplifying coefficient proposed in [33]. We derive lower andupper bounds of the average

BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code in a dissimilar cooperative network. Furthermore,

we show that the diversity order of the DSTBCs, including the distributed Alamouti’s code,

is just one when the relays use the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33]. In Section 5.4,

a new threshold-based amplifying coefficient is proposed. This new amplifying coefficient

makes the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the full diversity order two. Moreover, we

develop three optimum and one suboptimum schemes in order tochoose the value of the

threshold used by the new amplifying coefficient. Section 5.5 presents some numerical

results and Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.

Notations:We useA := B to denoteA, by definition, equalsB and useA =: B to denote

B, by definition, equalsA. For a random variableX, E[X] denotes its expectation.X ∼

C N (0,ΩX) meansX is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variablewith

zero mean and varianceΩX. Let⌊·⌋, Q(·), 2F1(1,2;3;·), and Ei(·) denote the floor function,

Q-function, hypergeometric function, and exponential integral function [19], respectively.

5.2 System Model

We consider an AF cooperative network with one source, two CSI-assisted relays, and one

destination. Every terminal has only one antenna and is half-duplex. Lethk and fk denote

the channel from the source to thek-th relay and the channel from thek-th relay to the

destination, respectively. The channel coefficienthk is modelled ashk = h̄k

√

d
−βs,k
s,k , where

h̄k ∼ C N (0,1), βs,k is the path loss exponent for this channel, andds,k is the normalized

distance from the source to thek-th relay. The value ofds,k is decided byds,k = d̄s,k/D,

whered̄s,k is the actual distance from the source to thek-th relay andD is the reference
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distance determined from measurements.1 Similarly, we model the channel coefficient

fk as fk = f̄k

√

d
−βk,d
k,d , wheredk,d is the normalized distance from thek-th relay to the

destination,βk,d is the path loss exponent for this channel, andf̄k ∼ C N (0,1). The value

of dk,d is decided bydk,d = d̄k,d/D, whered̄k,d is the actual distance from thek-th relay to

the destination. Thus, the variancesΩhk andΩ fk of hk and fk equal toΩhk = d
−βs,k
s,k and

Ω fk = d
−βk,d
k,d , respectively.

At the first and second time slots, the source transmits two information-bearing symbols

x1 and x2 to the relays, respectively. The transmission power at the source isEs. The

received signalyk,t of thek-th relay at thet-th time slot is given byyk,t =
√

Eshkxt + nk,t ,

wherenk,t is the additive white Gaussian noise andnk,t ∼ C N (0,σ2
n). The k-th relay

multiplies the received signalyk,t with an amplifying coefficientρk. The value ofρk will

be discussed in detail later.

At the third and fourth time slots, the two relays use the distributed Alamouti’s code

to transmit signals to the destination. Specifically, at thethird time slot, the first re-

lay transmitsρ1y1,1 and the second relay transmits−ρ2y∗2,2. Thus, the received signal

at the destination isy1 = ρ1 f1y1,1− ρ2 f2y∗2,2 + n1, wheren1 is the additive white Gaus-

sian noise andn1 ∼ C N (0,σ2
n). At the fourth time slot, the first relay transmitsρ1y1,2

and the second relay transmitsρ2y∗2,1. Consequently, the received signal at the destina-

tion is y2 = ρ1 f1y1,2 + ρ2 f2y∗2,1 + n2, wheren2 is the additive white Gaussian noise and

n2 ∼ C N (0,σ2
n). Due to the orthogonal structure of the distributed Alamouti’s code, the

maximum likelihood (ML) estimate ˆx1 of x1 is given byx̂1 = ρ1 f ∗1h∗1y1 + ρ2 f2h∗2y∗2 [29].

Thus, the instantaneous SNRγ(ρ1,ρ2) of x̂1 is given by

γ(ρ1,ρ2) =
Es(ρ2

1 | f1h1|2 +ρ2
2| f2h2|2)

σ2
n(ρ2

1| f1|2 +ρ2
2| f2|2 +1)

. (5.1)

1This chapter does not consider the measurement of the reference distances. This topic has been exten-

sively studied in [44] for a variety of radio propagation environments.
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Similarly, the instantaneous SNR of the ML estimate ˆx2 of x2 is alsoγ(ρ1,ρ2).

If M-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used as the modulation scheme and

Gray mapping is used, the conditional BERPb(γ(ρ1,ρ2)), conditioned on the instantaneous

channel coefficientshk and fk, of x̂1 or x̂2 is given by [8]2

Pb(γ(ρ1,ρ2)) =
2√

M log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1





(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

A j,i(M)Q

(

(2i +1)

√

3γ(ρ1,ρ2)

M−1

)



 ,(5.2)

where the coefficientA j,i(M) is given by

A j,i(M) = (−1)⌊2 j−1i/M⌋
(

2 j−1−
⌊

2 j−1i√
M

+
1
2

⌋)

. (5.3)

The average BERPb can be obtained byPb = E [Pb(γ(ρ1,ρ2))], i.e.

Pb =
2√

M log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1







(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

A j,i(M)E

[

Q

(

(2i +1)

√

3γ(ρ1,ρ2)

M−1

)]







. (5.4)

5.3 BER and Diversity Order Analysis of the Distributed

Alamouti’s Code

In this section, we first consider a dissimilar cooperative network with two CSI-assisted

relays. The relays use the amplifying coefficientρk proposed in [33] and it is given by

ρk =

√

Erk

Es|hk|2 +σ2
n
. (5.5)

The amplifying coefficientρk ensures that the power of the transmitted signal from thek-th

relay is alwaysErk. Thus, the amplifiers at the relays will never go into saturation. Due

to this reason, the amplifying coefficientρk has been used in many previous publications

[2, 45, 48]. In this section, we also assume that the relays adopt the amplifying coefficient

2If other modulation schemes are used, the conditional BER can be obtained by using [8] as well. More-

over, conditional SER can be obtained by using [42] and [52].
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ρk. Under this assumption, we derive lower and upper bounds of the average BER of the

distributed Alamouti’s code. Based on the lower bound, we show that, very surprisingly, the

distributed Alamouti’s code only achieves diversity orderone. Then we consider a general

cooperative network with more than two relays. We show that the DSTBCs developed in

[27] only achieve diversity order one as well when the relaysuse the amplifying coefficient

ρk.

In order to facilitate the analysis of the average BERPb, we approximateρk by ρk ≈
√

Erk/(Es|hk|2) as in [2, 45]. Since
√

Erk/(Es|hk|2) is a very tight approximation ofρk as

shown in [2,45]3, the instantaneous SNRγ(ρ1,ρ2) in (5.1) is tightly approximated by

γ(ρ1,ρ2) ≈
1

σ2
n

Er1| f1|2 +Er2| f2|2
Er1| f1|2
Es|h1|2 + Er2| f2|2

Es|h2|2 +1
. (5.6)

In the following, we will analyze the average BERPb based on (5.6). In order to obtain

the value ofPb, one needs the MGF ofγ(ρ1,ρ2), which is technically very hard. In the

following, we try to find lower and upper bounds ofPb and show that the bounds are very

tight toPb.

5.3.1 A lower bound ofPb

We upper-boundγ(ρ1,ρ2) in the following way

γ(ρ1,ρ2) < γU =
1

σ2
n

Er1| f1|2 +Er2| f2|2

max
(

Er1| f1|2
Es|h1|2 , Er2| f2|2

Es|h2|2
) . (5.7)

In order to find a lower bound ofPb, it is desirable to obtain the MGF ofγU . To this end,

we develop the following lemma.

3For example, in [2], it has been demonstrated that the difference between the exact average BER and the

approximate average BER, which is based on the approximation ρk ≈
√

Erk/(Es|hk|2), is less than 0.2 dB.
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Lemma 5.1. Assume X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 are exponential random variables with means

a1, a2, b1, and b2, respectively. The MGFM1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) of the function(Y1 +Y2)

/max(Y1/X1,Y2/X2) is given as follows:

M1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =
b1b2

a1a2

(

a1−a2

b1−b2
M

1
1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2)

+
a2b1−a1b2

b1−b2
M

2
1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2)

)

. (5.8)

In this function,M 1
1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2) andM 2

1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2) are given by

M
1
1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =

a1a2

a1b2(1−a2s)−a2b1(1−a1s)
ln

a1b2(1−a2s)
a2b1(1−a1s)

(5.9)

M
2
1 (s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =

a1

b2(b1−b2)(1−a1s)
− a2

b1(b1−b2)(1−a2s)

+
a2(a1−a2)

2a1(1−a2s)2(b2−b1)2 2F1

(

1,2;3;
a2b1−a1b2
a1(b1−b2)

−a2s

1−a2s

)

+
a1(a2−a1)

2a2(1−a1s)2(b1−b2)2 2F1

(

1,2;3;
a2b1−a1b2
a2(b1−b2)

−a1s

1−a1s

)

.(5.10)

Proof: See Appendix 5-A.

The MGFMU(s) of γU can be easily derived by using Lemma 5.1 and it is given by

M
U(s) = M1

(

s
σ2

n
;EsΩh1,EsΩh2,Er1Ω f1,Er2Ω f2

)

. (5.11)

Based on (5.11), we obtain a lower bound ofPb in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. When M-QAM is used as the modulation scheme, the average BER Pb can

be lower-bounded by

Pb > PL
b =

2

π
√

M log2M

log2

√
M

∑
j=1







(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

A j,i(M)

×
∫ π

2

θ=0
M

U
(

− 3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)sin2θ

)

dθ
}

. (5.12)
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Proof: Sinceγ(ρ1,ρ2) is upper-bounded byγU and the MGF ofγU is given byMU(s)

in (5.11), it follows Craig’s formula that

E

[

Q

(

(2i +1)

√

3γ(ρ1,ρ2)

M−1

)]

>
1
π

∫ π
2

θ=0
M

U
(

− 3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)sin2θ

)

dθ . (5.13)

By substituting (5.13) into (5.4), we obtain the lower boundPL
b .

Although the lower boundPL
b contains an integration, this integration is over a finite

range, and hence, it is not hard to compute.4 Numerical results will demonstrate thatPL
b is

a very tight lower bound ofPb except whenΩhk is much larger thanΩ fk. For this special

case, the ratioErk| fk|2/(Es|hk|2) in the denominator of (5.6) is much smaller than one with

a very high probability. Therefore,PL
b loses its tightness because we neglect the constant

one in the denominator ofγ(ρ1,ρ2) as shown in (5.7) when we derivePL
b . This particular

case will be addressed by deriving an upper bound ofPb in the next subsection.

5.3.2 An upper bound ofPb

In order to find a tight bound forPb whenΩhk is much larger thanΩ fk, we develop an upper

bound ofPb in the following. We keep the constant one in the denominatorof γ(ρ1,ρ2);

but replace|h1|2 and|h2|2 by min(|h1|2, |h2|2). This gives us a lower boundγL of γ(ρ1,ρ2)

γ(ρ1,ρ2) ≥ γL =
1

σ2
n

Er1| f1|2 +Er2| f2|2
Er1| f1|2+Er2| f2|2
Esmin(|h1|2,|h2|2) +1

. (5.14)

In order to find an upper bound ofPb, it is desirable to obtain the MGF ofγL. Thus, we

show the following lemma.

4In fact, it is well-known thatQ-function can be approximated bye−x2/2/12+ e−2x2/3/4 [7]. By using

this approximation, we can approximatePL
b and express it in closed-form as shown in the proof of Lemma

5.3. This can further reduce the computational complexity with marginal loss of tightness.
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Lemma 5.2. Assume X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 are exponential random variables with means a1,

a2, b1, and b2, respectively. The MGFM2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) of the function(Y1+Y2)/((Y1+

Y2)/min(X1,X2)+1) is given as follows:

M2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =
b1

b1−b2
W

(

s,
a1a2

a1 +a2
,b1

)

− b2

b1−b2
W

(

s,
a1a2

a1 +a2
,b2

)

, (5.15)

where the function W(x,y,z) is given by

W(x,y,z) =
1

(y+z−xyz)2−4yz
[(y+z)(y+z−xyz)−4yz

+
4yz(−xyz)

√

(y+z−xyz)2

(y+z−xyz)
√

4yz− (y+z−xyz)2
arccos

(

y+z−xyz
2
√

yz

)

]

. (5.16)

Proof: Let T = Y1 +Y2 andZ = min(X1,X2). Thus, the function(Y1 +Y2)/((Y1 +

Y2)/min(X1,X2) + 1) becomesT/((T/Z) + 1) = TZ/(T + Z) which is actually the har-

monic mean ofT andZ. Moreover, it is not hard to find the PDFsfT(t) of T and fZ(z) of

Z

fT(t) =
e
− t

b1 −e
− t

b2

b1−b2
, fZ(z) =

(

1
a1

+
1
a2

)

e
−

(

1
a1

+ 1
a2

)

z
. (5.17)

By using the results in [2], it is not hard to findM2(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) in (5.15).

Based on Lemma 5.2, one can easily find the MGFM L(s) of γL and it is given by

M
L(s) = M2

(

s
σ2

n
;EsΩh1,EsΩh2,Er1Ω f1,Er2Ω f2

)

. (5.18)

The MGFM L(s) enables us to find an upper bound ofPb as in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. When M-QAM is used as the modulation scheme, the average BER Pb can

be upper-bounded by

Pb ≤ PU
b =

2

π
√

M log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1







(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

A j,i(M)

×
∫ π

2

θ=0
M

L
(

− 3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)sin2θ

)

dθ
}

. (5.19)
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Proof: The proof is the same as that of Theorem 5.1, exceptM L(s) is used in order

to obtain an upper bound.

The upper boundPU
b also just contains an finite integration, and hence, it is nothard

to compute. Moreover, as we expected,PU
b is a very tight bound of the average BERPb

whenΩhk is much larger thanΩ fk. This is because the denominator of (5.6) is dominantly

decided by the constant one for this special case. As a result, replacing|h1|2 and|h2|2 by

min(|h1|2, |h2|2) in (5.14) only slightly reduces the value ofγ(ρ1,ρ2), and hence,PU
b is

very tight toPb. Recall that the lower boundPL
b is very tight toPb except whenΩhk is much

larger thanΩ fk. Therefore, depending on the values ofΩhk andΩ fk, one can always use

eitherPL
b or PU

b in order to tightly bound the average BERPb.

5.3.3 Diversity order of the DSTBCs when the CSI-assisted relays use

ρk

Note that the diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’scode is based on the limit of the

average SNREs/σ2
n to infinity. On the other hand, our approximation of the amplifying

coefficientρk is based on the fact that, whenEs|hk|2 is much larger thanσ2
n , we can ignore

σ2
n in the denominator of (5.5) and this almost does not change the value ofρk. Thus, when

the average SNR goes to infinity, our approximation ofρk becomes tighter, and hence, the

lower boundPL
b is extremely close to the exact average BERPb, which can be seen in

Figs. 5.1–5.3. Therefore, the lower boundPL
b enables us to find the diversity order of the

distributed Alamouti’s code in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. In a cooperative network with two CSI-assisted relays, the distributed Alam-

outi’s code achieves diversity order one when the relays useρk as the amplifying coefficient.

Proof: We first use the following well-known approximation [7] to make the lower
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boundPL
b given in closed-form

Q(x) ≈ 1
12

e−
1
2x2

+
1
4

e−
2
3x2

. (5.20)

Based on this approximation and (5.4), the lower boundPL
b can be approximated very

tightly and given in closed-form as follows:

PL
b ≈ ΓMU :=

2√
M log2M

log2
√

M

∑
j=1







(1−2− j)
√

M−1

∑
i=0

A j,i(M)

[

1
12

M
U

(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

+
1
4
M

U
(

−2(2i +1)2

M−1

)]}

, (5.21)

For simplicity, we assumeEs = Er1 = Er2 = E andσ2
n = 1. Note that this assumption

does not change the diversity order of the code. WhenE goes to infinity, we have

lim
E→∞

M
U

(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

=
C1

E
+O

(

1
E2

)

, (5.22)

whereC1 is a constant. That is,MU
(

−3(2i +1)2/(2(M−1))
)

behaves like 1/E, whenE

is large. This is also true forMU(−2(2i +1)2/(M−1)). Thus, whenE is large, the lower

boundPL
b decays withE as 1/E. SincePL

b is a lower bound ofPb, the average BERPb also

decays withE as 1/E. That is, the diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’scode is just

one when the relays useρk as the amplifying coefficient.

Actually, the diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’s code can be seen from its

instantaneous SNRγ(ρ1,ρ2) in (5.6). When the channel from the source to the first relay

is in deep fading, i.e. when|h1|2 is very small, the denominator of (5.6) may go to infinity,

and hence,γ(ρ1,ρ2) may be very small. Similarly, when|h2|2 is very small,γ(ρ1,ρ2) may

go to zero as well. That is, the failure of eitherh1 or h2 will make the instantaneous SNR at

the destination very small, which implies the diversity order is just one. In general, when

there are more than two CSI-assisted relays and every relay uses the amplifying coefficient

ρk, the diversity order of the DSTBCs proposed in [27] is also justone as shown in the
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following theorem.5

Theorem 5.3. In a cooperative network with K CSI-assisted relays, the diversity order

of the DSTBCs proposed in [27] is just one, when the relays useρk as the amplifying

coefficient.

Proof: See Appendix 5-B.

We notice that, although the amplifying coefficientρk was used, the cooperative net-

works considered in [2, 45] did not loss any diversity order and they achieved the full

diversity orderK. This is because the authors used the repetition-based cooperative strat-

egy in [2, 45], which is fundamentally different from the DSTBCs considered in Theorem

5.3. Due to this reason, the instantaneous SNR at the destination was the summation of

the SNRs of theK branches in the network, i.e.γ = ∑K
k=1γk. When|hi| is very small, the

SNRγi of the i-th branch will be very small, but the SNRsγk, k 6= i, of the other branches

will not be affected. That is, the failure of any branch will not make the SNRγ very small.

Only the failure of all theK branches can make the SNRγ very small, and hence, the full

diversity orderK was achieved in [2,45].

5.4 A New Threshold-Based Amplifying Coefficient for the

Distributed Alamouti’s Code with CSI-Assisted Re-

lays

In this section, we propose a new threshold-based amplifying coefficient. This new ampli-

fying coefficient not only avoids saturations of the amplifiers at the relays but also makes

5Note that the DSTBCs proposed in [27] represent a large collection of distributed space-time block codes

and they have been used in many previous publications including [28,37,47].
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the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the full diversityorder two. Furthermore, we pro-

pose three optimum and one suboptimum schemes to choose the value of the threshold used

in the new amplifying coefficient.

Section 5.3 has shown that the distributed Alamouti’s code only achieves diversity order

one when the CSI-assisted relays use the amplifying coefficient ρk. In order to achieve the

full diversity order, we propose a new amplifying coefficient ρ̃k as follows:

ρ̃k =

√

Erk

Esmax(|hk|2,αk)+σ2
n
, (5.23)

whereαk > 0 can be seen as a threshold for|hk|2 and the choice ofαk will be discussed in

detail later. It is easy to check that the power of the transmitted signal of thek-th relay is

always less than or equal toErk whenρ̃k is used. Thus, the new amplifying coefficientρ̃k

avoids saturations of the amplifiers at the relays. Furthermore, we will show that the use of

ρ̃k also makes the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the fulldiversity order.6

5.4.1 Diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’s code when the CSI-

assisted relays usẽρk

In this subsection, we show that the distributed Alamouti’scode can achieve the full diver-

sity order when the relays useρ̃k. In this circumstance, the instantaneous SNRγ̃(α1,α2) of

x̂1 or x̂2 is given by

γ̃(α1,α2) = γ(ρ̃1, ρ̃2) =
Es

(

Er1| f1h1|2
Esmax(|h1|2,α1)+σ2

n
+ Er2| f2h2|2

Esmax(|h2|2,α2)+σ2
n

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esmax(|h1|2,α1)+σ2

n
+ Er2| f2|2

Esmax(|h2|2,α2)+σ2
n
+1

) . (5.24)

6In order to avoid saturations of the amplifiers and make the code achieve the full diversity order, an alter-

native way is to set the amplifying coefficients as
√

Erk/(EsΩhk +σ2
n) and clip the power of the transmitted

signal of thek-th relay atErk. This method has been considered in [23]. However, note that[23] only studied

the repetition-based cooperative strategy, while our workfocuses on the distributed Alamouti’s code.
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Thus, the conditional BER is given byPb(γ̃(α1,α2)) and the average BER̃Pb is given by

P̃b = E [Pb(γ̃(α1,α2))]. We show the diversity order by deriving an upper bound ofP̃b. To

this end, we develop the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4. Assume X, Y1, and Y2 are exponential random variables with means a, b1,

and b2, respectively. The MGFM3(s;a,b1,b2) of the function XY1/(Y1 +Y2 + 1) is given

as follows:

M3(s;a,b1,b2) = 1+asH

(

b2

b1
,−as,

1
b1

)

, (5.25)

where the function H(x,y,z) is given by

H(x,y,z) =
1

(x−y−1)2(y+1)

[

(y+1)(y+1−x)+e
z
x Ei

(z
x

)

x(y+1)

+e
z

1+yEi

(

z
1+y

)

(xz− (x+z)(y+1))

]

.(5.26)

Proof: See Appendix 5-C.

Based on Lemma 5.4, an upper bound ofP̃b is derived in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5. When M-QAM is used as the modulation scheme, the average BERP̃b can be

upper-bounded by

P̃b . P̃U
b = Γ

M̃ L . (5.27)

The functionΓ
M̃ L is obtained from (5.21) by replacingMU(s) with M̃ L(s) which is given

byM̃ L(s) = ∑4
i=1Mγ̃L-i(s). The functionMγ̃L-i(s) is given by

Mγ̃L-1(s) ≈ M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh1,b1,b2

)

M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh2,b2,b1

)

, (5.28)

Mγ̃L-2(s) . M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh1,b1,b2

)

M3

(

s
Esα2

σ2
n

;1,b2,b1

)

, (5.29)

Mγ̃L-3(s) . M3

(

s
Esα1

σ2
n

;1,b1,b2

)

M3

(

s
Es

σ2
n

;Ωh2,b2,b1

)

, (5.30)

Mγ̃L-4(s) . M3

(

s
Esα1

σ2
n

;1,b1,b2

)

M3

(

s
Esα2

σ2
n

;1,b2,b1

)

, (5.31)

where b1 = Er1Ω f1/(Esα1) and b2 = Er2Ω f2/(Esα2).
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Proof: See Appendix 5-D.

The upper bound̃PU
b enables us to obtain the diversity order of the distributed Alam-

outi’s code when the relays usẽρk as the amplifying coefficient and it is shown in the

following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.In a cooperative network with two CSI-assisted relays, the distributed Alam-

outi’s code achieves the full diversity order two when the relays useρ̃k as the amplifying

coefficient.

Proof: In order to show the diversity order, we assumeEs = Er1 = Er2 = E and

σ2
n = 1. Then it can be easily shown that

lim
E→∞

M̃
L
(

−3(2i +1)2

2(M−1)

)

=
C2

E2 +O

(

1
E3

)

, (5.32)

whereC2 is a constant. That is,M̃ L
(

−3(2i +1)2/(2(M−1))
)

behaves like 1/E2, when

E is large. This is also true forM̃ L(−2(2i + 1)2/(M − 1)). Thus, whenE is large,P̃U
b

behaves like 1/E2. SinceP̃U
b is an upper bound of̃Pb, the average BER̃Pb behaves like

1/E2 as well whenE is large. That is, the diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’s

code is two when the CSI-assisted relays useρ̃k as the amplifying coefficient.7

5.4.2 Optimum and suboptimum schemes to choose the value ofα1

and α2

The use ofρ̃k makes the distributed Alamouti’s code achieve the full diversity order two

as long as the thresholdαk is strictly positive. Certainly, the value ofαk can be chosen

properly in order to enhance the performance. In the remaining of this subsection, we

7In general, when there are more than two relays, numerical results will demonstrate that the DSTBCs

achieve the full diversity order when the relays useρ̃k as the amplifying coefficient. However, it is hard to

show this result analytically.
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propose three optimum and one suboptimum schemes to choose the value ofαk based on

different criteria.

It will be ideal to use the exact average BERP̃b to decide the value ofαk, but P̃b is too

hard to obtain. Thus, we use upper bounds ofP̃b to chooseαk by following similar ideas

in [12, 15, 27, 70]. That is, we use the upper boundP̃U
b in (5.27) as the metric and choose

αk that minimizes the upper bound:

Optimum Scheme I: (α1,α2) = arg min
α1>0,α2>0

P̃U
b . (5.33)

The scheme given in (5.33) is referred to as Optimum Scheme I in this chapter and it is

optimum in the sense that it minimizes the upper boundP̃U
b . Note that the upper bound

P̃U
b has been averaged over the instantaneous channel gainshk and fk. Thus, it only de-

pends on the channel variancesΩhk andΩ fk which change very slowly. Thus, although the

minimization in Optimum Scheme I has to be solved numerically, the relays only need to

conduct the minimization once in a long time and the computational loads at the relays may

be negligible.

Optimum Scheme I can greatly improve the performance of the distributed Alamouti’s

code with very low computational loads at the relays. However, it is more desirable to

propose a scheme whereαk is chosen by exploitinghk, because the CSI-assisted relays

know the exact value ofhk anyway. Furthermore, the performance may be further improved

by doing so. To this end, we take the expectation of the conditional BERPb(γ̃(α1,α2)) over

fk only and upper-bound this expectation by using the techniques developed in Lemmas 5.4

and 5.5:

E f1, f2 [Pb(γ̃(α1,α2))] . P̃U
b (h1,h2) = Γ

M̃U (5.34)

whereM̃U(s) is given by

M̃
U(s) = M3

(

s
Es|h1|2

σ2
n

;1, ρ̃2
1Ω f1, ρ̃

2
2Ω f2

)

M3

(

s
Es|h2|2

σ2
n

;1, ρ̃2
2Ω f2, ρ̃

2
1Ω f1

)

(5.35)
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andΓ
M̃U is obtained from (5.21) by replacingMU(s) with M̃U(s) in (5.35). Then a new

scheme to chooseαk is as follows:

Optimum Scheme II: (α1,α2) = arg min
α1>0,α2>0

P̃U
b (h1,h2). (5.36)

The scheme given in (5.36) is called Optimum Scheme II in thischapter and it is optimum

in the sense that the upper boundP̃U
b (h1,h2) is minimized.8 Numerical results will show

that, compared to Optimum Scheme I, Optimum Scheme II indeedfurther improves the

performance. This is because Optimum Scheme II takes advantage of the CSI available

at the relays. However, the minimization in (5.36) must be solved numerically and it has

to be done whenever the instantaneous channel gainhk changes, because the upper bound

P̃U
b (h1,h2) depends onhk. Thus, Optimum Scheme II needs more computational loads at

the relays than Optimum Scheme I.

In a fast-fading environment, it may be hard to numerically perform the minimization

in (5.36) wheneverhk changes. Thus, we develop a suboptimum scheme which chooses

αk by exploitinghk and requires much less computational loads than Optimum Scheme II.

This is achieved by analyzing the property of the instantaneous SNRγ̃(α1,α2) in (5.24).

It can be shown that, when 0< α1 < |h1|2, γ̃(α1,α2) is independent ofα1; while, when

α1 ≥ |h1|2, γ̃(α1,α2) is decreasing withα1 if and only if

Er2| f2|2
(

|h2|2−|h1|2
)

−Es|h1|2max(|h2|2,α2)−|h1|2σ2
n < 0. (5.37)

A sufficient condition for the inequality (5.37) is|h1|2 > |h2|2, and hence, the first relay

must setα1 = |h1|2 when|h1|2 > |h2|2 in order to maximizẽγ(α1,α2).

8Note that the upper bounds̃PU
b and P̃U

b (h1,h2) are not used to evaluate the BER performance of the

distributed Alamouti’s code, and hence, their tightness isnot of our greatest concern. Those two bounds

might not be tight bounds, but they enable us to propose Optimum Schemes I and II, which can greatly

improve the performance of the distributed Alamouti’s codeas demonstrated by numerical results.
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Then we show how the second relay should decideα2 after the first relays setsα1 =

|h1|2. When|h1|2 > |h2|2 andα1 = |h1|2, it can be shown that, if 0< α2 < |h2|2, γ̃(|h1|2,α2)

is independent ofα2; while, if α2 ≥ |h2|2, γ̃(|h1|2,α2) is decreasing withα2 if and only if

γ̃s,1γ̃1,d

γ̃s,1 + γ̃1,d +1
< γ̃s,2, (5.38)

where γ̃s,k = Es|hk|2/σ2
n and γ̃k,d = Erk| fk|2/σ2

n . That is, when the inequality (5.38) is

satisfied, the maximum value of̃γ(|h1|2,α2) is γ̃(|h1|2, |h2|2) and it is achieved by set-

ting α2 = |h2|2; while, when the inequality (5.38) is not satisfied, the maximum value of

γ̃(|h1|2,α2) is γ̃(|h1|2,∞) and it is achieved by settingα2 = ∞. However, the second re-

lay cannot use (5.38) to decideα2, because it requires̃γ1,d or equivalentlyf1 which is not

available at the second relay.

Although (5.38) cannot be directly used to decide the value of α2, it implies that, ifγ̃s,2

is very large,γ̃(|h1|2,α2) is decreasing withα2 with a higher probability, and hence, we

should try to make its value close tõγ(|h1|2, |h2|2). On the other hand, wheñγs,2 is very

small,γ̃(|h1|2,α2) is increasing withα2 with a higher probability, and hence, we should try

to make its value close tõγ(|h1|2,∞). Therefore, we let̃γ(|h1|2,α2) equal to a combination

of γ̃(|h1|2, |h2|2) andγ̃(|h1|2,∞) as follows:

γ̃(|h1|2,α2) =
(

1−e−γ̃s,2

)

γ̃(|h1|2, |h2|2)+e−γ̃s,2γ̃(|h1|2,∞). (5.39)

It can be easily seen from (5.39) that the instantaneous SNRγ̃(|h1|2,α2) will be very

close toγ̃(|h1|2, |h2|2) whenγ̃s,2 is very large. On the other hand, whenγ̃s,2 is very small,

γ̃(|h1|2,α2) will converge toγ̃(|h1|2,∞).9

9Instead of (5.39), one can letγ̃(|h1|2,α2) equal to a combination of̃γ(|h1|2, |h2|2) andγ̃(|h1|2,∞) in many

other different ways. They may also makeγ̃(|h1|2,α2) very close toγ̃(|h1|2, |h2|2), whenγ̃s,2 is very large,

and makẽγ(|h1|2,α2) converge tõγ(|h1|2,∞), whenγ̃s,2 is very small. In this chapter, however, we use (5.39),

because it enables us to analytically deriveα2 and its expectation in closed-form. Moreover, using (5.39)also

achieves very good performance as demonstrated by numerical results.
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The value ofα2 can be solved from (5.39) and it is equal toα∗
2 that is given by

α∗
2 = |h2|2 +

σ2
n

Es(eγ̃s,2 −1)

(

1+ γ̃s,2 +
γ̃2,d(1+ γ̃s,1)

γ̃s,1 + γ̃1,d +1

)

. (5.40)

Note thatα∗
2 still depends onfk throughγ̃k,d. This dependence can be removed by simply

taking the expectation ofα∗
2 over fk and it gives us

ᾱ∗
2 = E f1, f2[α

∗
2] = |h2|2 +

σ2
n

Es(eγ̃s,2 −1)
[1+ γ̃s,2

+(1+ γ̃s,1)
Er2Ω f2

Er1Ω f1
e

σ2
n (1+γ̃s,1)

Er1Ω f1 Ei

(

σ2
n(1+ γ̃s,1)

Er1Ω f1

)

]

. (5.41)

Therefore, our suboptimum scheme to chooseαk is as follows:

Suboptimum Scheme:(α1,α2) =











(|h1|2, ᾱ∗
2), |h1|2 > |h2|2

(ᾱ∗
1, |h2|2), |h2|2 > |h1|2

, (5.42)

whereᾱ∗
1 can be obtained similarly as in (5.40) and (5.41). The schemegiven in (5.42)

is called Suboptimum Scheme in this chapter. This scheme makes full use of the CSI

available at the relays and it does not need any feedback overhead from the destination

to the relays. Compared to Optimum Scheme II, the Suboptimum Scheme has similar

performance; but it needs much less computational loads at the relays, because it does not

require any numerical minimization.

Remarks:If fk are known at the relays, the inequality (5.38) can be used by the relays

to decideαk. Based on (5.37) and (5.38), we have a new optimum scheme as follows:

Optimum Scheme III: (α1,α2) =























(|h1|2,∞), |h1|2 > |h2|2, γ̃s,1γ̃1,d
γ̃s,1+γ̃1,d+1 > γ̃s,2

(∞, |h2|2), |h2|2 > |h1|2, γ̃s,2γ̃2,d
γ̃s,2+γ̃2,d+1 > γ̃s,1

(|h1|2, |h2|2), otherwise

.(5.43)

This method is referred to as Optimum Scheme III in this chapter and it is optimum in the

sense that it maximizes the instantaneous SNRγ̃(α1,α2). Compared to Optimum Schemes
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of the lower boundPL
b of (5.12) and the average BERPb, 4-QAM.

Channel Setting 1(a):ds,1 = 0.5, ds,2 = 0.5; Channel Setting 1(b):ds,1 = 0.3, ds,2 = 0.7;

Channel Setting 1(c):ds,1 = 0.7, ds,2 = 0.8.

I and II and Suboptimum Scheme, Optimum Scheme III achieves the best performance and

it can be used as the performance benchmark. However, Optimum Scheme III may not be

practical, because it requires a large amount of feedback overhead from the destination to

the relays.

5.5 Numerical Results

We present some numerical results in this section. We useM-QAM as the modulation

scheme. The source and the two relays have the same transmission powers, i.e.Es = Er1 =
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of the lower boundPL
b of (5.12), the upper bound ofPU

b (5.19),

and the average BERPb, 8-QAM andds,1 = d2,d.

Er2 = E. Thus, the average SNR per bit is equal toE/(σ2
n log2M). We assume that the

source, the relays, and the destination are located in a straight line. Furthermore, we let

the reference distance equal to the distance from the sourceto the destination, and hence,

ds,k = 1− dk,d. We set the path loss exponents asβs,k = βk,d = 4 in order to model the

wireless channels in an urban area. As a result, the channel variancesΩhk and Ω fk are

purely decided by the locations of the relays, i.e.Ωhk = d−4
s,k andΩ fk = d−4

k,d.

In Fig. 5.1, we compare the lower boundPL
b in (5.12) with the average BERPb. In

order to test the tightness ofPL
b , we consider three channel settings by placing the relays at

three different locations. It can be seen thatPL
b is very tight toPb in all channel settings. In

Fig. 5.2, we setds,1 = d2,d and consider a wide range of channel settings by changing the
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of the lower boundPL
b of (5.12), the upper bound ofPU

b (5.19),

and the average BERPb, 16-QAM andds,2−ds,1 = 0.3.

distanceds,2−ds,1 between the two relays. One can see thatPL
b is very tight in all channel

settings, butPU
b is not very tight when the two relays are at the center of the source and the

destination.

In Fig. 5.3, we fix the distance between the two relays by setting ds,2−ds,1 = 0.3 and

change the value ofds,1. At high SNR range,PL
b is still very tight. At low SNR range,PL

b is

not close toPb whends,1 is small. However,PU
b is tight toPb for this case. Note that, when

ds,1 is small andds,2−ds,1 = 0.3, it actually implies that the value ofΩhk is much larger

than that ofΩ fk. Therefore, as we have discussed in Subsection 5.3.2,PU
b is a tight bound

when the value ofΩhk is much larger than that ofΩ fk.

From Fig. 5.3, one may argue that, whends,1 = 0.2, PU
b is not very close toPb neither.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of the upper boundPU
b of (5.19) and the average BERPb, 16-QAM.

Channel Setting 2(a):ds,1 = 0.2, ds,2 = 0.2; Channel Setting 2(b):ds,1 = 0.8, ds,2 = 0.5;

Channel Setting 2(c):ds,1 = 0.2, ds,2 = 0.5.

We consider this special case as Channel Setting 2(c) in Fig. 5.4. We can see thatPU
b is at

most 1 dB away fromPb, and hence, it still bounds the error performance of the distributed

Alamouti’s code well. Furthermore, in Channel Setting 2(a),we place the relays very close

to the source, and hence, the value ofΩhk is much larger than that ofΩ fk. For this special

case,PL
b may not be tight toPb as we have discussed in Subsection 5.3.1 and seen in Fig.

5.3; but Fig. 5.4 demonstrates thatPU
b is very tight toPb. In all, our simulation results in

Figs. 5.1–5.4 demonstrate that, irrespective of the valuesof Ωhk andΩ fk, we can always

use eitherPL
b or PU

b in order to tightly boundPb. Furthermore, the tightness of our bounds,

especially the lower boundPL
b , increases with the value of average SNR. At high SNR
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Figure 5.5. Diversity order of the DSTBCs proposed by [27], BPSK, ds,k = 0.5, αk = Ωhk.

range,PL
b is extremely close toPb even when the value ofΩhk is much larger than that of

Ω fk. Thus, it precisely evaluates the diversity order of the distributed Alamouti’s code as

we have discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.

In Fig. 5.5, we examine the diversity order of the DSTBCs proposed by [27]. When the

relays use the conventional amplifying coefficientρk, it can be easily seen that the codes

only achieve diversity order one. When the relays use our proposed amplifying coefficient

ρ̃k, however, the codes achieve the full diversity order in the number of relays.

Lastly, in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, we compare the performance of the optimum and subopti-

mum schemes proposed in Subsection 5.4.2. As performance benchmark, we include the

average BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code when the relays use the conventional am-

plifying coefficientρk. We also present the average BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of Optimum Schemes I–III and Suboptimum Scheme, 4-QAM,

ds,1 = 0.5, ds,2 = 0.5.

when the relays use the proposed amplifying coefficientρ̃k and chooseαk = Ωhk. In Figs.

5.6 and 5.7, when the relays useρk, the code has the worst performance, because it only

achieves diversity order one. When the relays useρ̃k, the code achieves the full diversity

order two even by simply lettingαk = Ωhk. Furthermore, Optimum Scheme I achieves

much better performance compared to the case that the relayschooseαk = Ωhk. Optimum

Scheme II further improves the performance by exploiting the CSI at the relays. Subop-

timum Scheme has a similar performance as Optimum Scheme II and it has much lower

computational loads. Among all the proposed schemes, Optimum Scheme III achieves the

best performance; but it requires a large feedback overhead.
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of Optimum Schemes I–III and Suboptimum Scheme, 8-QAM,

ds,1 = 1/3, ds,2 = 2/3.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we analyze the average BER and the diversity order of the distributed Alam-

outi’s code in dissimilar cooperative networks with CSI-assisted relays. We first let the

relays adopt the amplifying coefficientρk proposed in [33]. We derive lower and upper

bounds of the average BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code.The proposed bounds only

contain integrations over finite range, and hence, can be easily calculated. Moreover, they

can tightly bound the average BER irrespective of the values of the channel variances. Then

we show that the code only achieves diversity order one when the relays useρk. Moreover,

in a general cooperative network with more than two relays, we show that the DSTBCs
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proposed in [27] only achieve diversity order one as well when ρk is used at the relays. To

address this problem, we propose a new threshold-based amplifying coefficientρ̃k for the

distributed Alamouti’s code based on the work in [23]. This new amplifying coefficient

enables the code achieve the full diversity order two. Based on three different criteria,

we develop three optimum and one suboptimum schemes in orderto choose the value of

the threshold used iñρk. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed schemes can

enhance the performance of the distributed Alamouti’s codesubstantially.

5.7 Appendix 5-A: Proof of Lemma 5.1

We start the proof by rewriting the function(Y1 +Y2)/max(Y1/X1,Y2/X2) as

Y1 +Y2

max
(

Y1
X1

, Y2
X2

) = min

((

1+
Y2

Y1

)

X1,

(

1+
Y1

Y2

)

X2

)

. (5.A-1)

Let T = Y2/Y1 andZ = min((1+ T)X1,(1+ 1/T)X2). The probability density function

(PDF) fT(t) of T is given by

fT(t) =
b1b2

(b2 +b1t)2 . (5.A-2)

WhenT is fixed, the conditional PDFf(1+T)X1|T(x, t) of (1+T)X1 is given by

f(1+T)X1|T(x, t) =
1

(1+ t)a1
e
− x

(1+t)a1 . (5.A-3)

Similarly, the conditional PDFf(1+ 1
T )X2|T(x, t) of (1+1/T)X2 is given by

f(1+ 1
T )X2|T(x, t) =

1
(

1+ 1
t

)

a2
e
− x

(1+ 1
t )a2 . (5.A-4)

Thus, the conditional PDFfZ|T(z, t) of Z is given by

fZ|T(z, t) =
a2 +a1t

a1a2(1+ t)
e
− a2+a1t

a1a2(1+t)z
. (5.A-5)
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By taking the expectation overT, we can obtain the unconditional PDFfZ(z) of Z

fZ(z) = E[ fZ|T(z, t)] =
b1b2

a1a2

[

a1−a2

b1−b2
f 1
Z(z)+

a2b1−a1b2

b1−b2
f 2
Z(z)

]

. (5.A-6)

By using [19, pp. 337, 3.352.3], we obtainf 1
Z(z) as follows:

f 1
Z(z) =

e
a1b2−a2b1

a1a2(b1−b2)
z

b1−b2

[

Ei

(

b2(a1−a2)

a1a2(b1−b2)
z

)

−Ei

(

b1(a1−a2)

a1a2(b1−b2)
z

)]

. (5.A-7)

By integration by parts and using [19, pp. 337, 3.352.1], the function f 2
Z(z) is given by

f 2
Z(z) =

e
− z

a1

b2(b1−b2)
− e

− z
a2

b1(b1−b2)

+

(

1
a2

− 1
a1

)

z
(b2−b1)2e

a1b2−a2b1
a1a2(b1−b2)

z
Ei

(

b1(a1−a2)

a1a2(b1−b2)
z

)

+

(

1
a1

− 1
a2

)

z
(b2−b1)2e

a1b2−a2b1
a1a2(b1−b2)

z
Ei

(

b2(a1−a2)

a1a2(b1−b2)
z

)

. (5.A-8)

By definition, the MGFM1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) is given by

M1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) =
b1b2

a1a2

[

a1−a2

b1−b2

∫ ∞

0
eszf 1

Z(z)dz+
a2b1−a1b2

b1−b2

∫ ∞

0
eszf 2

Z(z)dz

]

.

(5.A-9)

With the help of [19, pp. 632, 6.227.1] and [19, pp. 633, 6.228], the integration involved in

(5.A-9) can be solved and the final expression ofM1(s;a1,a2,b1,b2) is given by (5.8).

5.8 Appendix 5-B: Proof of Theorem 5.3

In order to show the diversity order, we assumeEs = Er1 = Er2 = E andσ2
n = 1. Based on

the results in [27], it can be shown that the conditional pairwise error probability (PEP) of

two distinct code matricesX1 andX2 is given by

Pr(X1 → X2|w) = Q

(√

E

2(∑K
k=1ρ2

k | fk|2 +1)
w∆X∆XHwH

)

(5.B-1)

≥ Q

(√

Eλ
2∑K

k=1ρ2
k | fk|2

wwH

)

(5.B-2)
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≈ Q





√

√

√

√

λE∑K
k=1 | fk|2

2∑K
k=1

| fk|2
|hk|2



 (5.B-3)

wherew = [ρ1 f1|h1|, · · · ,ρK fK|hK|], ∆X = X1 − X2, and λ is the largest eigenvalue of

∆X∆XH . The last approximation is byρk ≈
√

1/|hk|2 which has been used in [2,45].

It is very hard to obtain the average PEP by averaging (5.B-3).However, we notice

that∑K
k=1 | fk|2 can be approximated by its mean∑K

k=1Ω fk and this approximation does not

affect the diversity order of the code as shown in [27]. Thus,the average PEP is lower-

bounded by

E [Pr(X1 → X2|w)] & E



Q





√

√

√

√

λE∑K
k=1Ω fk

2∑K
k=1

| fk|2
|hk|2







 . (5.B-4)

It is still very difficult to solve the expectation in (5.B-4).In order to show the diversity

order, however, it is sufficient to analyze the PDF of 1/(∑K
k=1 | fk|2/|hk|2) [45].

To this end, we letXk denote|hk|2 andYk denote| fk|2. Define two new random variables

Zk andW asZk = Xk/Yk andW = g(Z1, · · · ,ZK) = 1/(∑K
k=1(1/Zk)), respectively. Further-

more, letPW(w) andPZk(zk) denote the PDFs ofW andZk, respectively. Then, we can

evaluate the value ofPW(w) at the point ofw = 0 as follows [42, Section 2.1.2]:

pW(0) =
K

∑
k=1

pZk(0)
∫ ΠK

i=1,i 6=kpZi(zi)dzi

|▽g(z1, · · · ,zk−1,0,zk+1, · · · ,zK)| (5.B-5)

=
K

∑
k=1

pZk(0) (5.B-6)

=
K

∑
k=1

Ω fk

Ωhk

, (5.B-7)

where|▽ g(z1, · · · ,zK)| is the modulus of the gradient ofg(z1, · · · ,zK). The equality in

(5.B-6) is due to|▽g(z1, · · · ,zk−1,0,zk+1, · · · ,zK)|= 1. Based on (5.B-7) and [45, eq. 10],

it is easy to show that

lim
E→∞

E



Q





√

√

√

√

λE∑K
k=1Ω fk

2∑K
k=1

| fk|2
|hk|2







 =
1

λE∑K
k=1Ω fk

K

∑
k=1

Ω fk

Ωhk

. (5.B-8)
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By using (5.B-4) and (5.B-8), we notice that the average PEPE [Pr(X1 → X2|w)] decays

with E in an order of one. That is, the DSTBC only achieves a diversityorder one.

5.9 Appendix 5-C: Proof of Lemma 5.4

Let T = Y1/(Y1+Y2+1) and the cumulative density function (CDF)FT(t) of T is given by

FT(t) =















1− e
− t

b1(1−t)

b2t
b1(1−t)+1

, 0≤ t ≤ 1

1, t ≥ 1

. (5.C-1)

Furthermore, we find the following integration

∫ 1

0

e−z t
(1−t)

xt
(1−t) +1

1
(1−yt)2dt

t
1−t =w
=

∫ ∞

0

e−zw

(xw+1)((1+y)w+1)2dw (5.C-2)

= H (x,y,z) , (5.C-3)

where the last step is done by partial fraction and using [19,pp. 337, 3.352.4, 3.353.3]. Let

fT(t) denote the PDF ofT, thenM3(s;a,b1,b2) is given by

M3(s;a,b1,b2) =
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
esxt1

a
e−

x
a fT(t)dxdt (5.C-4)

=
∫ 1

0

1
1−ast

dFT(t) (5.C-5)

= 1+asH

(

b2

b1
,−as,

1
b1

)

, (5.C-6)

where the last step is done by integration by parts and using (5.C-3).

5.10 Appendix 5-D: Proof of Lemma 5.5

We lower-bound the instantaneous SNRγ̃(α1,α2) in the following way

γ̃(α1,α2) >
Es

(

Er1| f1h1|2
Esmax(|h1|2,α1)

+ Er2| f2h2|2
Esmax(|h2|2,α2)

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
) =: γ̃L. (5.D-1)
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As a result, the average BER̃Pb is upper-bounded byE
[

Pb(γ̃L)
]

. It is hard to obtain the

exact value ofE
[

Pb(γ̃L)
]

; but, in order to show the diversity order, it is sufficient toderive

an upper bound of this expectation. To this end, we first develop the following inequality

E

[

Q
(

g
√

γ̃L
)]

< E

[

Q

(

g
√

γ̃L-1

)]

+E

[

Q

(

g
√

γ̃L-2

)]

+E

[

Q

(

g
√

γ̃L-3

)]

+E

[

Q

(

g
√

γ̃L-4

)]

, (5.D-2)

whereg can be any positive constant. The inequality in (5.D-2) is obtained by making all

the integration limits from zero to∞. Moreover,γ̃L-i is given by

γ̃L-1 =
Es

(

Er1| f1h1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2h2|2
Esα2

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
) , γ̃L-2 =

Es

(

Er1| f1h1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Es

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
) ,

γ̃L-3 =
Es

(

Er1| f1|2
Es

+ Er2| f2h2|2
Esα2

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
) , γ̃L-4 =

Es

(

Er1| f1|2
Es

+ Er2| f2|2
Es

)

σ2
n

(

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
) .

Secondly, we solve the expectations in (5.D-2) by analyzingthe MGF of γ̃L−i. We

rewrite γ̃L-1 as

γ̃L-1 =
Es

σ2
n





Er1| f1h1|2
Esα1

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
+

Er2| f2h2|2
Esα2

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1



 =: γ̃L-1a + γ̃L-1b. (5.D-3)

The MGFs ofγ̃L-1a andγ̃L-1b can be easily obtained by using Lemma 5.4. Althoughγ̃L-1a

andγ̃L-1b are dependent with each other, we ignore this dependency in this chapter. Thus,

the MGFMγ̃L-1(s) of γ̃L-1 is approximated by the product of the MGFs ofγ̃L-1a and γ̃L-1b

as in (5.28).10

Then we rewritẽγL-2 in the following way

γ̃L-2 =
Es

σ2
n





Er1| f1h1|2
Esα1

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1
+

Er2| f2|2
Es

Er1| f1|2
Esα1

+ Er2| f2|2
Esα2

+1



 =: γ̃L-2a + γ̃L-2b. (5.D-4)

10In Chapter 4, we have shown that (5.28) is a very tight approximation ofMγ̃L-1(s). Furthermore, this

approximation does not affect the diversity order of the code as shown in Chapter 4.
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The MGF ofγ̃L-2a can be easily obtained by using Lemma 5.4. The MGFMγ̃L-2b(s) of γ̃L-2b

can be upper-bounded by

Mγ̃L-2b(s) =
∫ 1

0
esxf (x)dx<

∫ 1

0

1
1−sx

dF(x) = M3

(

s
Esα2

σ2
n

;1,b2,b1

)

, (5.D-5)

where f (x) andF(x) are the PDF and CDF of̃γL-2b, respectively. In (5.D-5), the inequality

is due toesx < 1/(1− sx) whens< 0 and the last step is by using Lemma 5.4. We still

ignore the dependency betweenγ̃L-2a andγ̃L-2b. Thus, the MGFMγ̃L-2(s) of γ̃L-2 is upper-

bounded by (5.29). By following a similar way, the MGFsMγ̃L-3(s) andMγ̃L-4(s) of γ̃L-3

andγ̃L-3 are upper-bounded by (5.30) and (5.31), respectively.

Lastly, based on (5.20), (5.D-2), and (5.28)–(5.31), the expectationE
[

Q
(

g
√

γ̃L
)]

can

be upper-bounded as follows:

E

[

Q
(

g
√

γ̃L
)]

.
1
12

M̃
L
(

−1
2

g2
)

+
1
4
M̃

L
(

−2
3

g2
)

, (5.D-6)

whereM̃ L(s) is given byM̃ L(s) = ∑4
i=1Mγ̃L-i(s). Based on (5.2)–(5.4), (5.D-6), and

Craig’s formula, the expectationE
[

Pb(γ̃L)
]

can be upper-bounded byE
[

Pb(γ̃L)
]

. Γ
M̃ L ,

whereΓ
M̃ L is obtained from (5.21) by replacingMU(s) with M̃ L(s). Moreover, sincẽPb

is upper-bounded byE
[

Pb(γ̃L)
]

, we conclude that the average BER̃Pb is upper-bounded

by Γ
M̃ L as well.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Diversity techniques are effective means to combat the fading phenomenon in wireless

communications. In particular, spatial diversity is achieved by deploying multiple antennas

at the wireless terminals and providing the receiver with multiple independent replica of the

same information-bearing symbols. The antennas must be spaced sufficiently far apart in

order to eliminate the correlations between the signals. When the wireless terminals cannot

employ multiple antennas due to size or complexity constraints, cooperative diversity is

proposed by exploiting the broadcast nature of wireless channels.

Cooperative diversity is achieved by making several single-antenna terminals cooper-

ate to form a distributed multiple-antenna system. Specifically, the relays help the source

transmit the information-bearing symbols to the destination. The coordination of the trans-

missions from the relays is critical to a cooperative network and it has a large impact

on the performance and complexity of the network. A simple cooperative strategy is the

repetition-based cooperative strategy, where only one relay is allowed to transmit the sig-

nal to the destination at each time slot. At a price of very poor bandwidth efficiency, the
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repetition-based strategy makes the decoding at the destination very simple and it achieves

the full diversity order. In order to improve the bandwidth efficiency, many schemes, such

as DSTBCs, cooperative beamforming, and relay selection scheme, are proposed. Among

them, the DSTBCs are very attractive because no feedback overhead is required.

When the relays works in the DF mode, they can perform CRC, and hence, existing

STBCs designed for the co-located multiple-antenna system can be used in the cooperative

networks without any modifications. Currently, DSTBCs are proposed for asynchronous

cooperative networks and cooperative networks without anycentralized control terminal.

On the other hand, the analysis and construction of DSTBCs in the AF cooperative net-

works is much harder. Most of the works focus on constructingthe optimum DSTBCs by

minimizing the average error probability or outage probability.

Among all the DSTBCs proposed for the AF cooperative networks,the codes achiev-

ing the single-symbol ML decodability are the focus of this thesis. We first notice that

orthogonal STBCs, which are single-symbol ML decodable in co-located multiple-antenna

systems, lose the single-symbol ML decodability when they are directly used in the AF

cooperative networks. Thus, we propose the DOSTBCs for the AF cooperative networks.

Those codes are single-symbol ML decodable and they achievethe full diversity order

in any constellations. Then we do further investigations onthe row-monomial DOSTBCs,

which are some special DOSTBCs generating uncorrelated noises at the destination. An up-

per bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC is presented and it shows that the

row-monomial DOSTBCs can achieve approximately twice higherbandwidth efficiency

than the repetition-based cooperative strategy. The row-monomial DOSTBCs achieving

the upper bound are constructed systematically as well.

Then, we derive the upper bound of the data-rate of the DOSTBC. This upper bound
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shows that the data-rate cannot be substantially improved from the row-monomial DOST-

BCs by removing the row-monomial limitation. We also notice that the data-rates of the

DOSTBC and row-monomial DOSTBC decrease with the number of relays, which makes

them not suitable for cooperative networks with many relays. In order to further improve

the data-rate, row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI are developed and those code exploit the CPI

of the first-hop channels. We derive the upper bound of the data-rate of the row-monomial

DOSTBC-CPI. This upper bound shows that the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-

CPI is much higher than those of DOSTBC and row-monomial DOSTBC. Furthermore, it

also indicates that the data-rate of the row-monomial DOSTBC-CPI is independent of the

number of relays, and hence, those codes are suitable for cooperative networks with many

relays.

In the second half of this thesis, we conduct error performance analysis of single-

symbol ML decodable DSTBCs in dissimilar cooperative networks. In particular, we focus

on the distributed Alamouti’s code in order to make analysispossible. When the relays

are blind relays in the cooperative networks, two closed-form approximate expressions of

the exact BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code are derived.Irrespective of the values

of the channel variances, we can always use one of the two proposed approximate BER

expressions and accurately evaluate the BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code. Further-

more, those approximate BER expressions demonstrate that the distributed Alamouti’s code

achieve the full diversity order two in a cooperative network with two blind relays.

Then we study the cooperative networks where the relays are CSI-assisted relays. For

this case, we first assume that the relays adopt the amplifying coefficient proposed in [33].

A tight lower and an upper bounds of the average BER of the distributed Alamouti’s code

are derived. Very surprisingly, the lower bound shows that the distributed Alamouti’s code

only achieves diversity order one when the relays use the amplifying coefficient proposed
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in [33]. Furthermore, in a general cooperative network withmore than two relays, the

DSTBCs proposed in [27] only achieve diversity order one as well when the amplifying

coefficient proposed in [33] is used at the relays. Thus, we propose a new threshold-based

amplifying coefficient for the distributed Alamouti’s code. This new amplifying coefficient

makes the code achieve the full diversity order two. Moreover, based on three different

criteria, three optimum and one suboptimum schemes are developed in order to choose the

value of the threshold used in the new amplifying coefficient. Those schemes improve the

performance of the cooperative networks considerably.

6.2 Future Work

The work in this thesis may be extended in many different ways. For example, in Chapter

3, we proposed the row-monomial DOSTBCs-CPI and those codes always have correlated

noises at the destination. One may remove this constraint bydropping the row-monomiality

condition and investigate if the data-rate can be improved by doing so. Furthermore, one

can also design new codes under that assumption that the relays have full CSI including the

phase and the magnitude ofhk. It will not be surprising that such codes have higher data-

rates than the codes presented in this thesis, because more CSI are exploited to construct

such codes. However, as we have shown Chapter 5, it should be very careful to exploit full

CSI at the relays, otherwise full diversity order might be lost at the destination.

Furthermore, it will be very interesting to combe DSTBCs with other transmission tech-

niques. For example, one can combine DSTBCs with optimum powerallocation across the

relays. One can also combine DSTBCs with relay selection. For example, two relays with

the best channel conditions can be chosen to transmit signals by using distributed Alam-

outi’s code at every two time slots. The combination of DSTBCs with other transmission
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techniques can certainly improve the performance of the network. However, such combina-

tion may also induce more signaling or feedback overhead, which eventually increases the

complexity of the cooperative networks. Thus, the trade-off between system complexity

and performance should be addressed always.

Lastly, the work in this thesis can be extended to bidirectional cooperative networks.

The cooperative networks studied in this thesis is unidirectional cooperative networks where

a source transmits information to a destination. In a bidirectional cooperative networks, on

the other hand, two sources exchange information with the help of relays. In such networks,

the design of new cooperative strategy becomes a new challenge. The codes proposed in

this thesis may loss single-symbol ML decodability in bidirectional cooperative networks.

If that is the case, one may need to design new single-symbol ML decodable codes for

bidirectional cooperative networks. After that, performance analysis of such codes are

necessary.
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